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This chapter deals with a description of Ellis 
County, county officers and the laws on taxation in Kansas. 
Description of Ellis County 
Ellis County is located in the middle northwestern 
part of Kansas. Its neighboring counties are: Rooks on 
the North , Russell on the East, Rush on the South and 
Trego on the West . 
The county is located in the sixth congressional 
district1 and includes sixteen townships and four incorp-
orated cities . The- tovmships and their population as of 
March 1, 1950, are as follows: Big Creek 898, Buckeye 381, 
Catherine 579 , Ellis 519, Freedom 406, East Hamilton 110, 
West Hamilton 147 , Herzog 368, Lookout 417, Pleasant Hill 
353, Riverview 390 , Saline 396, Smoky Hill 246, Victoria 
355, Walker 422 and tlheatland 504. The four cities and 
their population are: Hays 8,L1-80, Ellis 2,406, Schoenchen 
192 , and Victoria 994 . The total population for the county 
2 is , as of March 1, 1950, 18,553 . The County courthouse is 
1 . General Statutes of Kansas, 1949, Chapter 4, p.60. 
2 . Abstract of Agricul~ure Horticulture Population 
and Other St atistics for Ellis County, (Ellis County Clerk 
Office , March 1, 1950). 
2 
l ocated in Hays . 
THE COUNTY OFFICERS 
Board of County Commissioners 
The governing body of the c ounty is the Board of 
County Commissioners , c omposed of three members elected 
from t heir respec tive districts3 for a four year term .4 
They take office the second Monday of January after the 
e l e c tion . 5 Each member re ceives eight dollars a day and 
sev en cent s per mil e for necessary trav eling in which he 
uses his own car . The salary of each commissioner cannot 
exceed eight- hundred dollars for any county with a popula-
tion of l ess t han five thousand . In any county with a pop-
ulation of fiv e thousand or more , the salary cannot exceed 
e i ght-hundred dollars plus thirt y- six dollars for each 
additional one thousand popu lation over five thousand . 6 
The commiss ioners regul arl y meet on the first Monday of 
each mon t h dur i ng t he year . A special meeting may be called 
by t he chair man of h i s oPn i nit i ative or at the request of 
3. Gener al Statut es of Kansas , 1949, Chapter 19 , 
p. 643. 
4 . Loe. Cit. 
5. Loe. Ci t . 
6 . General St atut es of Kansas , 1949 , Chapter 28 , 
pp . 1049- 1050 . 
3 
two members .7 The Chairman of the board is elected by 
the board members at t he first meeting of the year on t he 
second Monday in January after election or within thirty 
day t hereafter. 8 
The powers and du:t,ie s of the County Commissioners, 
in the affa irs of the county, could be classified under 
t he general titles of t axation , publicity and supplies . 
In relation to taxation the commi s sioners are largely 
required to estimate the county expenditures for the ensuing 
year. Based on this estimate , the board members levy and 
apportion the taxes for the county. 9 Having arrived at the 
levy, the commissioners confi rm the County Clerk ' s appoint-
ment of the deputy County Assessors who will make the actual 
propert y assessment. 10 To complete their assessment duties , 
t hey act in an ex-officio capacity as the County Board of 
Equalization which will be discussed as an individual unit . 11 
The Board is required , by law, to publish a yearly 
report of the current receipt s , expenditures and i ndebtedness 
of t he county in at least one of the county newspapers. 12 In 
7. Ibid., p. 458 . 
8. Ibid., p . 466. 
9 . Ibid., p . 644 . 
10. Ibid., Chapter 79 , p . 2564 . 
11. See County Board of Eaualization , p . 13 . 
12. General Statutes of Kansas , 1949, Chapter 19, 
p . 647. 
4 
addition the es t imate of expenditures , on which the tax levy 
was computed must be published at least once a year. 13 
The card , acting as a centralized purchasing agent, 
furnishes supplies for the county officers as well as blank 
assessment rolls and other assessment supplies. 14 
C"ounty Clerk 
The County Clerk is elected for two years and must 
file a bond for not less than two thousand dollars with 
the County Treasurer. The County Clerk also takes an oath 
that he will carry out his duties as required by law.15 
The salary is two thousand dollars plus forty-five dollars 
for each additional thousand over two thousand popula tion 
or $2 ,765 in Ellis County. 16 
The duties of the County Clerk are to a ttend the 
sessions of the Board of County CommissionPrs and to keep 
minuted of the meeting and carry out their orders. 17 He 
also acts as custodian of the seal, records and pa pers of 








Loe. Cit. -- --
Loe . Cit . - --- -
General Sta tutes of Kansas, 1949, Chapter 19, 
Ibid ., P • 1055 . 
Ibid ., P • 650. 
Lo e . Cit . 
5 
In relation to assessment, the County Clerk makes 
out all real-estate assessment rolls for the county. These 
assessment rolls contain a correct and pertinent descrip-
tion of each piece of property in the township and cities. 
This is done every four years and the assessment roll is 
turned over to t he County Assessor before the fifteenth of 
February. 19 With t he approval of the State Tax Commission, 
the County Clerk may correct any clerical errors and after 
the first day of November the County Board of Commissioners 
may give t he County Clerk permiss ion to make corre ctions until 
the first day of August of the following year. 20 If the 
assessor failed to assess any p roperty the County Clerk may 
assess it. 21 
County Clerk ex-officio County Assessor 
The County Clerk acts as ex-officio County Assessor 
because the population of Ellis County is ~ess than 65 ,000 
and the law does not allow a full-time County Assessor under 
this population. 22 The salary is determined by the Board 
of County Commissioners and cannot exceed seven hundred 
19. I bid., P• 2544. 
20. I~id., p . 2579 . 
21. I~jd., P • 652. 
22. I~l~•, p . 465. 
6 
fifty dollars.c3 The County Clerk as Assessor 1s supervised 
by the State Tax Commission and at least every two years he 
attends a meeting a t the State Capitol to ~ind out about 
changes in taxation and assessment. 24 
The powers and dutiesof the County Assessor could 
be classified under the general title of appointing, in-
structing and examining. 
In relation to appointments, the County Assessor e.p-
points a Deputy Assessor to assess each district in the first 
and second class cities be tween the second Monday in January 
and the second Wednesday in February. He a,lso appoints the 
Township Trustee as the Deputy Assessor in the township in 
Which he was elected. If any assessment district istoo large 
for one assessor , an additional one may be appo inted. These 
appointments must be confirmed by the Board of County Com-
missioners. A third class city is a part of the township 
assessment district in which it is situated, 25 unles s two 
thirds of the voters, in a s pecial election, vote for it to 
beco me a seperate township. 26 
23. Ibid., P• 1055-
24. Ibid., p. 2561. 
25. Ibid., pp. 2564-2565. 
26. Ibid., P• 465. 
7 
Having appointed the Deputy Assessors, the County 
Assessor instructs t hem as to their duties. He is legally 
required to visit each Deputy Assessor or call into his 
office for instructions before the assessment period 9egins. 27 
The County Assessor is required by law to examine 
and assess any property missed by a deputy assessor, pro-
vided that the property is not required by law to be assess-
ed by the Deputy Assessor. 28 The County Assessor is legally 
required to check all assessment rolls, personal-property 
statements and other reports turned in to him by the Deputy 
Assessors. By making these corrections they will be in 
perfect condition when he turns them into the County Clerk 
to be used by the Board of Equalization . 29 If it is nec -
essary to reduce the assessed value of real estate the 
County Assessor and the Board of Equalization acting jointly 
may do this. 30 
Tmmship Trustee 
The Duties of a Township Trustee could be classified 
under the titles of taxation and ex-officio Deputy Assessor . 
27. Ibid., p. 2565. 
28. Loe. Cit. 
29. Loe. Cit. 
30. Loe. Cit. 
In rela tion to assessment , the Township Trustee 
levies a tax on the property in his township , for roads 
and other purposes. This is done at the July session of 
the Board of County Commissioners with the boards consent 
and it is turned over t o the County Clerk who enters it 
on the tax ro11. 31 To complete their assessment duties, 
they act in an ex- officio capacity as Deputy Assessor . 32 
Deputy Assessor 
The duties of the Deputy Assessor are to list and 
assess all property in his district that is subject to 
tax. 33 In ca rrying this out , he is legally required to 
8 
view all property and assess it at the actual value.34 He 
is furnished a real- esta te tax roll, assessment blanks, 
assessment schedule , maps and othe r things needed in evalu-
a ting property . 35 The Deputy Assessor tak~ s an oath when 
he turns in the assessment roll to the County Assessor that 
he has assessed according to l aw . 3 6 For neglect oi duty the 
31. General Statutes of Kansas , 1949, Chapter 80 , 
P • 2687. 
32. Ibid., PP • 2564-2565 . 
33. Ibid., P • 2566 . 
34. Ibid., P • 2549 . 
35 . I bid., P• 2565 . 
36 . I bid ., P • 2545 . 
9 
Deputy Assessor, if convicted could be fined not l e ss than 
twenty and not more t han one hundred dollars.37 The Deputy 
Assessor begins assessing on the first day of March and 
completes the assessments by the first day of May . 58 His 
salary is seven dolla rs per day , while assessing . ) 9 
Qounty Treasurer 
The County Treasurer is elected for a two year term 
and can only serve two consecutive t~rms. His term goes into 
effect the second Tuesday of October after the election. He 
must file a bond for not less than twice t he amount of money 
to be collected by the County Treasurer during the previous 
40 years. The salary is two thousand two hundred dollars 
plus thirty-six dollars for each additiona l one thousand 
population up to forty thousand or $2,515 dollars in Ellis 
County. 41 
The duties of the County Treasurer, in rela tion to 
assessment, could be classified under the titles of col-
lection of taxes and informa tion. 
37. Ioid., PP• 2566- 2567 . 
38. Ibid., PP• 2544-2545. 
39. Ibid., P• 1054. 
40. Ibid., P• 655. 
41. Ibid., P• 1056. 
10 
In relation to the collection of taxes, the f irst 
half of the taxes are due the twentieth of December of the 
current year and the remainder taxes a re due the twentieth 
of June of t he following year . Anyone paying a ll of his 
taxes, on or before the t wentieth of December, gets a two 
per-cent discount. The County Trea surer in collecting these 
taxes is in charge of the money and upon order of t he County 
42 Commissioners he can pay it out according to l aw . 
The County Treasurer is legally required to give a 
sta tement of the personal and real property tax of any in-
dividual tha t anybody asks about, but this request must be 
in writing . 43 It is unlawful for the County Treasurer to 
charge a fee for notifying a person of the amount of his 
taxes or accepting payment through ma11 . 44 
Sherif:r' 
The Sheriff is elected for a two yea r term and can 
only serve t wo consecutive terms. The salary is t wothousand 
t wo hundred dollars plus fort y- seven dolla rs for each add-
itional thousand popula tion over t wo thousand and not exceed-
ing forty thousand or $2,999 in Ellis County. 45 
42. I bi d ., PP• 2596-2597. 
43. Ibid., p. 657. 
44. Loe. ill• 
45. Genera l Statutes of Kansas , 1949, Chapter 28, 
P• 1056. 
11 
In relation to taxa tion, the Sheriff ' s duty is to 
collect delinquent taxes after he receives the tax warrants 
from the County Treasurer. These warrants can be in the 
case of taxpapers selling their property and not retaining 
sufficient funds for his taxes, 46 or removing property from 
the county and not paying his taxes or just refusing to pay 
their taxes . 47 The Sheriff must report this to the County 
Attorney . 48 
County Attorney 
The Cbunty Attorney is elected for two years and he 
must be a qualified attorney when he is nominated and elect-
ed.49 The salary is one thousand nine hundred and sixty 
dollars plus thirty-eight dollars for each additional thousand 
population over two-thousand and not exceeding thirty-nine 
thousand or $2 , 606 for Ellis County.50 T:1e duties of the 
County Attorney is rela tion to taxation is to appear and 
examine witnesses and assist in any way he can to aid in 





p . 664. 
50. 
51 . 
Ibid., p. 2541 . 
Loe. Cit. 
Loe. Cit . 
Gener 1 Statutes of Kansas, 1949, C.~apter 19, 
I b id., P • 1055. 
Ibid., p. 2569 . 
12 
County Superintendent of Instruction 
The County Superintendent of Instruction is elected 
for two years and t he qualifications in Elli s County are 
tha t he must have a four-year college degree and a valid 
teacher's certifica te. He must also have five years of 
teaching experience which includes two years in the elemen-
tary schoo ls and one year in secondary schools in Kansas.52 
The salary is two thousand two hundred dollars plus forty 
dollars for each additional t housand population over two 
thousand and not exceeding twenty t housand or $2 , 880 dollars 
in Ellis County.53 In relation to taxation, the County 
Superintendent of Instruction is legally requi red t o turn 
over t o t he Deputy Assessor each towns hi p a map of his 
school district before t he first day of March.54 
The other county officers besides the one mentioned 
are : the Clerk of the District Court, the Coroner and the 
Register of Deeds. These of f icers have no thing to do with 
taxation. 
52. ~-, P • 2195. 
53. Ibid., P • 1056 . 
54. Ibid., P• 2569 . 
13 
Cou..~ty Board of Equalization 
The powers and duties of the County Board of Equaliz-
ation could be classified under the general title of correct-
ing i n- equalities of assessment and equalizing the valuation 
of assessment . 
I n relation to this, a notice of this meeting is 
published in the local newspaper for three weeks beginning 
the last week in Apri1 . 55 This is done by the County Clerk 
who acts in an ex-officio capacity as Clerk of the Board.56 
A copy of the newspaper is filed in the County Clerk's 
office. ::i7 I n this notice it states tha t on the third Mon-
day in May the Board will hold its meeting in the County 
Clerks office although in Ellis County the Board usually 
meets in the County Commissioners Office . ~8 
The session of the board is limited to ten days and 
at the end of' this time the board adjourns for ten days. 
This gi ves the County Clerk time to notify t he persons of 
the decisions of tee boa rd. Then the board meets for another 
thr ee days . This gives the people a chance to make complaints 
against the decision of the boar d. At the close of the three 
day meeting the board adjourns and this must be before the 
55 . Ibid . , PP • 2578-2579 . 
56 . I bid., p . 2578. 
57. Ibid ., PP • 2578-2579 . 
58 . I bid., P • 2528 . 
14 
t went i e t h o f June . 59 An abstract of the assessment rolls 
are t hen sent to the State Tax Commission before the first 
day of July . 60 
The Board is legally required to equalize the val-
uation of the assessment districts in the county on real 
estat e and personal property . This may increase or decrease 
t h 1 t . 61 e va ua ions . 
Commission of Revenue and Taxation 
The powers and duties of the Commission of Revenue 
and Taxation could be classified under the general titles 
of taxation , supervision , investigation and recommendations . 
In relation to taxation , the Commission assesses all 
Public Utilities . The Commission furnished forms for the 
Public Utilities to fill out and then they turn them back 
to the Commission . Then the Commission meets on different 
dates for each Public Utility to determine the right assess-
ment and make corrections . 62 
The Commission also has general supervision over 
the administration of the tax laws and assessments. If the 
County Assessor needs any information he can always turn to 
them . They also advise and investigate anything connected 
59 . 
60 . 
p . 257~1. 
62. 
Loe. Cit . 
General Statutes of Kansas, 1949, Chapter 79, 
Ibid ., p . 2578 . 
Ibid ., pp . 2549- 2560 . 
15 
with taxation and make recommendations to the legis lature 
for certain improvements in taxation. They also have the 
power to inquire into the system of accounting and auditing 
of public funds. 63 To complete their assessment duties, 
the commission acts in an ex-officio capacity as the State 
Board of Equalization which will be discussed as an in-
dividual unit. 64 
State Board of Equalization 
The powers and duties of the State Board of Equaliz-
a.tion could be classified under the general titles of equal-
iza tion of assessment, correction of in-equalities of assess-
ment apportionment of the tax levy. 
In relation to this, the board meets on the second 
Wednesday in July to perfo r m the work of equalization. The 
board is legally required to equalize t La assessment in 
counties throughout the state for different classes of 
property. 
The board also hears any persons complaint against 
the decision they received from the County Boards of Equal-
ization. This complaint must be appealed to the State Board 
of Equalization within thirty days after the County Board 
63. Ibid., PP• 2562-2563 . 
64. See State Board of Equalization, p. 15. 
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of Equalization adjourns . 
To complete their assessment duties the boa rd ap-
propriates the state levy among the various counties in 
proportion to t heir taxable valuation with their t axable 
property. After t he work of the Commission is completed 
t hey send t he corrected l evy back to the counties to serve 
as a bas is for all general property tax levies.65 
General Property Tax 
The Government's right t o taxa tion i s in the constit-
ution of Kansas and t he legisla ture provides for a uniform 
and equal rate of assessment and t axation . 66 The general 
p roperty t ax is a tax levied against real and persona l pro-
perty not exempt by law. 67 The prope rty t ha t is exempt by 
la"W is al l property tha.t is used f o r state, county , muni ci pal, 
literary, educa tional, scientific, r el' .;ious , benevolent ad 
charitable purposes . Each family ha s one exemption of t wo 
hundred dollars. 68 The use of t h e property is t he bea ring 
fact in exemption. 69 For example , if property is u s ed 
65. I bid ., PP • 2563- 2564 . 
66 . 112i£•' p . LXVI. 
67 . I bid., P • 2534 . 
68 . I bid., p . LXVI. 
69 . Ottowa University VG Stra tton, 85 Kan . 246, 
248 , p . 892 . 
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exclusively for ch~ritable purposes it is exempt regardless 
of the value but if funds from t h i s charitable organization 
is invested for income purposes it is not exempt. 
The legisla ture provedes a limitation on the t ax 
levies on counties and the Board of County Commissioners 
can l evy the assessed t angible valuation as long as they 
don 1 t go over these limitations.7° These limitations a re 
in detail for each function of the county . Thi s mill is 
usually so many mills pe r t housand dollars. Thus if a county 
levies a tax of five mills, the owner of the property asf,ess-
ed at $1,000 must pay five dollars. 
The limita tion for your general operation funds are 
as follows: County ope r a tion fund 5.5 mi lls; 71 common 
school district opera tion fund 8.0 mills; 72 rural high 
school district oper a tion fund 6 . 0 mi lls; 73 townshi p opera-
tion fund½ mill; second class cities 12.0 mills for 1 949 
and 1950, and after t his 9 . 0 mills; 74 third class city 
opera tion fund 11.0 mills, and after 1949 and 1950, 9 . 0 
mills; 75 and t he boa rd of Educa tion 14.o mills.7 6 
70. General Statutes of Kansas, 1949, Chapt er 79, 
p . 2584 . 
71. 
72. Ibid., P • 2592 
73. Ibid., P • 2593 . 
74. Ibid., PP • 2586- 2587 . 
75. ~-, P • 2588 . 
76. Loe. Cit . 
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All real property is listed in the assessment dist-
rict where it is located on the first day of March,77 and 
all personal property is listed in the assessment district 
Within t he boundaries of which it is loca ted on the first 
day of March . 78 This is the general rule but there a re 
exceptions . In relation to assessing automobiles t here is 
no definite law saying what to do. The question of the 
assessment of this cla ss of property has had no considera tion 
by t he commission but they have made sugges tions from time 
to time. They have suggested t het the County Assessor 
should furnish each Deputy Assessor with a list of automobile 
licenses issued in the county . This list will give all the 
information shown on automobile receipts such as , make of car, 
type, year , and name of owner. This would enable t he Deputy 
Assessor to check to see if the person being assessed did 
have a ce.r and t he year and ma_rn was "Orrect. They also 
suggest when it is impossible to see the car the Deputy 
Assessor s~ould use a standard published price list showing 
new and used car prices on t he market in evaluating the 
automobile . 7 9 
77 . General Statutes of Kansas, 1949, Chapter 79, 
P• 2543 . 
78 . Loe. Cit . 
79. State Commission of Revenue and Taxation, 
Assessor1 s Manual. (Tbpeka, Kansas State Printiag Office, 
1950) pp . 61-62 . 
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In checking with severa l Deputy Assessors, I found 
they were not furni shed with a list of t he license tags in 
Ellis County for 1950 , but t hey did have a ccess t o one in 
t he County Treasurer ' s office. For the first time the 
Deputy Assessor will have a list of license t ags in 1951 . 
They were not furnished in 1950 with t he Assessor's Manual 
published by the State Commission of Revenue and Taxation 
Which describes in detail everything about assessing and 
t he laws . They were furnished t he car schedule t o go by 
in eva lua ting t he cars. 
The ques tion of assessing aut omobi l es belonging to 
students at college has been b r ought up before the commis-
sion . Since t hese ca rs a re no t permanently kept ot educat-
iona l institutions , it would be better t hat t hey \•fere assess-
ed a t t he residence of the owner. The trouble is tha t they 
are not home during t he assessing period and therefore are 
not a ssessed. SO The i dea here in Ellis County is, that if 
the student ca1~Do t show that he ha s been assessed in their 
respective county when the assessor comes around , then t hey 
should be assessed a t that time. 
80 . I bid., P • 62 . 
-
CHAPTER II 
CARS AND TRUCKS IN THE COUNTY ACCORDING 
TO THE REGISTRATION RECEIPTS 
INTRODUCTION 
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This chapter deals with the cars and trucks in each 
township and city taken from the registration receipts in 
the County Treasurer's office. 
BIG CREEK TOWNSHIP 
There were t wo hundred and four cars and ninety- nine 
trucks in Bi g Creek Townshi p and of this number of cars 
t wenty-six per-cent were Chevrolets, nineteen per-cent were 
Fords , eleven per-cent were Plymouths , seven per- cent were 
Pontiacs, seven per-cent wer e Buicks , four per-cent were 
Dodges, four per-cent were Ol dsmobiles , three per-cent were 
Mercurys, three per-cent were Chryslers, three per-cent were 
Nashs, three per-cent were Hudsons , four per-cent were Stude-
bakers, one per-cent were DeSotos , one per-cent were Lincolns , 
one per-cent were Frazers , one per-cent were Kaisers, one 
per-cent were Packards, one per-cent were Cadillacs and one 
per-cent were Willys. The Chevrolets ranged from 1930 to 
1949. There were six 1949 , four 1948 , seven 1947 , one 1942, 
t hirteen 1941, five 1940 , f our 1939 , five 1938 , tuo 1936, 
t wo 1935 and one 1930 . The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1950 . 
There were t wo 1950 , eight 1949 , one 1948 , t wo 1947 , six 
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1941, f ive 1940 , one 1939 , two 1938 , two 1936 , one 1935 , 
one 1934 and one 1931. The Pl ymouths ranged from 1938 to 
1949 . There were f our 1949 , six 1948 , three 1947 , one 
1946 , three 1941, two 1940 , t wo 1939 and one 1938 . The 
Pontiac s r anged from 1937 to 1949 . There were two 1949 , 
eig.ht 1948 , t wo 1941 , t ro 1939 and one 1937 . The Buicks 
ranged from 1939 t o 1950 . There were four 1950 , one 1949, 
t wo 1948 , tvro 1947 , one 1942 , two 1941 and ti,-ro 1939 . The 
Dodges r anged from 1939 to 1950 . There were t TO 1950, two 
1949 , one 1947 , one 1946 , three 1941 and one 1939 . The 
Old smobiles r anged from 1934 to 1947 . There were three 
1947, one 1942 , one 1941 , three 1939 and one 1934 . The 
Mercurys ranged from 1947 to 1949 . There was one 1950 , 
three 1949 and two 1947 . The Chryslers ranged from 1940, 
t o 1949 . There were two 1949 , thrEre 1948 , one 1941 and 
one 1940 . The Nashs ranged from 19~7 to 1949 . There were 
thr ee 1949 , two 1948 and one 1947 . The Hudsons ranged from 
1938 to 1949 . There was one 1949 , t vo 1946, one 1941 , one 
1940 and one 1938 . The Studebakers ran ed from 1940 to 
1949 . There was one 1949 , three 1948 , one 1942 , one 1940 
and one 1939 . There was one 1947 Dodge, one 1947 Lincoln, 
one 1947 DeSoto , one 1947 Frazer , t ,10 1950 Kaisers, one 
1942 Packard , one 1941 Cadillac and one 1942 Willys . 
For the ninety- nine trucks , twenty-nine per- cent were 
Chev ro l ets , twenty per-cent were Fords, eighteen per- cent 
were G. M. C., fourteen per- cent were Internationals , nine 
I 1 
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per-cent were Studebakers , seven per-cent were Dodges , 
five per-cent were Whites , one per-cent were Federal and 
one per-cent 'ere Reo. The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 
1949 . There ivere five 1949 , five 1948, four 1947, one 1942, 
three 1941, one 1940 , t wo 1938 , four 1936 , one 1935, one 
1934, one 1931 and one 1929. The Fords ranged from 1930 
to 1949. There were five 1949 , t vo 1948 , one 1946, one 
1945, t wo 1942, two 1941, two 1940 , one 1939 , t wo 1935 , 
one 1931 and one 1930 . The G.M.C. ' s ranged from 1937 to 
1949. There were three 1949 , eight 1948 , three 1947, one 
1942, one 1940 , one 1939 and one 1937 . The Internat ionals 
ranged from 1928 to 1949. There was one 1949 , t wo 1948, 
one 1947, one 1943 , three 1941, one 1940 , one 1939 , two 
1938, one 1936 and one 1928 . The Studebakers ranged from 
1943 to 1949. There were seven 1949 , one 1946 and one 1943. 
The Dodges ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There was one 1949, 
one 1947, two 1946 , t wo 1945 and one 1941 . The Vfui tes 
ranged from 1940 to 1948 . There ,,ras one 1948, three 1947 
and one 1940. There was one 1947 Federal and one 1947 Reo . 
BUCKEYE TO"\'!NSHIP 
There were one hundred and nine cars and eighty-t ro 
trucks and of this number of cars twenty-eight per-cent 
were Fords , twenty per-cent were Chevrolets, twelve per-cent 
were Dodges , nine per-cent were Plyrnouths, s i x per-cent were 
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Buicks , five per-cent ·were Chryslers , five per-cent were 
Mercurys , five per-cent were Pontiacs , four per-cent were 
Oldsmobiles, three per-cent were Studebakers , one per-cent 
were DeSotos, one per-cent were Kaisers , one per-cent were 
Hudsons , one per-cent were Lincolns and one per-cent were 
'Willys. The Chev rolets ranged from 1931 to 1950 . There 
was one 1950 , three 1949 , t wo 1947 , one 1946 , one 1942 , 
five 1941, one 1940 , one 1939 , one 1938 , one 1937 , one 1936, 
two 1935 , one 1931 and one 1930. The Fords ranged from 1928 
to 1950. There was one 1950 , four 1949 , three 1947, one 
1946, two 1942, to 1941, one 194-0, two 1939, t wo 1938, four 
1937, one 1935, one 1930, five 1929 and two 1928 . The Dodges 
ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There were six 1949 , t~o 1948 , 
one 1947, two 1941, one 1940 and one 1937 . The Plymouths 
ranged from 1934 to 1949. There were three 1949, three 1947, 
one 1940 , one 1936, one 1935 and one 1934 . The Buicks ranged 
from 1937 to 1949. There were t wo 1949, one 1940, one 1938, 
and t i·rn 1937. 'rhe Pontiacs ranged from 1941 to 1948. There 
were three 1948 , one 1942 and one 1941 . The Chryslers ranged 
from 1940 to 1948. There were t wo 1948 , one 1947, one 1946 
and one 1940. The Mercurys ranged from 1939 to 1949 . There 
were t hree 1949, one 1947 and one 1939. The Oldsmobiles 
ranged from 1937 to 1941. There were two 1941, one 1940 and 
one 1937. The Studebakers ranged from 1947 to 1949. There 
was one 1949 , one 1948 and one 1947. There was one 1948 
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DeSoto, one 1950 Ka i ser , one 1938 Hudson , one 1936 Lincoln 
and one 1948 Willys . For the eighty- two trucks , thi rty-seven 
per-cent were Chevrolets , twenty- one per- cent were Fords, 
t wenty per-cent were Dodges , ten per- cent ere Internationals, 
seven per-cent were G.M.C. and tvo per- cent were Studebakers . 
The Chevr olets ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There were two 
1949 , f i ve 1948 , five 1947 , three 1946 , three 1941 , two 1940, 
two 1939 , three 1938, one 1936 , one 1935 , two 1934, one 1933 
and one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There 
were three 1949, one 1948 , three 1941, three 1940 , one 1939, 
two 1938 , two 1937 , one 1935 and two 1929 . The Dodges ranged 
from 1936 to 1949 . There were five 1949, t wo 1948, three 
1947 , th10 1946 , one 1942, two 1941 and one 1936 . The Inter-
national s ranged from 1929 to 1948 . 'I'here was one 1948, 
one 1946 , t wo 1941 , one 1939, two 1938 and one 1929 . The 
G.M.C. ' s rariged from 1940 to 1948 . ~here were three 1948, 
one 1941 and two 1940 . There were two 1949 Studebakers . 
CATHERINE TOt·.'NSHIP 
There were one hundred and thirty cars and sixty-
fiv e trucks and of this number of cars t wenty-eight per-cent 
were Chevrolets , twenty- eig,ht per- cent were Fords , eleven 
per-cent were Plymouths , six per- cent were Dodges, six per-
cent were Pontiac s , five per- cent were Buicks , four per- cent 
were Mercurys , three per- cent were Oldsmobiles , t wo pe r - cent 
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were Chrysl ers , t wo per- cent were Nashs, t1vo per- cent Here 
Hudsons , one per-cent were Studebakers , one per- cent were 
Packard s and one per- cent were Terraplanes . The Chevrolets 
ranged from 1931 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , six 1949 , 
three 1948 , one 1947 , five 1946 , t wo 1942 , five 1941, one 
1940 , one 1939 , one 1938 , four 1937 , four 1936 , one 1934 
and t, .o 1931. The Fords ranged from 1928 to 1950 . There 
were three 1950 , five 1949, t wo 1948, t wo 1947 , three 1946 , 
six 1941 , two 1940, one 1939 , one 1938, one 1937 , seven 
1936 , t wo 1930 and one 1928 . The Plymouths ranged from 
1936 t o 1950. There was one 1950, one 1949, one 1948, two 
1947 , one 1946 , t wo 1941 , t wo 1940, one 1939, one 1937 and 
two 1936 . The Dodges ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There were 
three 1949 , one 1947, one 1946 , t,,.,rn 1940 and one 1937 . The 
Pontiacs ranged from 1940 to 1950. There was one 1950 , one 
1948 , one 1947 , three 1941 and t wo 1940. The Buicks ranged 
from 1936 to 1950 . There were t hree 1950, one 1947 , one 
1941 , one 1939 and one 1936. he Mercurys ran5ed from 1941 
to 1949 . There were t wo 1949 , one 1948, one 1947 and one 
1941 . The 0ldsmobiles ranged from 1937 to 1948. There was 
one 1948 , two 1941 and one 1937 . The Chrys l ers ranged from 
1939 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1947 and one 1939 . 
The Nashs ranged from 1947 to 1949 . There was one 1949, one 
1948 and one 1947 . The Hudsons ranged from 1942 to 1949 . 
There was one 1949 and one 1942. There was one 1948 
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Studeba ker , one 1947 Packard and one 1936 Terrapl ane . 
For t he s i xt y- f i ve trucks , fifty - one per- cent were 
Chevrolet s , e i ght een per- cent were Fords , fourteen per- cent 
were Dodges , s i x per-cent were Internationals , five per-cent 
were G.~ .C., three per- cent were Plymouths and one per- cent 
were Rec. The Chev ra l ets ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There 
were f i ve 1949 , eight 1948 , five 1947 , five 1946, one 1941, 
f our 1940 , three 1938 , t,10 1937 , one 1936, one 1934 and 
one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There was 
one 1949 , one 1948 , three 1947 , one 1946 , one 1942, one 
1941, one 1938 , one 1936 and one 1929 . The Dodges ranged 
from 1937 to 1949 . There were t,10 1949 , one 1947, two 1945, 
one 1941, one 1940 and one 1937 . The Internationals ranged 
from 1929 t o 1948 . There were two 1948 , one 1940 , one 1937 , 
and one 1929 . The G.M. C. ' s ranged from 1936 to 1937 . There 
were two 1937 and one 1936. There was one 1941 and one 1939 
Plymouth and one 1948 Rec . 
EAST HAMILTON TOWNSHIP 
There were thirty- five cars and thirty trucks and 
of thi s numbe r of cars forty per-cent were Chevrolets, 
thirty- one per- cent were Fords, eleven per-cent were Dodges, 
six per- cent were Plymouths, six per-cent were Buicks, two 
per- cent were DeSotos and two per- cent were Willys . The 
Chev rolets ranged from 1933 to 1948 . There were two 1948, 
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two 1947, one 1946, one 1942, f our 1941, one 1940, one 
1938 and one 1933 . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950. 
There was one 1950 , one 1949 , one 1947 , one 1946, two 1942, 
one 1941, t wo 1930 and one 1929. The Dodges ranged from 
1940 to 1949 . There was one 1949, t 1·10 1948 , one 1941 and 
one 1940 . There was a 1948 and a 1947 Plymouth and one 
1947 and one 1946 Buick . There was one 1941 DeSoto and one 
1948 Willys. 
For the thirty trucks , forty per-cent were Chevrolets, 
twenty-three per-cent were Fords , sixteen per- cent were 
Internationals, one per-cent were Dodges , three per-cent were 
G.M . C., three per-cent were Studebakers and three per-cent 
were Willys. The Chevrolets ranged from 1930 to 1949. There 
was one 1949 , one 1948 , t io 1946 , t wo 1942, two 1941, one 
1937, one 1936 , one 1931 and one 1930 . The Fords ranged 
from 1929 to 1948 . There were t hree 1948 , one 1940, two 
1936 and one 1929 . The Internationals ran . ed from 1936 to 
1948. There was one 1949 , three 1938 and one 1936. The 
Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949. There was one 1949 , one 
1937 and one 1936 . There was one 1949 G.M.C., one 1949 
Studebaker and one 1948 Willys. 
ELLIS TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred thirty-one cars and one 
hundred t wenty-six trucks and of this number of cars 
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per-cent we r e St udebakers , two per- cent were Buicks , t -rn 
per-cent were Nashs , one per- cent vere DeSotos and one 
per-cent wer e Chrysl ers . The Chev rolets ranged from 1936 
to 1950 . There was one 1950 , two 1949 , f i ve 1948 , seven 
1947 , t 10 1946 , one 1942 , seven 1941 , five 1940 , t wo 1939 , 
five 1937 and five 1936 . The Fords ranged from 1931 to 
1949 . There were t,-o 1929 , one 1947, t wo 1946 , one 1942, 
one 1941, one 1934 and one 1931 . The Plymouths ranged 
f rom 1937 t o 1950 . There was one 1950 , two 1949 , two 1948 , 
and one 1937 . The Dodges ranged from 1941 to 1950 . There 
was one 1950 , one 1949 , one 1948 , two 1947 and one 1941 . 
The 0l dsmobiles ranged from 1937 to 1948 . There were two 
1948 , two 1946 and one 1937 . The Pontiacs ranged from 1937 
to 1947. There were t hree 1947 and one 1937 . The Mercurys 
ranged from 1949 t o 1950 . There was one 1950 and four 1949 . 
The Studebakers ranged from 1936 to 1948 . There uas one 
1948 , one 1940 and one 1936 . There were t wo 1947 Buicks , 
one 1948 and one 1947 Nash , one 1936 Dodge and one 1947 
Chrysler . 
For the seventy trucks, forty - one per- cent were 
Chevrolet s , t i.-renty six per- cent were Fords , thirteen per-
cent were G.M. C., ten per- cent were Dodges , one per- cent 
were Internat i onals and one per- cent were Diamond T. The 
Chev r olet s ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There were three 1949 , 
f our 1948 , t hree 1947 , three 1946 , t wo 1941 , one 1940, t uo 
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per-cent were Studebakers , t wo per-cent were Buicks, t wo 
per-cen t were Nashs, one per-cent were DeSotos and one 
per-cent were Chryslers . The Chevrolets ranged from 1936 
to 1950. There was one 1950 , t wo 1949 , five 1948 , seven 
1947 , t wo 1946 , one 1942 , seven 1941 , five 1940 , two 1939 , 
five 1937 and fiv e 1936 . The Fords ranged from 1931 to 
1949 . There vere t 1· o 1929 , one 1947, t wo 1946 , one 1942 , 
one 1941, one 1934 and one 1931 . The Plymouths ranged 
from 1937 to 1950 . There was one 1950, two 1949 , two 1948, 
and one 1937 . The Dodges ranged from 1941 to 1950 . There 
was one 1950 , one 1949 , one 1948, t~o 1947 and one 1941. 
The 0l dsmobiles ranged from 1937 to 1948 . There were two 
1948 , t ·wo 1946 and one 1937 . The Pontiac s ranged from 1937 
to 1947. There were t hree 1947 and one 1937 . The Mercurjys 
ranged from l 949 to 1950 . There was one 1950 and four 1949. 
The Studebakers ranged from 1936 to 1948. There ivas one 
1948 , one 1940 and one 1936. There were t1, o 19L~7 Buicks , 
one 1948 and one 1947 Nash , one 1936 Dodge and one 1947 
Chrysler. 
For the seventy trucks, forty-one per-cent were 
Chevrolets, t venty six per-cent were Fords , thirteen per-
cent were G.M. C., ten per- cent were Dodges , one pe r -cent 
were Internationals and one per-cent were Diamond T. The 
Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There were three 1949, 
four 1948 , t hree 1947 , three 1946 , two 1941, one 1940 , t wo 
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1939, three 1938, three 1937 , three 1936, one 1930 and one 
1929. The Fords ran ed from 1927 t o 1950. There was one 
1950 , t rn 1949 , one 1948, one 1947, one 191.~4, one 1940, one 
1939 , one 1938, three 1937, one 1936, tHo 1935, one 1930 , 
one 1929 and one 1927. The G. J). . C. 1 s ranged from 1936 to 
1949 . There were four 1949, one 1948, one 1947, one 1946 , 
one 1937 and one 1936. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1948. 
There was one 1948 , one 1947, t wo 19~6, one 1944, one 1938 
and one 1936. There was one 1950 International and one 
1949 Diamond T. 
HERZOG Tm'lNSH IP 
There were ei hty-one cars anc fifty trucks and of 
this number of cars thirty-t NO per-cent were Fords, t wenty-
eight per-cent were Chevrolets, eleven per- cent were Plymouths, 
eight per-cent were Mercurys , seven per-cent were Pontiacs, 
five per-cent were Dodges , four per- cent were Buicks, four 
per-cent were Chryslers , ti,'o per- cent were Nashs and one per-
cen t were Packards . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950 . 
There was one 1947 , four 1946 , t,-rn 1942 , t m 1941, four 1940 , 
one 1938, one 1937, one 1935, one 1934, three 1931, two 1930 
and four 1929. The Chevrolet s ranged from 1929 to 1950. 
There were to 1950, three 1949 , three 1948 , one 1942 , three 
1941, t hree 1940, one 1938, three 1937 , one 1936, one 1935 , 
one 1931 and one 1929. The Plymouths ranged from 1935 to 
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1950 . Ther e wer e t ro 1950 , t uo 1949 , one 1946 , one 1941 , 
one 1937 , one 1936 and one 1935 . The Mercurys ranged from 
1941 to 1949 . There were four 1949 , one 1947 , one 1946 
and one 1941. The Pontiac s ranged from 1947 to 1950 . There 
was one 1950 , t 10 1949 , two 1948 and one 1947 . The Chryslers 
r anged from 1937 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1941 and 
one 1937 . The Buicks ranged from 1948 to 1950 . There was 
one 1950 , one 1949 and one 1948. The Dodges ranged from 
1937 to 1947 . There was one 1947 , one 1941 , one 1940 and 
one 1937 . There were t wo 1949 ashs and one 1939 Packard . 
For the fifty trucks , thirty- t wo per- cent were 
G.M. C., t wenty- two per-cent were Chevrolets, twenty- two 
per-cent were Fords , t·welve per-cent uere Dodges , ten per-
cent we re I nternationals and t wo per-cent were Studebakers. 
The G.M. C ' s ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There were four 1949, 
four 1948 , three 1947 , t wo 1946 , one 1938 and t 1 ·o 1937. The 
Chev rolet s ran o.·ed from 1929 to 1949 . There wa s one 1949 , 
one 1947 , one 1946 , one 1940, one 1939 , one 1938 , one 1937, 
t wo 1936 and one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950 . 
There was one 1950 , t wo 1948 , t ;ro 1947 , one 1946 , one 1942 , 
one 1937 , t wo 1934 and one 1929 . The Dodges ran ged from 
1934 to 1950 . There was one 1950, one 1949, one 1946, one 
1944, one 1938 , one 1934 . The Internationals ranged from 
1940 t o 1949 . There was one 1949 , one 19L~8 , one 1947 , one 
1943 and one 1940 . There was one 1940 Studebaker . 
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LOOKOUT TO"\'JNSHIP 
There were ninety- six cars and ninety trucks and of 
this number of cars thirty-three per-cent were Chevrolets, 
t wenty-five per-cent were Fords, t en per-cent were Plymouths , 
eight per-cent were Dodges , seven per-cent were Buicks , t hree 
per-cent were Mercurys , three per- cent were Pontiacs, t wo 
per-cent ere Ol dsmobiles , t ,ro per-cent 1.-rnre Nashs , one per-
cent we r e DeSotos, one per-cent were Ka isers and one per-cent 
were Packards . The m.1.evrolets ranged from 1931 to 1950. 
There were four 1950 , five 1948 , three 1947 , one 1946 , t 10 
1942, t, 0 1941, four 1940 , three 1939 , three 1938 , t hree 1937, 
one 1936 , one 1933 and one 1931. The Fords ranged from 1929 
to 1949 . There were four 1949 , t wo 1947, t wo 1946 , one 1942 , 
t hree 1911-1, one 1939 , one 1938 , one 1937, one 1936 , one 1935, 
one 1934 , one 1933 , one 1932, one 1931 and t hree 1929 . The 
Pl ymouths r anged from 1939 to 1949 . here were t wo 1949 , 
one 1948 , two 1947 , one 1946, one 1942, one 1941 and t wo 1939 . 
The Dodge s ranged from 1940 to 1949 . There were t hree 1949, 
one 1948 , one 192.1-6 , t wo 1941 and one 1940 . The Buicks ranged 
from 1936 to 1949 . There were t ~o 1949, one 1948 , t wo 1946 , 
one 1938 and one 1936. The Hercury s ranged from 1939 to 
1949. There was one 1949 , one 1947 and one 1939 . The 
Pontiacs ranp-ed from 1939 to 1949. There was one 1949, one 
1941 and one 1939 . There were t 10 1911-9 Oldsmobiles , one 
1948 and one 1937 Na sh , one 1948 DeSoto, one 1947 ~a iser 
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and one 1937 Packard . 
For the ninety trucks, t1·1enty-seven per-cent 1,1ere 
Chevrolets, nineteen per-cent were Fords , fifteen per-cent 
wer e Dodges, eleven per-cent were G.M. C., nine per-cent 
were I nternationals, seven per-cent wer e Studebakers , three 
per-cent Here Willys, t wo per-cent were Diamond T, and one 
per-cent were Pl ymouths . The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 
to 1949 . There were fou!' 1949 , t ,-.ro 1948 , one 1947, four 
1946, one 1942, three 1941, t wo 1939, one 1938 , tro 1936 , 
one 1935 , t wo 1931 and one 1929. The Fords ranged from 
1929 to 1949. There was one 1949, one 1948, two 1947 , t wo 
1946, one 1942, t wo 1941 , tro 1937 , three 1935, one 1933 , 
one 1931 , one 1930 and one 1929. The Dodges ranged from 
1936 to 1949. There were t wo 1949 , one 1947 , one 1942, 
t hree 1]41, three 1940 and five 1936 . The G.M.C. ' s ranged 
from 1942 to 1949 . There were four 1949, t~~ee 1948 , one 
1947 , one 19~6 and one 1942 . The Internationals ranged 
from 1938 to 1949. There was one 1949, two 1948, one 1946, 
one 1945, one 1942, one 1939 and one 1938. The 3tudebakers 
ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There were three 1949 , t w 1947 
and one 1941. There were three 1949, two 194 7 and one 1941. 
There was one 1949, one 1948 and one 1947 Willys, one 1936 
and one 1934 Diamond T and one 1941 Plymouth . 
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PLEASANT HILL TOWNSH IP 
There were eight y- eight cars and eighty-six true rn 
and of this number of cars forty- one per-cent were Chev-
rolets, fifteen per-cent were Fords , thirteen per-cent were 
Dodges, eight per-cent were Plymouths , six per-cent were 
Pontiacs, three :per-cent rere Mercurys, three per-cent were 
Oldsmobiles, t wo per-cent were Studebakers , t•.-10 per - cent 
were Chr yslers , t wo per-cent were Hudsons , one per-cent 
vere Buicks , one per-cent were Frazers , one per-cent were 
Nashs and one per-cent were Willys . The Chevrolets ranged 
from 1936 to 1950. There were three 1950, five 1949, six 
1948 , f our 1947, four 1946 , six 1941 , one 1939 , one 1938 , 
four 1937 and t wo 1936 . The Fords ranged from 1925 to 1950 . 
There was one 1950, two 1949, one 1948 , t wo 1946 , two 1941, 
t hree 1938 , one 1932 and one 1925 . The Dodges ranged from 
1936 to 1949. There were three 1949 , three 1948, one 1947, 
one 1946, one 1941, one 1940 and one 1936 . The Plymouths 
ranged from 1937 to 1948 . There were t 11ro 1948 , one 1938 and 
four 1937. The Pontiacs ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There 
was one 1949, t wo 1946, one 1940 and one 1937. The Mercurys 
ranged from 1948 to 1950. There was one 1950, one 1949, and 
one 1948 . There were t wo 1941 and one 1949 Oldsmobiles, t 1vo 
1947 Studebakers , one 1948 and one 1942 Chrysler , one 1948 
and one 1941 Hudson , one 1947 Buick , one 1947 Frazer, one 
1942 Nash and one 1947 Willys. 
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For the eighty-s ix trucks , forty-nine per-cent were 
Chevrolets, nineteen per- cent were Dod es , fifteen per-cent 
were Fords , seven per-cent 1ere Internationals, seven per-
cent were G.M. C. ' s, t wo per-cent were Diamond T's and one 
per-cent i·1ere Willys. The Chev r olets ranged from 1930 to 
1950 . There was one 1950, five 1949 , four 1948, one 1947, 
six 1946 , one 1945, five 1942, one 1941, t ~o 1940 , one 1939 , 
four 1938, t wo 1937, t wo 1936, one 1935, one 1934, three 
1930 and t wo 1929 . rhe Dodges ranged from 1937 to 1949. 
There 1· ere three 1949 , five 1948 , one 1946 , t 1 0 1941, one 
1940 , one 1939 and t -TO 1937. The Fords ranged from 1929 
to 1948. There was one 1948 , one 1946 , one 1945, t wo 1941 , 
three 1940, one 1937 , t wo 1936 , one 1930 and one 1929. The 
Internat ionals ranged from 1928 to 1948. There were two 
1948 , one 1938 , one 1937, one 1936 and one 1928 . There was 
one 1947 and one 1938 Diamond T and one 1~49 Willys. 
RIVERVIEW T01'f1JSH IP 
There were one hundred and t welve cars and seventy-
t hree trucks and of this number of cars t wenty-four per-cent 
were Chevrolets, twenty- four per-cent 1·.rere Fords , t 1elve 
per-cent were Plymouths , nine per-cent ·were Pontiac s, six 
per-cent were Buicks, four per-cent ,,ere :Mercurys , four 
per-cent were Dodges , four per-cent were Studeba ·:ers , four 
per-cent rere 0ldsmobiles , t uo per-cent vere Chryslers, t ,ro 
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per-cent vrere Nashs, tvro per-cent i:·rere Hudsons and one per-
cent were DeSotos. T~e Chevrol ets ranged from 1934 to 1950 . 
There was one 1950, eight 1949 , three 1948 , t wo 1947, four 
1946 , four 1941 , two 1940, one 1939 , one 1936 and one 1934. 
The Fords ranged from 1928 to 1949. There were t -10 1949, 
t wo 1947, four 1946, one 1941 , t hree 1939, two 1938, three 
1937 , three 1936, one 1933, three 1930 , one 1929 and two 
1928. The Pl ymouths ranged from 1939 to 1949. There were 
six 1949 , one 1948 , one 1947, one 1941, three 1940 and one 
1939 . The Pontiacs ranged from 1941 to 1949. There were 
four 1949 , three 1948, two 1947 and one 1941. The Buicks 
ranged from 1940 to 1950. There was one 1950, four 1949, 
one 1948 and one 1940 . The Dodges ranged from 1941 to 
1949. There was one 1949, two 1948 and two 1941 . The 
Studebakers ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There was one 1949, 
t •io 1948 , one 1947 and one 1941. Trie 0ldsrr.-Jbiles ranged 
from 1937 to 1949 . There were two 1949 and two 1937. The 
Mercurys ranged from 1949 to 1950 . There was one 1950 
and five 1949 . The Hudsons ranged from 1949 to 1950. There 
was one 1950 and one 1949 . There were two 1947 Chryslers, 
two 1946 Nashs and one 1947 DeSoto. 
For the seventy-three trucks forty per-cent were 
Chevrolets, t hirty per-cent were Fords, eleven per-cent 
were Dodges, five per-cent were Internationals, four per-
cent were G. M. C. 1 s , eight per•,cent :vere Willys and one 
-
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per-cent were Studebakers . The Chevrolets ranged from 1930 
to 1949 . There were seven 1949, t wo 1948 , four 1947 , three 
1942, f ive 1941, t wo 1940 , t wo 1936, one 1935, t v0 1933 and 
one 1930. The Fords ranged from 1934 to 1949. There were 
five 1949 , one 1948, one 1947 , one 1946 , one·l945 , one 1943, 
three 1941, two 1940, two 1939 , one 1937, two 1934 , one 
1931 and one 1929. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1948 . 
There was one 191~8, one 1947 , t·wo 1941, three 1940 and one 
1936 . The Internationals ranged from 1929 to 1948 . There 
were t wo 1948, one 1940 and one 1929 . The G.M. C. 1 s ran ed 
from 1941 to 1949 . There were t wo 1949 and one 1941. The 
Willys ranged from 1941 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , t wo 
1947, one 1946, one 1941 and one 1940. There was one 1947 
Studebaker . 
SALINE TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred and fourteen cars and fifty-
seven trucks and of this number of cars twenty-six per-cent 
were Chev rolets , twenty- five pe,r-cent ere Fords, eight 
per-cent were Mercurys, seven per-cent were Pontiacs, six 
per-cent were Buicks , four per-cent were Studebakers , four 
per-cent were Dodges , four per-cent were Packards, t~o per-
cent wer e Plymouths , t wo per-cent were Chryslers , t,, o per-
cent were Frazers, t~o per-cent were Nashs , t wo per- cent 
were Oldsmobiles, two per-cent were Hudsons and one per-cent 
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were Kaisers. The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949. 
There were six 1949, five 1948, two 1947, tuo 1946, one 
1942, five 1941, eight 1940 , one 1938, one 1937, t wo 1936, 
one 1933 and one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949. 
There were five 1949 , seven 1947 , t,m 1946, one 1940, two 
1939, five 1937 , four 1930 and two 1929 . The Mercurys 
ranged from 1946 to 1949 . There were four 1949, one 1948, 
two 1947 and t wo 1946. The Pontiacs ranged from 1938 to 
1948. There were three 1948, one 1946 , one 1942, t hree 
1941, and one 1938. The Buicks ranged from 1940 to 1950. 
There were two 1950, three 1949 , one 1948, one 1947 and one 
1940. The Dodges ranged from 1946 to 1949. There was one 
1949, two 1947 and one 1946. The Studebakers ranged from 
1941 to 1949. There was one 1949, one 1947, one 1942 and 
one 1941. The Packards ranged from 1947 to 1949. There 
was one 1949 , one 1948 and two 1947. The :.'"'lymouths ranged 
from 1936 to 1948. There was one 1948, one 1938 and one 
1936. There was ·one 1949 and one 1948 Chrysler, three 1947 
Frazers, two 1947 Nashs , one 1950 Oldsmobile , •one 1947 
Hudson and one 1948 Kaiser . 
For the fifty-seven trucks, thirty per-cent ·were 
Chevrolets, t wenty- five per-cent were Fords , sixteen per-
cent were G.M.C. 's, twelve per-cent were Dodges , seven 
per-cent were Studebakers , seven per-cent were Willys and 
five per-cent were Internationals. The Chevrolets ranged 
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from 1934 to 1949. There were four 1949 , t wo 1948 , one 
1947 , one 1946, five 1941, one 1939 , t ·m 1938 , one 1937 and 
one 1934. he Fords ranged from 1929 to 1948 . There was 
one 1948 , three 1937 , one 1946 , t wo 1942, two 1941 , two 1939, 
one 1936 , one 1935 and one 1929 . The G.M . C. ' s ranged from 
1941 to 1949 . There were three 1949 , t wo 1948 , one 1946 and 
three 1941. The Dodges ran ed from 1936 to 1949 . There were 
three 1949 , one 1948 , one 1940, one 1937 and one 1936. The 
Studebakers ran0ed from 1946 to 1949 . here was one 1949 , 
t wo 1948 and one 1946 . The ~Tillys ranged from 1942 to 1948. 
There were t wo 1948, one 1943 and one 1942 . There was one 
1949 and t wo 1935 Internationals. 
SMOKY HILL TO SHIP 
There were sixty-eight cars and sixty-seven trucks 
and of this number of cars forty-six per- c~nt vere Chev-
ro l ets , t wenty-six per-cent vere Fords, seven per-cent were 
Dodges , four per-cent were Pontiacs, four per-cent were Olds-
mobil es , t wo per-cent were Buicks , t'.·lO per-cent 1,,rere Frazers, 
one per-cent were Plymouths, one per-cent 11ere DeSoto I s, one 
per-cent were Chryslers , one per-cent were Mercurys and one 
per-cent were Willys. The Chevrolets ranP'.ed from 1930 to 
1950 . There was one 1950, three 1949, three 1948, two 1947, 
one 1946 , one 1J42 , three 1941 , three 1940, t vo 1939, five 
1937, one 1936 , t wo 1935, one 1934 , one 1933 and one 1930. 
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The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949. There were three 1949 , 
one 1948 , one 1947, one 1942 , two 1941, one 1940 , one 1937, 
t 10 1936 , one 1930 and five 1929 . The Dodges ranged from 
1934 to 1948 . There was one 1948, one 1947, one 1946 and 
one 1934. The Pontiacs ranged from 1940 to 1950 . There 
was one 1950, one 1948 and one 1940 . The 0ldsmobile s ranged 
from 1941 to 1949. There were two 1949 and one 1941. There 
was one 1950 and one 1937 Buick, one 1941 Plymouth, one 1947 
DeSoto, one 1949 Chrysler, one 1948 Mercury , t wo 1947 Frazer 
and one 1949 Willys . 
For the sixty-seven trucks, forty-seven per-cent Here 
Chevrolets, fifteen per-cen t 1dere Fords , sixteen per-cent 
were Dodges , t welve per-cent were G.M .C. ' s, six ~er-cent 
were Internationals and three per-cent Fere St udebakers . 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1933 to 1949 . There were four 
1949, three 1948 , seven 1947, six 1946 _ one 1945, one 1944, 
one 1942 , one 1941, one 1938 , three 1937 , one 1936 , one 1935 
and one 1933. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950 . There 
1as one 1950 , ti:ro 1948, one 1947, three 1941, one 1936 and 
t wo 1929. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949 . There was 
one 1949 , five 1948 , two 1947, one 1941 and t ~o 1936 . The 
G. M.C. 1 s ranged from 1936 to 1949 . There , . ..,ere t wo 1949 , 
one 1948 , two 1941, one 1940 , one 1938 and one 1936. The 
Internationals ranged from 1942 to 1949 . There were t hree 
1949 and one 1942. There was one 1949 and one 1947 Studebaker. 
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VI CTORIA TOWNSHIP 
There were eighty- t·wo cars and fifty - t va truck s and 
of t his number of cars thirty- four per- cent were Chevrolets , 
fift een per-cent were Fords , fourteen per- cent were Pontiacs, 
nine per-cent were Plymouths , seven per-cent were Dodges, 
six per-cent were Buiclts , five per- cent were Nashs, four 
per-cent 1ere Mercurys , t wo per- cent iere Studebakers, tro 
per-cent were Hudsons , one per- cent were DeSotos , one per-
cent were Oldsmobiles, one per- cent were Kaisers , one per-
cent were Lincolns and one per-cent were Crosleys . The 
Chevrolets ranged from 1936 to 1950 . There was one 1950, 
five 1949 , one 1947 , one 1946 , three 1941 , four 1940 , one 
1939 , three 1938 and four 1936. The Fords ranged from 1937 
to 1949 . There were three 1949 , four 1947 , one 1946, two 
1941, one 1938 and t wo 1937. The Pontiacs ranged from 1937 
to 1949 . There was one 1949, one 1948 , four 1947 , one 1946, 
t wo 1941, one 1940 and one 1937 . The Plymouths ranged from 
1936 to 1942 . There was one 1942, four 1941, one 1937 and 
one 1936 . The Dodges ranged from 1941 to 1949. There was 
one 1949 , three 1948 , one 1947 and one 1941 . The Buicks 
ranged from 1940 to 1949 . There was one 1949 , one 1946, 
t 'O 1941 and one 1940 . The Nashs ranged from 1946 to 1949 . 
There were t wo 1949 , one 1948 and one 1946 . The Mercurys 
ranged from 1948 to 1949 . There were t wo 1949 and one 1948 . 
> 
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There was one 1941 and one 1939 Studebaker , one 1948 and 
one 1939 Hudson, one 1950 DeSoto, one 1948 Oldsmobile, one 
1948 Kaiser , one 1937 Lincoln and one 1948 Crosley . 
For the fifty-t ·!O trucks, t wenty-seven per-cent were 
Chevrolets, twenty-seven per-cent were Fords, thirteen per-
cent wer e Dodges , fifteen per-cent ,-rere G.M .C. ' s, t welve 
per-cent were Internationals, t wo per-cent were Reo ' s, two 
per-cent were Federals and two per-cent were Studebakers . 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1935 to 1949. There was one 
1949, one 1948, one 1947 , one 1946, two 1941, one 1939, 
four 1937, one 1936 and two 1935 . The Fords ranged from 
1930 to 1948. There ·was one 1949 , t 1 ·'0 1948 , one 1947, one 
1942, one 1939 , one 1938, one 1937, one 1936 , two 1935, one 
1931 and t wo 1930 . The Dodges ranged from 1938 to 1949 . 
There were t wo 1949 , ttm 1946 , one 1945, one 1942 and one 
1938 . The G.M. C. ' s ranged from 1930 to 1949. There were 
two 1949, one 1941, one 1940, two 1939 and two 1938. The 
Internationals ranged from 1936 to 1949 . There ere t Ho 
1949, one 1946, one 1941 , one 1939 and one 1936. There 
was one 1945 Reo, one 1948 Federal and one 1949 Studebaker . 
WALKER TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred t wenty- two cars and seventy-
five t rucks and of this number of cars thirty per-cent were 
Fords, twenty-six per-cent were Chevrolets, eleven per-cent 
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were Pl ymouths , s ev en per-cent 1·1ere Pontia c s , five per- cent 
wer e Mercurys, four per-cent were Buicks , four per- cent 
we r e Na shs, t wo per-cent were 0ldsmobil es , t wo per- cent were 
Frazers , t wo per-cent ,ere Hudsons , two per- cent were Dodges , 
t wo per-cen t we r e St udebakers and one per- cent were Chryslers . 
The Fords ranged f r om 1939 to 1950 . There were two 1950, 
six 1949 , one 1948 , one 1947 , five 1946 , four 1941, three 
1940, t wo 1939 , one 1938 , three 1937 , two 1936, one 1935 , 
one 1934 , t wo 1931 and three 1929 . The Chevrolets ranged 
f rom 1929 to 19L~9 . There were two 1949, three 1948 , two 
1947 , three 1946 , two 1942 , four 1941 , nine 1940 , one 1938, 
t wo 1937 , t ,ro 1936 , one 1935 and one 1929 . The Plymouths 
r anged f r om 1939 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , one 1949 , 
one 1948 , one 1947 , one 1946 , t10 1942 , four 1941 , one 1940 
and one 1939 . The Pontiac s ranged from 1937 to 1950 . There 
wa s one 1950 , two 1949 , one 1947 , one : 946 , one 1941 , two 
1939 and one 1937 , The Mercurys ranged from 1947 to 1950 . 
There were t hree 1950 , one 1949 , one 1948 and one 1947 . 
The Bu i cks ranged from 1938 to 1950 . There was one 1950, 
one 1948 , two 1939 and one 1938 . The Nashs ran ed from 
1940 to 1947 . There was one 1947 , to 1946, one 1942 and 
one 1940 . The 0l dsmobiles ranged from 1947 to 1949 . There 
was one 1949 and two 1947 . The Frazers ranged from 1947 to 
1949 . There was one 19L~9 , one 1948 and one 1947 . The 
Hudsons ranged from 1936 to 1948. There was one 1948 and 
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one 1936. The Dodges ranged from 1937 to 1941. There was 
one 1941, one 1938 and one 1937. The Studebakers ranged 
from 1947 to 1950. There -ras one 1950, one 1948 and one 
1947 . There was one 1948 Chrysler. 
For the seventy-five trucks, forty-three per-cent 
were Chevrolets, nineteen per-cent were Fords, eight per-cent 
were Dodges , t 1elve per-cent ~er e G.M.C. 1s, thirteen per-cent 
were Internationals , four per-cent were Studebakers and one 
per-cent were Willys. The Chevrolets ranged from 1928 to 
1950. There was one 1950, four 1949, five 1947, four 1946, 
three 1941, one 1939, one 1938 , five 1937, one 1936, three 
1935, one 1934, hro 1931 and one 1928. The Fords ran ed 
from 1933 to 1949 . There were three 1949, one 1948 , one 
1946 , one 1945 , t wo 1941, one 1940 , one 1939, one 1938, two 
1937 and one 1933. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1948. 
There were three 1948 , t1,ro 1942 and one 1936. The G. ,r . C. 1 s 
ranged from 1937 to 1949. There was one 1949, three 1948, 
one 1947, t wo 1946 , one 1941 and one 1937. The Inter-
nationals ranged from 1929 to 1946. There were t wo 1946, 
~wo 1941, one 1940, t wo 1938, t 1937 and one 1929. The 
Studebakers ranged from 1948 to 1949. There were t wo 1949 








'IEST HAMILTCN TOWNSHIP 
There were fort y-four cars and fifty-t ·ro trucks 
and of this number of cars forty-five per-cent were Chev-
rolets, t wenty- seven per-cent iere Fords , six per-cent were 
Plymouths , four per-cent were Mercurys , four per-cent vrere 
Studebakers, four per-cent were Pontia.cs, t 10 per- cent were 
Dodges , t •vO per-cent were Lincolns and t vo per- cent were 
Kaisers. The Chevrolets ranged from 1934 to 1949 . There 
was one 1950, t10 1949 , three 1948 , two 1947, one 1946 , 
four 1941, t wo 1938 , one 1937 , t 1.Io 1936, one 1935 and one 
1934. The Fords ranged from 1936 to 1950 . There •ras one 
195C, four 1949 , t wo 1948 , t 10 1947, one 1941, one 1939 
and one 1936 . The Plymouths ranged from 1940 to 1941. 
There were t wo 1941 and one 1940 . There was one 1941 and 
one 1950 Mercury, one 1947 and one 1950 Studebaker , one 
1940 and one 1950 Pontiac, one 1949 Lincoln, one 1948 Dodge 
and one 1949 Kaiser . 
For the fifty-two trucks forty- four per-cent were 
Chevrolets, t ·wenty- five per-cent were Fords, twenty-six 
per-cent rere Internationals, one per-cent -rere Dodges, 
one per-cent were Diamond T and one per-cent were Studebakers . 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There were three 
1949, one 1948, one 1947 , one 1946 , one 1945, one 1944 , 





one 1931, three 1930 and to 1929 . The Fords ranged from 
1929 to 1949 . There were t ~o 1949 , t vo 1948, one 1945, one 
1939 , one 1938 , one 1937 , t ro 1936 and one 1929 . The Inter-
nationals ranged from 1935 to 1949 . There were four 1949, 
t wo 1948 , one 1947 , four 1946 , t wo 1939 and one 1935 . There 
was one 1946 Dodge , one 1936 Diamond T and one 1948 St ude -
baker . 
WHEATLAND TOWNSH IP 
There were one hundred and four cars and seventy-
one trucks and of this number of cars t hirty-eight per-cent 
rere Chevrolets, seventeen per-cen t were Fords , t welv e per-
cent were Pontiacs, e leven per-cent ·were Plymouths , six 
per-cent were Dodges , f our per-cent were Mercurys , t hree 
per-cent were DeSotos, three per-cent were Studebakers , 
t wo per-cent were Nashs, t wo pE. ... "-cent were Oldsmobiles, 
to per-cent were Kaisers , one per-cent were Buicks and one 
per-cent were Chryslers . The Chevrolets ran ed from 1930 
to 1949 . There vere four 1949 , s ix 1948 , t 1-ro 1947, one 
1946, one 1942, three 1941, three 1940 , s i x 1939, one 1938, 
five 1937, five 1936 , one 1935 and one 1930. The Fords 
ranged from 1929 to 1950 . There vas one 1950 , t ro 1949, 
tvro 1947, t wo 1946, one 1941, t ,vo 1940, one 1939, t wo 1938 , 
t ,,o 1930 and three 1929 . The Pontiacs ranged from 1947 to 
1950. There was one 1950 , t wo 1949 , to 1948 and five 1947. 
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The Plymouths ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There was one 
1949 , three 1948, one 1942 , t wo 1941, one 1940 , one 1939 
and t vo 1937. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949 . There 
were t wo 1949, one 1948 , one 1939 , one 1937 and one 1936 . 
The Mercurys ranged from 1948 to 1950 . There •ms one 1950, 
t wo 1949 and one 1948. The Studebakers ranged from 1941 
to 1949. There was one 1949 and t i.·•o 1941 . The DeSotos 
ranged from 1937 to 1947 . There were t wo 1947 and one 1937 . 
There were t wo 1948 Nashs, one 1942 and one 1936 Oldsmobile, 
t ·m 1948 Kaisers, one 1949 Buick and one 1947 Chrysler . 
For t he sev enty-one trucks f orty-four per-cent were 
Chevrolets, t vrenty per-cent ere Fords , fourteen per-cent 
were Dodges , thirteen per-cent ere G.M.C. ' s , seven per-cent 
were Internationals , one per- cent ,-,ere Willys and one per-
cent were Diamond T ' s . The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 
1950 . There was one 1950 , fi"lre 1949 , one 1948 , two 1947 , 
four 1946 , three 1941, one 1940 , one 1939, three 1938, one 
1937, f ive 1936 , one 1932, one 1931 and one 1929 . The 
Fords ranged from 1933 to 1949 . Ther·e were two 1949, one 
1946, one 1944 , one 1942, t wo 1941, one 1940 , one 1939, one 
1938 , two 1936 , one 1934 and one 1933 . The Dodges ranged 
from 1936 to 1949 . There was one 1949, two 1948, three 
1947, one 1946, one 1941, one 1938 and one 1936 . The G.M . O. 
ranged from 1936 to 1949 . There was one 1949 , three 1947 , 
one 1946, one 1941, t wo 1937 and one 1936 . he Internationals 
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ranged from 1929 to 1948. There was one 1948, one 1939 
and one 1929 . There was one 1941 and one 1948 Studebaker , 
one 1947 Willys and one 1937 Diamond T. 
ELLIS CITY 
There were four hundred and ninety- eight cars and 
fifty truck s and of this number of cars thirty-five per-cent 
were Chevrolets, eighteen per-cent were Fords , t welve per-
cent were Oldsmobiles , ten per-cent were Plymouths, six 
per-cent were Dodges , five per-cent were Buicks , t wo pe r -cent 
were Pontiac s , t wo per-cent were Studebakers , two per- cent 
uere Iercurys , one per-cent were Chryslers , one per- cent were 
DeSoto's, eig..ht t enths per-cent were Frazers , six t enths per-
cent were Hudsons , t wo tenths per-cent were Cadillac ' s, six 
tenths per-cent uere Nashs , four tenths per-cent uere Lincolns, 
t1v0 tenths per-cent Here Kaist: :--s , tvro tenths per-cent were 
Wil lys , t':-ro tenths per-cent were Wippet and t ·:o tenths per-
cent were Mar qu ette . The Chevrolets ran3ed from 1930 to 1950 . 
There ere t hree 1950, thirty 1949, seventeen 1948, sixteen 
1947, elev en 1946, t wo 1942, twenty-seven 1941, fourteen 
1940, eight 1939, six 1938, five 1935, sixteen 1936, four 
1935, three 1934, one 1931 and one 1930. The Fords ranged 
from 1929 to 1950 . There were seven 1950 , t wenty-eight 
1949 , three 1948 , six 1947, six 1946 , three 1942 , fourteen 
1941, nine 1940, three 1939, three 1938 , seven 1937, five 
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1936, t wo 1935 , one 1932 , two 1931 , t ro 1930 and three 1929 . 
The Oldsmobil es ranged from 1930 to 1950 . There was one 
1950 , fourtee n 1949 , six 1948 , seven 1947 , five 1946 , t wo 
1942 , t hi~teen 1941 , three 1940 , to 1938 , three 1937 , two 
1936 , one 1935 and one 1930 . The Plymouths ranged from 
1936 to 1950 . There were twelve 1949, five 1948 , two 1947 , 
seven 1946 , one 1942 , eight 1941 , one 1940 , five 1939 , one 
1938 , two 1937 and one 1936 . The Dodges ranged from 1936 
to 1950 . There was one 1950, thirteen 1949 , six 1948 , four 
1947 , three 1941 , three 1939 and one 1936. The Buicks ranged 
from 1939 t o 1950 . There were eight 1950, three 1949 , one 
1948 , t wo 1947, one 1942 , six 1941, three 1940 and one 1939. 
The Pontiac s ranged from 1937 to 191.~9 . There was one 1949, 
one 1948 , to 1947 , t wo 1941, t ~o 1940 , one 1~39 , one 1938 
and one 1937 . The Studebakers ranged from 1941 to 1949. 
There were t fo 1949 , three 194P, one 1947 and t Ho 1941 . 
The Mercurys ranged from 1939 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , 
three 1949 , one 1948 , four 1947, one 1946 , one 1940 and one 
1939 . The Chryslers ranged from 1940 to 1949 . There were 
three 1949 , one 1947 , one 1941 and one 1940 . The DeSotos 
ranged from 1939 to 1949 . There ere t wo 1949 , one 1948 , 
one 1946 , one 1941 and one 1939. The Hudsons ranged from 
1939 t o 1949 . There was one 1949 , one 1946 and one 1939 . 
The Na shs ranged from 1938 to 1947 . There was one 1947, 
one 1939 and one 1938 . The Fra~ers ranged from 1947 to 
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1948 . There were t wo 1948 and one 1947 . The Packards 
ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There were t1--ro 1949 and two 
1941. There were t wo 1949 Cadillac's, two 1949 Lincolns, 
one 1949 Kaiser, one 1948 Willys , one 1930 Marquette and 
one 1928 Wippet. 
For the fifty trucks , fifty - four per- cent ·were 
Chevrolets, t ,renty- t -ro per-cent were Fords , fourte en per-
cent were Dodges , six per- cent were G. M. C.' s and four 
per-cent were Internationals. The Chevrolets ranged from 
1936 to 1949. There were six 1949 , four 1948 , five 1946, 
one 1942, t ,vo 1941, t uo 1938, one 1937 and two 1936. The 
Fords ranged from 1925 to 1949 . There was one 1949, t,o 
1948, two 1941 , one 1937 , one 1936 , one 1935 , one 1934 and 
one 1925. The Dodges ranged from 1939 to 1949 . There were 
t wo 1949 , three 1948 , one 1945 and one 1939. The G.M. C. 's 
ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There ·~s one 1949 , one 1948 and 
one 1941. lhere was one 1948 and one 1940 International. 
ELL IS BUSINESS 
There were t wenty- seven cars and thirty-five trucks 
and of this nwnber of cars thirty-three per-cent vere Chev-
rolet s , eighteen per-cent were Fords , fifteen per-cent ,vere 
Pontiacs, eleven per-cent were Oldsmobiles , nine per-cent 
were Plymouths , three per-cent were Studebakers and three 
per-cent were Mercurys . The Chevrolets ranged from 1933 to 
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1949 . There were t wo 1949 , one 1948 , one 1941 , one 1938, 
three 1936 and one 1933. The Fords ranDed from 1934 to 1949 . 
There were t rn 1949, t o 1948 and one 1934 . The Pont iacs 
ran ed from 1947 to 191~9 . There Here three 1949 and one 
1947. The Dodges ran ed from 1948 to 1949 . There were two 
1949 and one 1948. The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1935 to 1947 . 
There ,vas one 1947, one 1946 and one 1935 . here ·.ras one 
1948 and one 1939 Plymouth , one 1947 Studebaker and one 1942 
1ercury . 
For the thirty-five trucks, forty - eight per-cent 1,· ere 
Chevrolets, twenty-six -per-cent •rere Fords, seventeen per-
cent were Dodges , six per-cent were G. I•I . C. ' s, and three per-
cent ere I nternationals . The Chevrolets ranged from 1936 
to 1950. There was one 1950 , four 1949 , three 1948, one 
194 7, t wo 1946 , three 1942 , t \·TO 1940 and one 1936 . The 
Fords ranged from 1928 to 19.'.,2 . There 11as one 1942 , one 
1941, one 1935 , one 1934 , t vo 1930, t wo 1929 a ~d one 1928. 
The Dodges ranged from 1948 to 1950. There was one 1950, 
three 1949 and t wo 1948. There was one 1949 and one 1948 
G.~ . C. and one 1937 International . 
HAYS CITY 
There were one thousand five hundred and ninety-nine 
cars and ninety- four trucks and of this number of cars nine-
teen per-cent were Chevrolets, f:)ixteen per-cent were Fords , 
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e leven per-cent were Plymouths, nine per-cent were Pontiacs, 
seven per-cent were Buicks , six per-cent were Dodges , four 
per-cent were Oldsmobiles, three per-cent were Mercurys , 
three pe r-cent were Hudsons, three per-cent were Studebakers , 
t hree per-cent were Chryslers , t hree per-cent •rere Nashs , 
one per-cent were Kaisers , one per-cent were Packards , one 
per-cent were DeSotos, six t ent hs per-cent were Frazers , four 
tent hs per-cent were Cadillacs, four tenths per-cent were 
Willys, t wo tenths per-cent were Lincoln s , six hundreths per-
cent were Crosley and six hundreths per-cent were Essex . 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1931 to 1950. There were four 
1950, forty-two 1949 , forty-fiv e 1948 , f orty-six 1947, t wenty 
three 1946, sevent e en 1942, seventy-six 1941, forty-four 
1940, t wenty-two 1939 , t wenty- e ie;ht 1938 , t went y- e i ght 1937 , 
t wenty- four 1936 , e i ght 1935, one 1934 , one 1933, one 1932 
and one 1931. The Fords rangcl from 1924 to 1950 . There 
were t en 1950, fifty- seven 1949 , ten 1948 , t h irteen 1947, 
twenty-four 1946, one 1945, five 1942 , f orty-one 1941, 
t wenty-nine 1940, t i;rn lve 1939 , four 1938 , fourteen 1937, 
t .velve 1936 , n±ne 1935 , t ·o 1934 , one 1932 , one 1931, three 
1930, four 1929 and one 1924. The Pl ymouths ranged from 
1935 to 1950. There were four 1950, thirty-one 1949 , twenty 
three 1948, t wenty-one 1947, t hirt een 1946 , e i ght 1942, 
t wenty-seven 1941, fourteen 1940, eleven 1939 , f ive 1938 , 





from 1934 to 1950 . There wer e six 1950 , t h irty-three 1949 , 
fourteen 1948 , t wenty- three 1947 , fourteen 1946 , nine 1942, 
e i ght een 1941 , seven 1940 , five 1939 , three 1938 , seven 
1937 , one 1936 , t wo 1935 and one 1934 . The Buicks ranged 
from 1937 to 1950 . Ther e were seven 1950 , t1venty-eight 
1949 , thirteen 1948 , seventeen 1947 , nine 1946 , s ix 1942, 
fift een 1941 , six 1940, seven 1939 , three 1938 and t wo 
1937 . The Dodges ranged from 1932 to 1950 . There was one 
1950 , t enty- four 1949 , e i ght 1948 , e l ev en 1947, six 1946, 
four 1942 , eight 1941 , seven 1940 , eleven 1939 , t wo 1938, 
t io 1937 , one 1936 , one 1935 and one 1932 . The 0ldsmobiles 
ranged from 1933 to 1950 . There were t ,ro 1950 , t welve 1949 , 
seven 1948 , seven 1947, six 1946 , eight 1941 , six 1940 , four 
1939 , three 1938 , seven 1937 , three 1936 , one 1935 and one 
1933 . The '\fercurys ranged from 1938 to 1950. There were 
three 1950 , twenty- t wo 1949 , t ~o 1948 , t hree 1947, three 
1946 , one 1942 , four 1940 , t 1rn 1939 and one 1938 . The 
Hudsons ranged from 1937 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , 
fifteen 1949 , four 1948 , five 1947 , t hree 1946, t ·'o 1942 , 
four 1941 , seven 1940 , one 1939 , one 1938 and one 1937. The 
Studebakers ranged from 1937 to 1950. There were seven 1950, 
eight 1949 , eight 1948 , thirteen 1947 , one 1946 , five 1942, 
t1w 1941 , five 1940 , three 1939 and one 1937 . The Chryslers 
ranged from 1937 to 1950 . There 1ere t ·o 1950 , nine 1949 , 
eight 1948 , three 1947 , six 1946 , t r,ro 1942, four· 19L~l , t 1,•ro 
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1940, one 1939 , one 1938 and t wo 1937. The Nashs ranged 
from 1939 to 1950. There were three 1950 , thirteen 1949 , 
five 1948, six 1947 , six 1946, t ;o 1942, four 1941, one 
1940 and three 1939. The Kaisers ranged from 1947 to 1950. 
There as one 1950 , seven 1949, three 1948 and six 1947 . 
The Packards ranged from 1937 to 1950. Triere was one 1950 , 
eight 1949, three 1946 , t ro 1941 , one 1939 and one 1937. 
The DeSotos ranged from 1937 to 1949. There were five 1949 , 
three 1940, t -ro 1939, one 1938 and t wo 1937 . The Fraze rs 
ranged from 1947 to 1948 . There was one 1949, three 1948 
and four 1947 . The Cadillacs ranged from 1942 to 1950. 
There were t Ho 1950, t ro 1949 , t rn 1948 and one 1942-.. The 
Willys ranged from 1931 to 1949. There were three 1949 , 
two 1948, one 1947 and one 1931. There was one 1949 and 
one 1940 Lincoln , one 1948 Crosley and one 1928 Essex . 
For the ninety-three t r cks, thirty-seven pe r -cent 
;ere Chevrolets, t1-:enty-seven 1·rnre Fords, twelve per-cent 
were G.M.C. 's, ten per- cent were Dodges, six per-cent 1ere 
Studebakers , four pe r -cent were Internationals , one per-cent 
were Willys, one per-cent were Diamond T ' s and one per-cent 
were Rea's. The Chevrolets ranged from 1934 to 1950. There 
was one 1950, f our 1949 , t wo 1948 , four 1947, one 1946 , one 
1945 , t wo 1942, four 1941 , three 1940 , four 1938, one 1937, 
three 1936, three 1935 and one 1934 . The Fords ranged from 
1933 to 1959. There ras one 1950, eight 1949 , three 1948 , 
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t wo 1947 , t wo 1945, three 1940 , one 1939 , one 1936 , one 
1935, tv o 1934 and one 1933. The G.M.C. ' s ranr;ed from 
1940 to 1949 . There were five 1949 , three 1948 , one 1946 
and one 1940. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1948 . There 
were three 1948 , one 1946 , t . o 1941, t'\m 1940 and one 1936. 
The Studebakers ranged from 1947 to 1949. There were four 
1949 and four 191+7 . The Internationals ranged from 1937 to 
1947. There was one 1947 , one 1941, t1,;o 1939 and one 1937. 
There was one 1948 Willys, one 1945 Diamond T and one 1948 
Reo . 
HAYS BUSINESS 
There were ninety- six cars and one hundred ninety 
trucks and of this number of cars thirty-one per-cent were 
Chevrolets , nineteen per-cent were Fords, eleven per-cent 
were Pontiacs, eight per- .Jent were Plymouths, seven per-
cent 1• ere Buicks , four per-cent were Studebakers , four per-
cent were 0ldsmobiles, three per-cent were Chryslers, two 
per-cent were Nashs , t wo per-cent were Dodges , two per-cent 
were De Sotos , t -m per-cent were Mercurys, tHo per-cent were 
Hudsons , one per-cent were Lincolns and one per-cent were 
Frazers . The Chevrolets ranged from 1938 to 1950. There 
were t hree 1950, t welve 1949, eight 1948 , one 1947, one 
1946, one 1942, one 1941 , one 1940 and one 1938 . The Fords 
ranged from 1929 to 1950. There was one 1950, six 1949 , 
-
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t wo 1948 , one 1947, one 1946 , t wo 1942 , one 1938 , t wo 1937 , 
one 1931 and one 1929 . The Pontiacs ranged from 1938 t o 
1950. Tb.ere wa s one 1950 , t hree 1949 , one 1948 , one 1947 , 
t wo 1946 , one 1942, one 1940 and one 1938 . The Plymouths 
ranged from 1935 to 1949 . There were five 1949, one 1947 , 
one 1936 and one 1935 . The Bui cks ranged from 1940 to 1949 . 
There were f our 1949 , one 1947 , one 1946 and one 1940 . The 
St udebakers ranged from 1947 t o 1950 . There was one 1950 , 
t wo 1948 and one 1947 . The Oldsmobile s ranged f rom 1936 to 
1950 . There wa s one 1950 , one 1948, one 1947 and one 1936 . 
The Chrysl ers ranged from 1940 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , 
one 1947 and one 1940 . There was one 1950 and one 1948 Na sh, 
one 1947 and one 1938 Dodge , one 1948 and one 1938 DeSoto, 
t wo 1949 Mercurys , one 1949 and one 1948 Hudson , one 1949 
Linco l n and one 1949 Frazer . 
For t he one hundr ~d ninety trucks, thirty-one per -
cent were Chevro l ets , t went y- two pe r -cent were Fords, 
sev ent een per-cent were Dodge s , twelve pe r - cent were G.M. C. , 
e leven per-cent were Internationals, three per-cent wer e 
Studebakers , t wo per-cent were Reo , t 1-m per-cent were 
Diamond T' s , one per-cent were Willys , one per·- cent vere 
Di vco' s and one pe r -cent were Hudsons . The Chevrolets 
ranged from 1929 t o 1950. There was one 1950 , ten 1949 , 
e l even 1948 , nine 1947 , ten 1946 , one 1945 , one 1944 , ti-ro 
1941, one 1940 , t .Io 1938 , one 1937 , f i ve 1936 , one 1935 , 
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one 1930 and one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1950. 
There ere t 10 1950 , seven. 1949, nine 1948 , six 1947 , seven 
1946 , one 1945 , one 1942 , one 1937 , t ~o 1936 , one 1935 , two 
1934 and t wo 1930 . The Dodges ranged from 1937 to 1949. 
There •rere six 1949 , nine 1948 , five 1947 , five 1946 , t 10 
1943 , t hree 1941, t i· o 1940 and one 1937 . The G. 1 . C. 's 
ranged from 1936 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , two 1949 , 
eight 1948, t 1.rn 1947 , one 1946 , three 1942 , t-,o 1939 , two 
1937 and one 1936. The Internationals ranged from 1934 to 
1948 . There were t1,-m 1949 , t uo 1948 , one 1947, four 1946 , 
one 1944, three 1941, three 194C , t·,o 1938 , one 1936 and 
one 1934 . The Studebakers ranged from 1946 to 1950 . There 
was one 1950 , three 1949 , one 1948 and one 1946 . The Reo's 
ranged from 1946 to 1948 . There was one 1948 and t ,ro 1946 . 
The Diamond T ' s ranged frpm 1940 to 1947. There was one 
1947, one 1943 and one 1940 . There were t Fo 1947 Willys, 
one 1948 Divco and one 1941 Hudson . 
SCHOENCHEN CITY 
There ,, ere t wenty-seven cars and twelve trucks and 
of this number of cars thir ty-six per- cent were Chevrolets, 
fift een per-cent 1·'ere Fords , fifteen per-cent were Pontiacs , 
eleven per-cent ,ere Mercurys , seven per-cent were Plymouths , 
seven per-cent were Dodges , three per-cent were Studebakers, 
three per-cent 1-1ere Nashs and t hree per-cent were DeSotos . 
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Th e Chevrolets r anged from 1936 t o 1948 . There was one 
1948, t wo 1946 , two 1941 , t wo 1940 , one 1939 , one 1938 and 
one 1936 . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1942 . There was 
one 1942 , one 1941 , one 1940 and one 1929 . The Pontiacs 
ranged from 1929 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1947 , 
one 1946 and one 1929 . The Mercurys ranged from 1946 to 
1949 . There were to 1949 and one 1946 . There was one 
1947 and one 1936 Pl ymouth , one 1946 and one 1941 Dodge , 
one 1947 Studebaker , one 1949 Nash and one 1941 DeSoto . 
For the t welve trucks , thirty- three per-cent were 
Chevrolets , t went y- fiv e per -cent were G.M. C. ' s, seventeen 
per-cent were Fords , seventeen per- cent were Dodges and 
eight per- cent were Reo' s . The Chevrolets ranged from 
1937 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1941 , one 1940 and 
one 1937 . The G.M. C. ' s ranged from 1940 to 1949 . There 
were t , o 1949 and one 1940 . There was one 1948 and one 
1937 Ford , one 1948 and one 1947 Dodge and one 1947 Reo. 
VICTORIA CITY 
There were one hundred and seventy-six cars and 
t,.,;rent y- nine trucks and of this number of cars t wenty-six 
per -cent were Chevrolets, t ·renty- f our per-cent were Fords, 
eleven per-cent were Pontiacs , eight per- cent were Ply-
mouths , seven per- cent were ercurys, six per-cent were 
Buicks , fiv e per-cent were Dodges , four per- cent were 
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Ol d smobiles, two per-cent v.rere St udebakers , t·wo per-cent 
were Hudsons , one per-cent tere Chryslers , one per- cent 
wer e DeSoto' s , one per- cent were Kaisers , one per - cent 
\vere Nashs and one per- cent were Packards . The Chevrolets 
ranged from 1931 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , six 1949 , 
four 1948 , six 1947 , one 1946 , eleven 1941 , t wo 19Li-O , three 
1939 , f our 1938 , t wo 1937 , four 1936 , one 1934 and one 1931 . 
The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , 
ten 1949 , one 1948 , t 1·10 1947 , t Ho 1946 , one 1942 , five 1941 , 
five 1940 , seven 1939 , five 1936 , one 1935 and three 1930 . 
The Pontiac s ranged from 1928 to 1949 . There were three 
1949 , fou r 1948 , t wo 1947 , t wo 1942 , three 1940 , one 1939, 
one 1947 , one 1936 and one 1928 . The Plymouths ranged from 
1938 to 1949 . There were three 1949 , t wo 1947 , t 1;o 1946 , 
one 1941 , t v·o 1940 , two 1939 and one 1938 . The Mercurys 
ranged from 1940 to 1949 . There were f iYe 1949, one 1948, 
four 1947 , one 1941 and t "l.ro 1940 . The Buicks ran5ed from 
1939 to 1950 . There were three 1950 , t wo 1949 , one 1948, 
t wo 1947 , t 1-rn 1941 and t ·•o 1939. The Dodge s ransed from 
1934 to 1950 . There was one 1950, one 1949 , one 1948 , one 
1947 , t wo 1942 , one 1940, one 1937 and one 1934. The Old s-
mobiles ranged from 1936 to 1950 . There was one 1950, t wo 
1948 , one 1946 , one 1940 , one 1939 , one 1938 and one 1936 . 
The Studebakers rane;ed from 1941 to 1948 . There ms one 
_1948 , one 1947 and one 1941. The Hudsons ranged from 192.~2 
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to 1948 . There , ere t ··:o 1948 and one 1942 . There was one 
1937 and one 1936 DeSoto, one 1947 and one 1948 Kaiser , 
one 1949 and one 1938 and one 194 Nash and one 1949 Packard . 
For the t 'enty-nine trucks, thirty-seven per-cent 
•:re re Chevrolet s , t hirt y- four per-cent uer e Fords , t hirt een 
per-cen t were Studebakers , t en per-cent were G. M. C. 1 s and 
t h ree per- cent were Internationals. Tne Chevrolet s ranged 
from 1934 to 1949 . here was one 1949 , one 1948 , t 1. 10 194 7 , 
one 1946, one 1940 , one 1938 , t 1. ' O 1936 , one 1935 and one 
1934 . The Fords ranged from 1932 to 1949 . There 1· ere three 
1949 , t 10 1941, one 1936 , t wo 1935, one 1933 and one 1932. 
The Studebakers ranged from 1947 to 1949 . There rnre t hree 
1949 and one 1947. The G.M.C. 1 s ran~ed from 1941 to 1949 . 




For t he cars in the county , there ere one thousand 
one hundred and sixty-five Chevrolets, seven hundred and 
eighty- five Fords , three hundred and e i ghty-five Pl ymouths, 
t wo hundred and seventy Pontiacs , two hundred and t wenty-
three Buicks , t wo hundred and nineteen Dodges , one hundred 
and thirty-one Mercurys, one hundred and fifty-nine Olds-
mobiles , eighty-eight Studebakers , sixty-seven Nashs , sixty 
t ;o Hudsons, sixty Chryslers , f orty-four DeSotos , twenty-
eight Kaisers, t·wenty-three Packards , fifteen Frazers, 
thirteen Willys, nine Lincolns, seven Cadillac's, t .o 
Crosleys, one ifnippet, one 1arquette, one Terraplane and 
one Essex . There vere more 1949 models than any other 
single model for the cars. 
For the trucks in the county there rnre six-hundred 
Chevrolets, three hundred and forty-three Fords , one hundred 
and ninety-six Dodges , one hundred and sixty G. M. C. 1 s , 
one hundred and thirty-five Internationals, f ifty-two 
Studebakers , t wenty Willys, eleven Diamond T's, eight Reo's, 
five Whites, three Plymouths, t 1•:o Federals, one Divico and 




D TRUCKS IN THE COUNTY ACCORDING 
TO T:iE ASSESS 1ENT RECO~DS 
Introduction 
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This chapt er deals with the cars and trucks in each 
township and city taken from the assessment records. These 
assessment records also shm·: the assessment valuations for 
each car and truck. 
BIG CREEK T WNSH IP 
There were one hundred and ninety-eight cars and 
eighty-five trucks listed on the records . Of this number 
twenty-seven per-cent were Chevrolets, nineteen per-cent 
rere Fords, eleven per-cent rere Plymouths , eig;.~t per-cent 
were Pontiacs, seven per-cenl, were Buicks , five per-cent 
,ere Dodges, five per-cent ere Oldsmobiles, four per-cent 
ere Studebakers , three per-cent were Mercurys, three per-
cent were Chryslers, three per-cent ~ere Nashs, three per-
cent iere Hudsons , one per-cent were DeSotos, one per-cent 
ere Lincolns, one per-cent were Frazers, one per-cent were 
Kaisers, one per-cent were Packards, one per-cent ,ere 
Cadillacs and one per-cent were Willys. The Chevrole ts 
ranged from 1931 to 1949. There rere five 1949, four 1948, 
nine 1947, one 1942, thirteen 1941, five 1940, five 1939, 
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five 1938, two 1936 , two 1935, one 1934, one 1933, one 1932 
and one 19?1 . The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1950. There 
were two 1950, five 1949, t wo 1948, three 1947, five 1946, 
six 1941, five 1940 , one 1939 , t wo 1938 , two 1936, one 
1935, one 1934, one 1931 and one 1930. The Plymouths rang-
ed from 1938 to 1949. There wer e t hree 1949 , seven 1948 , 
t hree 1947, one 1946, three 1941, three 1940, two 1939 and 
one 1938. The Pontiac's ranged from 1937 to 1949. There 
·was one 1949, eight 1948, one 1947, one 1941, one 1940, one 
1939, one 1938 and one 1937. The Dodges ranged from 1939 
to 1950. There was one 1950, three 1949 , one 1947, one 1946 , 
t wo 1941 and one 1939. The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1934 to 
1947. There were three 1947, one 1942, one 1941 , three 1939, 
and one 1934. The Studebakers ranged from 1939 to 1949. 
There was one 1949, t hree 1948 , one 1942, one 1940 and one 
1939. The Mercurys ranged from 1947 to 1949. There were 
four 1949 and two 1947. The Chryslers ranged from 1940 to 
1949. There was one 1949 , three 1948 , one 1941 and one 1940. 
The Nashs ranged from 1947 to 1949. There were three 1949, 
t wo 1948 and one 1947. The Hudsons ranged from 1938 to 
1946. There wer e t wo 1946 , one 1941, one 1940 and one 1938. 
There was one 1947 DeSoto, one 1946 Lincoln, one 1947 Frazer, 
t wo 1950 Kaisers, one 1942 Cadillac and one 1941 Willys . 
The total tangible tax for this township was $245 ,498 . 00 
and of this twenty-five per-cent or $61,210.00 was car 
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assessment tax . There were more 1948 models than any other 
single model and the average assessment was five hundred 
dollars . One license tag was bought in Trego County and 
one license tag was bought in Rush County although the 
owner lived in Ellis County. 
For the eighty-five trucks, t wenty-nine per-cent were 
Chevrolets, nineteen per-cent were Fords, nineteen per-cent 
were G~M . C.' s , fifteen per-cent were Internationals, nine 
per-cent were Studebakers, seven per-cent were Dodges, six 
per-cent were Whites, one per-cent were Federals and one 
per-cent were Reo. The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949. 
There were five 1949, three 1948, three 1947, one 1942, 
three 1941, one 1940, one 1938, five 1936, one 1934, one 
1931 and one 1929. The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1948 . 
There were three 1949, three 1948, one 1942 , two 1931, two 
1940, one 1939, one 1936, one 1935, one 1931 and one 1930. 
The G.M.C . 's ranged from 1937 to 1949. There were two 
1949, nine 1948, two 1947, one 1942, one 1940 and one 1937. 
The Internationals ran 0 ed from 1928 to 1949. There was one 
1949 , t wo 1948, one 1947 , t,-.ro 1941 , one 1940, one 1939, two 
1938, one 1930 and one 1928. The Studebakers ranged from 
1943 to 1949. There were five 1949 , one 1948, one 1946 and 
one 1943 . The Dodges ranged from 191~1 to 1949. There was 
one 1949 , t wo 1946, two 1945 and one 1941. The Whites 
ranged from 1940 to 1948 . There was one 1948, three 1947, 
and one 1940. There was one 1947 Reo . The total tangible 
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tax was $328,508.00 and of this sixteen per-cent or $51, 
730.00 was truck assessment tax. There were more 1948 
models than any other single model and the average assess-
ment was s ix hundred and ten dollars. 
BUCKEYE TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred and seven cars and seventy-
eight trucks listed on the records. Of t his number twenty-
eight per-cent were Fords , twenty per-cent were Chevrolets, 
twelve per-cent were Dodges , nine per-cent were Plymouths , 
six per-cent were Bu icks , five per-cent ·were Pontiacs, five 
per-cent were Chryslers, five per-cent were Mercurys, four 
per-cent were Oldsmobiles, three per-cent were Studebakers , 
one per-cent were DeSotos, one per-cent were Kaisers, one 
per-cent were Hudsons and one per-cent were Lincolns, The 
Fords ranged from 1928 to 1950 . There was one 1950, four 
1949, three 1947 , one 1946 , t wo 1942, two 1941, one 1940, 
two 1939 , two 1938, three 1937, one 1935 , one 1930, five 
1929 and t wo 1928. he Chevrolets ranged from 1930 to 
1950 . There was one 1950, three 1949 , two 1947, one 1946, 
one 1942 , five 1941, one 1940, one 1939 , one 1938, one 1937, 
one 1936 , one 1935 , one 1931 and one 1930. The Do~es 
ranged from 1937 to 1949. There were four 1949, three 1948, 
two 1947, t 10 1941, one 1940 and one 1937 . The Plymouths 
ranged from 1934 to 1949. There were t wo 1949, on'e 1948, 
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three 1947, one 1940, one 1936, one 1935, and one 1934. 
The Buicks ranged from 1937 to 1949. There were t wo 1949, 
one 1940, one 1938 and t wo 1937. The Pontiacs ranged from 
1941 to 1948. There were three 1948, one 1942 and one 1941. 
The Chryslers ranged from 1940 to 1948. There were two 
1948, one 1947, one 1946 and one 1940. The Mercurys ranged 
from 1939 to 1949. There were three 1949 , one 1947 and 
one 1939. The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1937 to 1941 . There 
were t wo 1941, one 1940 and one 1937. The Studebakers rang-
ed from 1947 to 1949. There was one 1949, one 1948 and one 
1947. There was one 1948 DeSoto, one 1950 Kaiser, one 1938 
Hudson , one 1936 Lincoln and one 1948 Willys. The total 
tangible tax for this township was $264 ,584.00 and of this 
ten per-cent or $25,540.00 was car assessment tax. There 
were more 1949 models than any other single model and the 
average valuation was six hUJ.dred dollars. 
For the seventy-eight trucks, thirty-five per-cent 
were Chevrolets, twenty-one per-cent were Fords, twenty-
one per-cent were Dodges, eight per-cent were G.M.C. 's, ten 
per-cent were Internationals and three per-cent 1.,•re r e Stude-
bakers. The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949. There 
were two 1949, three 1948, four 1947, four 1946, three 1941, 
two 1939, three 1938, one 1936, one 1935, two 1934, one 
1933 and one 1929. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949. 
There were three 1949, one 1948, two 1941, three 1940, one 
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1939, one 1938, two 1937, one 1935 and two 1929. The 
Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949. There were four 1949 , 
one 1948, three 1947, t wo 1946, one 1945, one 1942, two 
1941 and one 1936. The G.M.C . 's ranged from 1940 to 1948. 
There were two 1948 and three 1940. The Internationals 
ranged from 1929 to 1947 . There was one 1947 , one 1946, 
two 1941, one 1939, to 1938 and one 1929. There were two 
1949 Studebakers. The total tangible tax for this town-
ship was $287,919.00 and of this eleven per-cent or $31 , 
015.00 was truck assessment tax. There were more 1949 
models than any other single model and the average assess-
ment was six hundred dollars. 
CATHERINE TOt~~SHIP 
There were one hundred and twenty cars and sixty-
one trucks listed on the records. Of this number twenty-
nine per-cent were Chevrolets, twenty-eig.~t per-cent were 
Fords, eleven per-cent were Plymouths, seven per-cent were 
Pontiacs, seven per-cent were Buicks, seven per-cent were 
Dodges , four per-cent were Mercurys , three per-cent were 
Chryslers, thr0e per-cent were Nashs, three per-cent were 
Oldsmobiles, t i.o per-cent were Hudsons, one per-cent were 
Studebakers and one per-cent were Packards. The Chevrolets 
ranged from 1931 to 1950. There was one 1950, six 1949, 
three 1948, one 1947 , five 1946, one 1942, five 1941, one 
1940, one 1939, one 1938, three 1937 , four 1936 and one 
-
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1931. The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1950. There were three 
1950, five 1949 , t 10 1948, one 194T, four 1946, six 1941, 
t wo 1940, one 1939 , one 1938 , one 1937 , six 1936 and t wo 
1930. The Plymouths ranged from 1936 to 1950 . There was 
one 1950, one 1949 , t wo 1947, t vo 1946, two 1941 , t wo 1940, 
one 1939, one 1937 and one 1936 . The Pontiacs ranged from 
1940 to 1950. There was one 1950 , one 1948 , one 1947 , three 
1941 and t wo 1940. The Buicks ranged from 1936 to 1950 . 
There were three 1950 , one 1947, t wo 1941, one 1939 and one 
1936. The Dodges ranged from 1940 to 1949 . There were 
three 1949, one 1947 , one 1946 and ti-ro 1940. The Mercurys 
ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There were t wo 1949 , one 1948, 
one 1947 and one 1941. The Chryslers ranged from 1939 to 
1948. There was one 1948 , one 1947 and one 1939 . The Nashs 
ranged from 1947 to 1949. There was one 1949, one 1948 and 
one 1947. The 0l dsrnobil es ra ged from 1941 to 1948 . There 
was one 1948 and t wo 1941. There was one 1949 and· one 1942 
Hudson s , one 1948 Studebaker and one 1947 Packard . The 
total t angibl e tax for thi s township was $245 ,498 .00 and of 
t his t wenty-five per-cent or $61 , 210.00 was car assessment 
tax. There were more 1941 models than any other single model 
and the average valuation was four hundred and fifty dollars . 
For the sixty-one trucks , fifty-four per-cent were 
Chevrolets, sixteen per-cent were Fords , fifteen per-cent 
were Dodges, seven })er-cent were Internat ionals, four per-cent 
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were G.M.C. 's, t wo per -cent were Plymouths , two per-cent 
were Reo's. The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949. 
There were five 1949, seven 1948, three 1947, four 1946, 
one 1941, four 1940, three 1938 , one 1937, one 1936, one 
1934 and one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1936 to 1950. 
There wa s one 1950 , one 1948, t wo 1947, one 1946 , one 1942, 
one 1941, one 1938 and one 1936 . The Dodges ranged from 
1937 to 1949. There were t wo 1949, t wo 1947, t wo 1945, one 
1941, one 1940 and one 1937 . The Internationals ranged 
from 1929 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1947, one 1937, 
and one 1929 . There was one 1937 and to 1936 G.M. C. 's, One 
1948 Reo and one 1941 Plymouth. The total tangible tax was 
$280,718.00 and of t h i s nine per-cent or $25,990.00 was 
truck asse s sment tax. There were more 1948 models t han any 
other single mode l and the average assessment was six hundred 
dollars . 
EAST HAMILTON TOWNSHIP 
There were thirty-six cars and thirty- two trucks 
li st ed on the records. Of this number of cars thirty-eight 
per-cent were Chevrolets, thirty-seven per-cent were Fords , 
eleven per-cent were Dodges, six per-cent were Plymouths, 
six per-cent wer e Buicks, t wo per-cent were DeSoto and t wo 
per-cent were Willys , The Chevrolets ranged from 1933 to 
1948. Ther~ were tro 1948 , t wo 1947 , one 1939, one 1937 
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and one 1933 . The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950. There 
was one 1950 , one 1948 , two 1946, two 1942, one 1941, one 
1939 and one 1938 . The Dodges ranged from 1941 to 1949 . 
There was one 1949, t wo 1938 and one 1941. There was one 
1948 and one 1947 Plymouth, one 1947 and one 1946 Buick 
and one 1941 DeSoto. The tota l tangible tax for this 
township was ~~125, 944. 34 and of this nineteen per-cent or 
$24,695.00 was car assessment tax. There were more 1941 
models than any other single model and the average valuation 
was three hundr ed and thirty dollars. 
For the thirty-two trucks, forty-three per-cent were 
Chevrolet s , t wenty-one per-cent were Fords, eighteen per-
cent were Internationals, nine per-cent were Dodges, three 
per-cent were G.M.C., three per-cent were Studebakers and 
three per-cent were Willys . The Chevrolets ranged from 
1930 to 1949. There was one 1949 , one 1948, two 1946 , two 
1942, t wo 1941, two 1937 , one 1936, one 1931 and one 1930. 
The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1948. There were three 1948, 
one 1946 , one 1940 , one 1936 and one 1930. The Internation-
als ranged from 1936 to 1948. There was one 1949, three 
1938 and one 1936. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949. 
There was one 1949, one 1937 and one 1936. There was one 
1949 G.M.C., one 1949 Studebaker and one 1948 Willys. The 
total tangible tax was $139,933.64 and of this seven per-
cent or $10,705.70 was truck asssssment tax. There were 
-
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more 1946 models than any other single model and the average 
assessment was four hundred and fifty dollars. There was 
one license tag bought in Trego County although the o mer 
lived in Ellis County. 
ELLIS TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred twenty-three cars and one 
hundred and six trucks listed on the records. Of this 
number of cars forty-five per-cent were Chevrolets, twenty-
five per-cent were Fords, nine per-cent •1ere Plymouths , 
seven per-cent were Pontiacs, five per-cent were Dodges, 
three per-cent were Buicks , t wo per-cent were DeSoto 's, 
two per-cent were Nashs, two per-cent were Oldsmobiles, two 
per-cent were Mercurys and one per-cent were Studebakers. 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1932 to 1949. There were seven 
1949, nine 1948 , nine 1947, t ,, o 1946, t m 1941, three 1940, 
one 1939, six 1938, t 1:o 1937, eight 1936, three 1935, one 
1934, one 1933 and one 1932. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 
1950 . There were two 1950, six 1949 , three 1948, six 1947, 
one 1946, one 1945 , one 1943, two 1941, one 1940 , one 1939 , 
one 1938, one 1937, t, o 1936 and t -.ro 1929. The Plymouths 
ranged from 1940 to 1949. There was one 1949, six 1947, one 
1946, one 1941 and one 1940. The Pontiacs ranged from 1940 
to 1949. There were two 1949, two 1948, one 1947, one 1946, 
two 1941 and one 1940. The Dodges ranged from 1935 to 1950. 
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There were two 1950, one 1949, one 1948, one 1936 and one 
1935. The Buicks ranged from 1938 to 1950. There was one 
1950, one 1949, one 1939 and one 1938. There was one 1949 
and one 1946 DeSoto, one 1948 and one 1941 Nash, one 1946 
Oldsmobile, one 1947 and one 1946 Mercury and one 1949 
Studebaker. The total tangible tax for thi s to1.m ship vas 
342,842.00 and of this seventeen per-cent or $60,165.00 
was car assessment tax. There were more 1949 models than 
any other single model and the average assessment was five 
hundred and fifty dollar_s . One license tag was bought in 
Russell County although the owner lived in Ellis County . 
For the one hundred and s ix trucks, fifty per-cent 
were Chevrolets, twenty-six per-cent 'ere Fords , eleven 
per-cent were Dodges, seven per-cent were International s , 
five per-cent were G.M.C.' s and one per-cent were Studebakers . 
The Chevrolets ranged from :.929 to 1949 . There -.rere seven 
1949, eight 1948, three 1947, t wo 1946 , t ,,o 1944, eight 1941, 
four 1940, two 1939, four 1938, three 1937, three 1936, one 
1935, three 1934, one 1931, one 1930 and one 1929 . The Fords 
ranged from 1920 to 1949 . There were t v0 1949, three 1948, 
one 1947, t wo 1946 , one 1942 , two 1941, three 1940, five 
1938, three 1937 , one 1936, three 1929 , one 1928 and one 
1920. The Dodges ranged from 1933 to 1949. There was one 
1949, two 1948, t wo 1946, t wo 1940, t wo 1938 , one 1936 and 
one 1933. The Internationals ranged from 1936 to 1950 . 
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There was one 1950, one 1948, two 1947, one 1941, one 1940, 
one 1936 and one 1935. The G. M. C. ' s ranged from 1938 to 
1949. There was one 1949, one 1946, one 1940 and one 1938. 
There was one 1947 Studebaker. The total tangible tax for 
this to,,mship was $364 ,464 .00 and of this seven per-cent or 
$24 ,290.00 was truck assessment tax. There were more 1948 
models than any other single model and the average assess-
ment was four hundred and fifty dollars . 
FREEDOM TOWNSHIP 
There were eighty-four cars and sixty-eight trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of cars forty-nine 
per-cent were Chevrolets, nine per-cent were Fords , eight 
per-cent were Plymouths, seven per-cent were Dodges, six 
per-cent were Oldsmobiles, five per-cent were Pontiacs, 
five per-cent were Mercurys, four per-cent were Studebakers , 
two per-cent we re Buicks, t wo per-cent were Nashs, one per-
cent were DeSoto's and one per-cent were Chryslers. The 
Chevrolets ranged from 1932 to 1950. There was one 1950, 
t wo 1949, five 1948, seven 1947 , t wo 1946, one 1942, six 
1941, five 1940, t,o 1939, five 1937 , four 1936 and one 
1932. The Plymouths ranged from 1937 to 1950 . There was 
one 1940, t wo 1949, t wo 1948, one 1940 and one 1937. The 
Dodges ranged from 1941 to 1950. There was one 1950 , one 
1949, one 1948, t ¥o 1947 and one 1941. The Oldsmobiles 
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ranged from 1937 t o 1948. There were t wo 1948 , t wo 1946, 
and one 1937. The Pontiac's ranged from 1937 to 1947 . 
There were t wo 1947, one 1946 and one 1937 . The Studebakers 
ranged from 1936 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1940 and 
one 1936. There were four 1949 Mercurys , one 1948 and one 
1947 Nash, t·wo 1947 Buicks , one 1936 DeSoto and one 1947 
Chrysler. The total tangible tax for thi s township was 
$234,995.00 and of this nineteen per-cent or $44 , 580 . 00 was 
car assessment tax. There were more 1947 models than any 
other single model and the average valuation was six hundred 
dollars . One license tag .ras bought in Russell County and 
one in Ro oks County although the owners lived in Ellis County . 
For the sixty-eight trucks , forty- t wo per- cent were 
Chevrolet s , t went y- five per-cent were Fords, thirteen per-
cent were G.M. C. 's, nine per-cent were Dodges, one per-cent 
were Internationals and one per-cent Diamond T ' s . The 
Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There were three 1949, 
four 1948 , three 1947, t hree 1946 , two 1941 , one 1940, two 
1939, three 1938 , three 1937 , three 1936 , one 1930 and one 
1929. The Fords ranged from 1927 to 1950. There was one 
1950, t wo 1949 , one 1948 , one 1947, one 1944, one 1940 , one 
1939, one 1938, three 1937 , one 1936, one 1935, one 1930, 
one 1929 and one 1927. The G.M. C. 's ranged from 1936 to 
1949 . There were t hree 1949 , two 1948, one 1947 , one 1946 , 
one 1937 and one 1936. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1948 . 
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There was one 1948, one 1947, one 1946, one 1944, one 1938 
and one 1936. There was one 1950 International and one 
1949 Diamond T. The total tangible tax for this township 
was $250 ,980.00 and of this eleven per-cent or $28,595.00 
was truck assessment tax. There were more 1949 models than 
any other single model and the average assessment was five 
hundred and fifty dollars . 
HERZOG TOWNSHIP 
There were seventy-five cars and forty-nine trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of cars thirty-three 
per-cent were Fords, twenty-seven per-cent were Chevrolets, 
twelve per-cent were Plymouths, nine per-cent were Mercurys, 
eight per-cent were Pontiacs, seven per-cent were Dodges, 
three per-cent were Nashs, three per-cent were Chryslers, 
one per-cent were Kaisers an one per-cent were Packards. 
The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949. There were t wo 1949, 
one 1947, four 1946, t wo 1942, t wo 1941, four 1940 , one 
1938, one 1937, one 1935, one 1934, three 1931, one 1930 
and two 1929. The Chevrolets ranged from 1931 to 1950. 
There were two 1950, one 1949 , one 1947, one 1942, three 
1941, three 1940, one 1938, three 1937, one 1936, one 1935 
and one 1931. The Plymouths ranged from 1935 to 1950. 
There were t 'lo 1950, two 1949, one 1946, one 1941, one 1937, 
one 1936 and one 1935. The Mercurys ranged from 1941 to 
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1949 . There were three 1949, one 1948, one 1947 , one 1946 
and one 1941. The Dodges ranged from 1935 to 1948 . There 
was one 1948 , one 1947 , one 1941, one 1940 and one 1935. 
There was one 1947 and one 1948 Pontiac , t wo 1949 Nashs, 
one 1941 and one 1937 Chrysler, one 1948 Kaiser and one 1939 
Packard . The total tangible tax for this tovmship was 
$172 ,354.00 and of this nineteen per-cent or $37 ,115.00 was 
car assessment tax. There were more 1949 models than any 
other single model and the average valuation was six hundred 
dollars . 
For the forty-nine trucks, thirty-two per- cent were 
G.M.C. 's, twenty-two per-cent were Fords, t -;enty per-cent 
were Chevrolets, twelve per-cent were Dodges, ten per-cent 
were Internationals and t wo per-cent were Studebaters . The 
G.M. C. 's ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There were t·wo 1949 , 
six 1948, three 1947, t wo 1046 , one 1938 and t wo 1937 . The 
Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950. There was one 1950, t wo 
1948, t wo 1947, one 1946, one 1942 , one 1937 , t wo 1934 and 
one 1929. The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949. There 
was one 1949, one 1947, one 1946 , one 1940 , one 1939, one 
1938, one 1937 , t wo 1936 and one 1929 . The Dodges ranged 
from 1934 to 1950. There was one 1950, one 1949 , one 1946, 
one 1944, one 1938 and two 1934. The Internationals ranged 
from 1940 to 1949. There was one 1949 , one 1948 , one 1947, 
one 1943 and one 1940. There was one 1947 Studebaker. The 
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total tangible tax was $189,654.00 and of this ten per-cent 
or $19,815 . 00 was truck assessment tax. There were more 
1948 models than any other single model and the average 
assessment was five hundred and fifty dollars. 
LOOKOUT TOWNSHIP 
There were ninety-one cars and eighty-three trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of car thirty per-
cent were Chevrolets, twenty-four per-cent were Fords, twelve 
per-cent were Plymouths, eight per-cent were Dodges , seven 
per-cent were Buicks, three per-cent were Mercurys , three 
per-cent were Pontiacs, t wo per-cent were Nashs , t wo per-cent 
were Oldsmobiles, one per-cent were Studebakers, one per-cent 
were DeSoto's, one per-cent were Kaisers and one per-cent 
were Packards. The Chevrolets ranged from 1931 to 1950 . 
There were two 1950, six 1949 t wo 1947, one 1946, two 1942, 
t wo 1941, four 1940 , three 1939, two 1938, three 1937, one 
1936 and one 1931. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949. 
There were four 1949 , one 1947, three 1946, one 1942, thr ee 
1941, one 1939, one 1938, t wo 1937 , one 1935, one 1934, one 
1933, one 1932 and t wo 1929. The Plymouths ranged from 1939 
to 1949. There were t wo 1949, one 1948, t wo 1947, one 1946, 
one 1942, one 1941, one 1940 and two 1939. The Dodges rang-
ed from 1949 to 1940 . There were three 1949 , one 1948, one 
1946, t ~o 1941 and one 1940. The Buicks ranged from 1936 
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to 1949 . There were two 1949 , one 1948, t wo 1946, one 1938 
and one 1936 . There was one 1949, one 1947 and one 1939 
Mercury , one 1948 , one 1941 and one 1939 Pontiac, one 1948 
and one 1937 Nash and one 1950 Studebaker, one 1948 DeSoto, 
one 1947 Kaiser and one 1937 Packard. The total tangible 
tax f'or this tov11T1ship was $237,771.00 and of this thirteen 
per-cent or $29 , 960.00 was car assessment tax. There were 
more 1949 models than any other single model and the average 
assessment was six hundred and ninety dollars. 
For the eighty-three trucks , twenty-eight per-cent 
were Chevrolet s , t wenty per-cent were Fords, eighteen per-
cent were Dodges, eleven per-cent were G.M. C. 's, nine per-
cent were Internationals, seven per-cent were Studebakers , 
t wo pe r - cent were Diamond T, two per-cent were Willys and 
one per-cent were Plymouths. The Chevrolets ranged from 
1929 to 1949 . There were t ~~ee 1949, one 1948, three 1947, 
four 1946, one 1942 , three 1941, two 1939, one 1938, two 
1936, two 1931 and one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1929 
to 1949. There was one 1949, one 1948, two 1947, t wo 1946, 
one 1942, t wo 1941, to 1937, three 1935, one 1933, one 
1931 and one 1929 . The Dodges ranged from 1935 to 1949, 
There were t wo 1949, one 1947, one 1942, three 1941, three 
1940 , four 1936 and one 1935 . The G. M.C. 's ranged from 
1942 to 1949. There were three 1949 , three 1948 , one 1947, 
one 1946 and one 1942. The Internationals ranged from 1938 
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to 1949. There was one 1949, to 1948, one 1946, one 1945 , 
one 1941, one 1939 and one 1938. The Studebakers ranged 
from 1941 to 1949. There were t wo 1949, one 1948, t wo 1947, 
and one 1941. There was one 1949 and one 1948 Willys, one 
1936 and one 1934 Diamond T and one 1941 Plymouth. The 
total tang ible tax was $220,726.00 and of this t wenty-one 
per-cent or $47 , 005.00 was truck assessment tax. There 
were more 1949 models than any other singl e model and the 
average assessment was seven hundred and sixty dollars . 
PLEASANT HILL TOWNSHIP 
There were eighty-six cars and eighty-t 10 trucks 
listed on the records. Of t h is number of cars forty-one 
per-cent were Chevrolets, fifteen per-cent were Fords , 
t h irteen per-cent were Dodges , seven per-cent wer e Plymouths, 
six per-cent were Pont i a c s, three per-cent were Mercurys, 
t rvo per- cent were Studebakers , t wo per- cent were Oldsmobiles, 
t wo per-cent were Chryslers , t1:rn per-cent fere Hudoons, one 
per-cent were Buicks , one per-cent were Frazers, one per-
cent were Nashs and one per-cent were Willys. The Chevrolets 
ranged from 1936 to 1950. There were three 1950 , five 1949 , 
s ix 1948 , four 1947, four 1946, six 1941 , one 1939 , one 1938, 
three 1937 and two 1930. The Fords ranged from 1925 to 1950. 
There was one 1950, t wo 1949, one 1948 , t wo 1946 , t wo 1941, 
t wo 1938 , one 1936, one 1932 and one 1925. The Dodges ranged 
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from 1936 to 1949. There were two 1949 , four 1948 , one 
1947, one 1946, one 1941 , one 1940 and one 1936 . The Ply-
mouths ranged from 1937 to 1948. There were t110 1948, one 
1938 and three 1937. The Pontiacs ranged from 1937 to 1949. 
There was one 1949 , two 1946, one 1940 and one 1937. The 
Mercurys ranged from 1947 to 1950. There was one 1950, one 
1949 and one 1947 . The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1941 to 1949. 
There was one 1949 and one 1941. There was one 1948 and 
one 1942 Chrysler, tvo 1947 Studebakers , one 1947 Buick, one 
1948 and one 1941 Hudson, one 1947 Frazer , one 1942 Nash and 
one 1948 Willys. The total tangible tax for this township 
was $310,199.00 and of this fifteen per-cent or $47 , 295 . 00 
was car assessment tax. There rere more 1948 models than 
any other single model and the average valuation was five 
hundred dollars . One license tag was bought in Russell 
County although the ovmer liv8d in Ellis County. 
For the eig.rity-t rn trucks, forty-six per-cent were 
Chevrolets , sixteen per-cent were Fords, nineteen per-cent 
were Dodges, seven per-cent were Internationals, seven per-
cent were G.M.C . 's, two per-cent were Diamond T and one per-
cent were Willys. The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1950. 
There as one 1950, five 1949 , two 1948, ti·rn 1947, six 1946, 
five 1942, one 1941, two 1940, one 1939, four 1938, t 
1937, one 1936 , one 1935, one 1934, one 1930 and three 1929. 
The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1948. There was one 1948, one 
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1946, one 1945, two 1941, three 1940, one 1937, two 1936, 
one 1930 and one 1929. The Internationals ranged from 1928 
to 1948. There were t wo 1948, one 1938, one 1937, one 1936 
and one 1928. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949. There 
were three 1949, five 1948, one 1946, one 1942, three 1941, 
one 1939, one 1937 and one 1936. There was one 1947 and one 
1938 Diamond T and one 1949 Willys . The total tangible tax 
for this township was $322 ,979.00 and of this eleven per-
cent or $34, 515.00 was truck assessment tax. There were more 
1948 models than any other single model and the average valu-
ation was six hundred dollars . 
RIVERVIEW' TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred five cars and sixty-five trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of cars twenty six 
per-cent were Chevrolets, twenty per-cent were Fords, twelve 
per-cent were Plymouths, nine per-cent were Pontiacs, seven 
per-cent were Buicks , five per-cent were Mercurys , five 
per-cent were Dodges, four per-cent ·ere Studebakers , four 
per-cent were Oldsmobiles, two per-cent were Chryslers, two 
per-cent were Hudsons, one per-cent were Nashs and one per-
cent were DeSoto's. The Chevrolet s ranged from 1934 to 1950. 
There was one 1950, eigpt 1949, three 1948 , two 1947, four 
1946, one 1942, four 1941 , t wo 1940, one 1939 and one 1934. 
The Fords ranged from 1926 to 1949. There was one 1949, 
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one 1948, t wo 1947, three 1946 , one 1941, three 1939 , 
t wo 1938 , three 1937 , t wo 1936, one 1933, one 1930 , to 
1929 , one 1928 and one 1926 . The Plymouths ranged from 
1939 to 1949 . There were five 1949 , t wo 1948, one 1947 , 
one 1941 , t wo 1940 , one 1939 and one 1938 . The Pontiacs 
ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There were four 1949 , t rn 1948 , 
t vo 1947 and two 1941. The Buicks ranged from 1940 to 1950 . 
There was one 1950, four 1949 , one 1948 and one 1940 . The 
Mercurys ranged from 1949 to 1950. There was one 1950 and 
f our 1949 . The Dodges ranged from 1941 to 1949 . There was 
one 1949 , ti-ro 1948 and t wo 1941. The Studebakers ranged 
from 1941 to 1949 . There was one 1949 , t wo 1948 and one 
1941 . The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There 
were t wo 1949 and t wo 1937 . The Chryslers ranged from 
1942 to 1947. There was one 1947 and one 1942 . There was 
one 1950 and one 1949 Hudson one 1949 Nash and one 1947 
DeSoto. ~ne total tangible tax for this township was $313, 
653 .00 and o f this ten per-cent or $31,475.00 was car 
assessment tax. There were more 1949 models than any other 
model and the average valuation was seven hundred dollars. 
Six license tags. rere bought in Rooks County and one in 
Rush County although·the owners lived in Ellis County. 
For the sixty- five trucks, forty-'t1tro per-cent were 
Chevrolets , t wenty-eig.11. t per-cent were Fords, t welve per-
cent were Dodges , six per-cent ware Internationals, t wo 
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per-cent were G.M. C. 's, nine per-cent iere Willys and two 
per-cent were Studebakers . The Chevrolets ranged from 1933 
to 1949 . There were seven 1949, t wo 1948, three 1947, one 
1946 , t wo 1942 , five 1941 , t wo 1940 , one 1936, two 1935 and 
t wo 1933 . The Fords ranged from 1934 to 1949 . There were 
five 1949, one 1947, one 1946, one 1945, one 1943, one 1941, 
three 1940, two 1939 , one 1937 and t wo 1934. The Dodges 
ranged from 1936 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1947, one 
1941, four 1940 and one 1936. The Internationals ranged 
from 1929 to 1948 . There were two 1948, one 1940 and one 
1929 . There was one 1949 G.M.C. The Wil lys ranged from 
1940 to 1948. There was one 1948 , two 1947 , one 1946, one 
1941 and one 1940. There was one 1947 Studebaker . The 
total tangible tax was $313,653.00 and of this ten per-cent 
or $31,475.00 was truck assessment tax . . There were more 
1949 models than any other s _Dgle model and the average 
assessment was five hundred and forty dollars. Four license 
tags were bought in Rooks County although the o,mers lived 
in Ellis County. 
SALINE TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred and five cars and fifty-three 
trucks listed on the records. Of this number of cars twenty 
seven per- cent were Chevrolets, t 1,enty-seven per-cent were 
Fords, t en per-cent were Buicks, nine per-cent were Mercurys, 
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eight per-cent were Pontiacs, four per-cent were Dodges , 
four per- cent were Studebakers, four per-cent were Plymouths, 
four per- cent were Packards, three per-cent were Frazers, 
two per-cent were Chryslers, t wo per-cent were Nashs, two 
per-cent were Hudsons, one per-cent were Kaisers, one per-
cent were Oldsmobiles and one per-cent were Terroplanes. 
The Chevrolet s ranged from 1929 to 1949. There were four 
1949, six 1948, t wo 1947, two 1946, six 1941, three 1940, 
one 1939, one 1938, one 1936, one 1929 and one 1925. The 
Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949. There were five 1949, 
seven 1947, t wo 1946, ame 1940, t wo 1939, five 1937 , three 
1930 and three 1929 . The Buicks ranged from 1940 to 1950. 
There was one 1950, three 1949, one 1948, one 1947, one 
1941 and one 1940 . The Mercurys ranged from 1946 to 1949. 
There were four 1949, one 1948, two 1947 and two 1946. 
The Pontiacs ranged from 1938 to 1948. There were three 
1948, one 1946, one 1942 , three 1941 and one 1938. The 
Dodges ranged from 1946 to 1949. There was one 1949, two 
1947 and one 1946. The Studebakers ranged from 1941 to 
1949. There was one 1949, one 19L~7, one 1942 and one 1941. 
The Plyrnouths ranged from 1936 to 1950. There was one 1950, 
one 1948 and one 1936. The Packards ranged from 1947 to 
1949. There was one 1949, one 1948 and two 1947. There 
were three 1947 Frazers, one 1949 and one 1948 Chrysler, 
t wo 1947 Nash, one 1949 and one 1947 Hudson, one 1948 Kaiser, 
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one 1950 Oldsmobile and one 1934 Terroplane. The total 
tangible tax for thi s tovmship was $290,195.00 and of this 
t wenty-three per-cent or $67 ,125 . 00 was car assessment tax. 
There were more 1949 models than any other single model and 
the average assessment was five hundred and fifty dollars . 
Three license tags were bought in Rooks County and three in 
Russell County although the owners lived in Ellis County . 
For the fifty-three trucks , thirty per-cent were 
Chevrolets, twenty-five per-cent were Fords, thirteen per-
cent were G. M. C. ' s , thirteen per-cent were Dodges, seven 
per-cent were Studebakers , seven per-cent were Willys and 
fiv e per-cent were Internationals . The Chevrolets ranged 
f rom 1934 to 1949. There were four 1949 , two 1948 , one 
1947, one 1946 , five 1941 , two 1938 and one 1934 . The 
Fords ranged from 1928 to 1949. There was one 1948, three 
1947 , one 1946, one 1942, two 1941 , t·wo 1939 , one 1936 , one 
1935 and one 1928. The G.M.C . 's ranged from 1941 to 1949. 
There was one 1949, two 1948, one 1946 and one 1941. The 
Dodge s ranged from 1936 to 1949 . There were t ,-.ro 1949, two 
1948, one 1940, one 1937 and one 1936 . The Studebakers 
ranged from 1g45 to 1949 . The Willys ranged from 1942 to 
1948. There were two 1948 , one 1943 and one 1942. There 
was one 1949 and t vrn 1935 Internationals. The total tang-
ible tax for thi s township was $333 ,030.00 and of this 
seven per-cent or $24,290.00 was truck assessment tax . 
There were more 1948 models than any other single model 
and the avera3e valuation was five hundred and e i ghty 
dollars. Two license tags were bought in Rooks County 




There were sixty- five cars and sixty- five trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of cars forty - three 
per-cent were Chevrolets , t wenty-five per-cent were Fords, 
six per-cent were Dodges , four per-cent were Pontiacs , four 
per-cent were Oldsmobiles , three per-cent were Buicks, three 
per-cent were Frazers, two per-cent were Plymouths, t110 per-
cent were Chryslers, two per-cent were Mercurys and two 
per-cent were Willys . The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 
1950. There was one 1949 , triree 1948, two 1947, one 1946, 
one 1942, t wo 1940, three 1939 , four 1937, one 1936, two 
1935, one 1934 and one 1929 . The Fords ranged from 1929 
to 1949. There were three 1949, one 1948, one 1947, one 
1942, t 10 1941, one 1940, one 1937 , one 1936, one 1930 and 
fou r 1929. T~e Dodges ranged from 1934 to 1948. There 
was one 1948, one 1947, one 1946 and one 1934. The Pontiacs 
ranged from 1940 to 1950. There was one 1950, one 1948 and 
one 1940. The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1941 to 1949. There 
were t 10 1949 and one 1941. There was one 1940 and one 1937 
Buick , t ,ro 1947 Fraze rs , one 1941 Plymouth, one 1947 DeSoto, 
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one 1949 Chrysler, one 1948 Mercury and one 1949 ~fillys. 
The total tangible tax for this township was $274 ,145 .00 
and of this eleven per-cent or $31 , 240 .00 was car assess -
ment tax. There were more 1949 models t han any other single 
model and the average valuation was five hundred and ninety 
dollars. 
For the sixty- five trucks , forty -nine per-cent were 
Chevrolets, fourteen per-cent were Fords , fourteen per-cent 
were Dodges , eleven per-cent were G. M. C. 1 s, six per-cent 
were Internationals and three per-cent were Studebakers . 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1933 to 1949 . There were four 
1949 , t hree 1948 , seven 1947, six 1946 , one 1945, one 1944, 
one 1942, one 1941, one 1939, one 1938 , three 1937 , one 1936, 
one 1935 and one 1933. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950 . 
There was one 1950, t10 1948 , one 1947 , three 1941 , one 
1936 and t ,.-!O 1929 . The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949 . 
There was one 1949 , five 1948 , t wo 1947 , one 1941 and one 
1936 . The G.M.C. 1 s ranged from 1936 to 1949. There were 
two 1949, one 1948, t wo 1941 , one 1940 , one 1939 and one 
1936 . The Internationals ranged from 1942 to 1949 . There 
11ere t wo 1949 , one 1947 and one 1942. There was one 1949 
and one 1947 Studebakers . The total tangible tax for this 
to~mship was $270,395.00 and of this thirteen per-cent or 
$34 ,990 .00 was truck assessment tax . There were more 1949 
models t han any other single model and the average assess -
ment was five hundred and sixty dollars. 
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VICTORIA TOWNSHIP 
There were eighty-two cars and f orty-nine trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of cars thirty-four 
per-cent were Chevrolets, fifteen per-cent were Fords, four-
teen per-cent were Pont iacs, nine per-cent were Plymouths, 
seven per-cent were Dodges, six per-cent were Buicks, five 
per-cent 1vere Nashs , four per-cent ·were Mercurys , t wo per-
cent were Studebakers , t wo per-cent were Hudsons , one per-
cent were DeSoto's, one per-cent were Oldsmobiles, one 
per-cent were Kaisers, one per-cent were Lincolns and one 
per-cent were Crosleys. The Chevrolets ranged from 1936 
to 1950. There was one 1950, five 1949, one 1947, one 
1946, three 1941, four 1940, one 1939, three 1938 and four 
1936 . The Fords ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There were three 
1949 , four 1947, one 1946, t wo 1941, one 1938 and t YO 1937. 
The Pontiacs ran ed from 1937 to 1949. There was one 1949, 
one 1948 , four 1947, one 1946, t wo 1941, one 1940 and one 
1937. The Plymouths ranged from 1936 to 1942. There was 
one 1942, four 1941, one 1937 and one 1936. The Dodges 
ranged from 1941 to 1949. There was one 1949 , three 1948, 
one 1947 and one 1941. The Buicks ranged from 1940 to 1949. 
There was one 1949, one 1946, two 1941 and one 1940. The 
Nashs ranged from 1946 to 1949. There were t wo 1949 , one 
1948 and one 1946. The Mercurys ranged from 1943 to 1949. 
There were two 1949 and one 1948. There was one 1941 and 
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one 1939 Studebaker, one 1948 and one 1939 Hudson, one 
1950 DeSoto, one 1948 Oldsmobile, one 1948 Frazer, one 1937 
Lincoln and one 1948 Crosley. The total tangible tax for 
this township was $159,223.00 and of this t hree per-cent 
or $40,080.00 was car assessment tax. There were more 1949 
models than any other single model and the average assessment 
was five hundred and ninety dollars . 
For the forty-nine trucks, twenty-eight per-cent were 
Chevrolets, twenty-seven per-cent were Fords , fourteen per-
cent were Dodges, fourteen per-cent were G.M.C.'s, ten per-
cent were Internationals, two per-cent were Reo ' s , t wo 
per-cent were Federal s and t wo per-cent were Studebakers. 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1935 to 1949. There was one 1949, 
one 1948, one 1947 , one 1946, t wo 1941, one 1939, four 1937, 
one 1936 and t wo 1935. The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1949. 
There was one 1949 , two 1~48, one 1947, one 1942, one 1939, 
one 1938 , one 1937, one 1936, t ro 1935, one 1931 and two 
1930. The Dodges ranged from 1938 to 1949. There were t wo 
1949, t wo 1946, one 1945, one 1942 and one 1938 . The G.M. C. 
ranged from 1938 to 1949. There was one 1949 , one 1941, 
one 1940, t wo 1939 and t NO 1938. The Internatonals ranged 
from 1936 to 1949 . There were tHo 1949 , one 1946 , one 1941 , 
and one 1936. There was one 1945 Reo, one 1948 Federal and 
one 1949 Studebaker. The total tangible tax was $181 , 903 . 00 
and of thi s nine per-cent or $17 ,400. 00 was truck assessment 
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tax. There were more 1949 models than any other single 
model and the average assessment was f ive hundred and fifty 
dollars . 
WALKER TOWNSHIP 
There were one hundred fifteen cars and seventy-four 
trucks listed on the records. Of this number of cars thirty 
two per-cent were Fords, t wenty- six per-cent were Chevrolets , 
ten per-cent were Plymouths , seven per-cent were Pontiacs , 
five per-cent were Mercurys , four per-cent were Buicks , four 
per-cent were Nashs, three per-cent were Oldsrnobiles , three 
per-cent were Dodges , t wo per-cent were Frazers , t wo per-
cent were Hudsons, t wo per-cent ere Studebakers and one 
per-cent were Chryslers. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950 . 
There were t ro 1950 , six 1949 , one 1948 , one 1947 , five 1946, 
four 1941, three 1940 , t v-ro 1039 , one 1938, three 1937 , t wo 
1936, one 1935 , one 1934, two 1931 and three 1929. The 
Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949 . There were t wo 1949, 
three 1948 , t wo 1947, t wo 1946 , two 1942, four 1941 , nine 
1940, t ,rn 1937 , t wo 1936 , one 1935 and one 1929. The Ply-
mouths ranged from 1937 to 1950 . There was one 1950 , one 
1949, one 1948 , one 1947 , one 1946 , one 1940 , four 1941 and 
one 1937 . The Pontiacs ranged from 1939 to 1949. There 
were t 11m 1949, one 1948, one 1947, one 19L1-6 , one 1941 and 
t wo 1939. The Mercurys ranged from 1947 to 1950 . There 
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were three 1950, one 1949, one 1948 and one 1947. The 
Buicks ranged from 1938 to 1950. There was one 1950, one 
1948, two 1939 and one 1938. The Nashs ranged from 1940 
to 1947. There was one 1947, t ro 1946 , one 1942 and one 
1940. The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1947 to 1949. There was 
one 1949 and two 1947. The Dodges ranged from 1937 to 1941. 
There was one 1941, one 1938 and one 1937 . There ·were t ro 
1948 Frazers , one 1948 and one 1936 Hudson, one 1950 and one 
1947 Studebaker and one 1948 Chrysler. The total tangible 
tax for this township was $420,755.00 and of this seventeen 
per-cent or $72 , 052 . 00 was car assessment tax. There were 
more 1949 models than any other single model and the average 
assessment was six hundred dollars. Four car licenses were 
bought in Russell County although the omers lived in Ellis 
County. 
For the seventy-four rucks, forty-three per-cent 
were Chevrolets, nineteen per-cent were Fords, eight per-
cent were Dodges , twelve per-cent were G.M.C. 's, twelve 
per-cent were Internationals and four per-cent were Stude-
bakers. The Chevrolets ranged from 1928 to 1950. There 
was one 1950, one 1949, three 1948, four 1947, four 1946, 
four 1941, one 1939 , one 1938, four 1937 , two 1936, two 
1935, two 1934, t wo 1931 and one 1928 . The Fords ranged 
from 1933 to 1949 . There uere three 1949, one 1948, one 
1946, one 1945, t~o 19§1, one 1940, one 1949, one 1938, 
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one 1937, one 1936 and one 1933 . The Dodges ranged from 
1936 to 1948. There were three 1948, two 1942 and one 
1936. The G.M . C.'s ranged from 1937 to 1949. There was 
one 1949 , three 1948, one 1947, two 1946, one 1941 and one 
1937. The Internationals ranged from 1929 to 1946. There 
were two 1946, two 1941, two 1938, one 1937, one 1935 and 
one 1929. There was one 1949 and two 1948 Studebakers. 
The total tangible tax was $458 ,962.00 and of this seven 
per-cent or $33,845 .00 was truck assessment tax. There 
were more 1949 models than any other single model and the 
average valuation was five hundred and fifty dollars. Two 
license tags were bought in Russell County although the 
owners lived in Ellis County. 
WEST HAMILTON TOWNSHIP 
There were forty-three cars and fifty-two trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of cars forty-four 
per-cent were Chevrolets, twenty-seven per-cent were Fords, 
seven per-cent were Plymouths, four per-cent were Mercurys, 
four per-cent were Studebakers, four per-cent were Pontiacs, 
two per-cent were Dodges, two per-cent were Lincolns and 
two per-cent were Kaisers. The Chevrolets ranged from 1936 
to 1949. There were two 1949, three 1948, two 1947, one 
1946, four 1941, two 1938, one 1937, two 1936, one 1935 and 
one 1934. The Fords ranged frcm 1936 to 1950. There was 
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one 1950, four 1949 , three 1948 , one 1946, one 1941, one 
1939 and one 1936. For the Plymouths the ran .e was from 
1940 to 1948 . There was one 1948, one 1941 and one 1940. 
There was one 1950 and one 1941 Mercury , one 1950 and one 
1947 Studebaker, one 1950 and one 1940 Pontiac, one 1949 
Lincoln, one 1948 Dodge and one 1948 Kaiser. The total 
tangible tax for this to ·mship was $175,813.00 and of this 
fourteen per-cent or $25 ,540.00 was car asses sment tax. 
There were the same amount of 1949, 1948 and l941 models 
and the average valuation was five hundred and fifty dollars . 
One license tag was bought in Russell County although the 
owner lived in Ellis County. 
For the fifty-two trucks, forty-four per-cent were 
Chevrolets, t wenty-five per-cent were Fords , t wenty-six 
per-cent were Internationals, one per-cent we re Dodges, 
one per-cent were Diamond T and one per-cent were Studebakers. 
The Chevrolet s ranged froI:I 1929 to 1949~ There were three 
1949 , one 1948, one 1947, one 1946 , one 1945, one 1944, 
three 1941, one 1940, one 1938 , t wo 1937, one 1936, one 1934, 
one 1931, three 1930 and t wo 1929 . The Fords ranged from 
1929 to 1949. There were t wo 1949 , t wo 1948, one 1945 , 
one 1939, one 1938, one 1937, t wo 1936 and one 1929 . The 
Internationals ranged from 1935 to 1949 . There were four 
1949, t wo 1948, one 1947, four 1946, two 1939 and one 1935. 
There was one 1946 Dodge , one 1936 Diamond T and one 1948 
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Studebaker. The total tang ible tax was $181,538.00 and 
of this eleven per-cent or $19,815 . 00 was truck assessment 
tax. There were more 1949 models than any other single 
model and the avera5e assessment was six-hundred and seventy 
dollars. 
WHEATLAND TOWNSH IP 
There were ninety-seven cars and sixty-seven trucks 
listed on the records . Of this number of cars forty per-
cen t were Chevrolets, fifteen per-cent 1·rere Fords, eleven 
per-cent were Pl ymouths , eleven per-cent were Pontiacs, 
six per-cent were Dodges, four per-cent were Mercurys , 
three per-cent were DeSoto's, t hree per-cent were Studebakers , 
t vo per-cent were Oldsmobiles , two per-cent were Nashs , one 
per-cent we r e Buicks and one per-cent were Kaisers . The 
Chevrolets ranged from 1930 to 1949. There 1,,rnre four 1949, 
six 1948 , t wo 1947 , one 1946 , one 1942, three 1941, three 
1940 , six 1939 , one 1938, five 1937, five 1936, one 1935 and 
one 1930. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1950 . There was 
one 1950 , t wo 1949, two 1947, t wo 1946, t \• o 1941, two 1940, 
one 1939 , t wo 1938 and one 1929. The Pl ymouths ranged from 
1937 to 1950 . There was one 1949, three 1948, one 1942, 
two 1941 , one 1940 , one 1939 and ti.vo 1937 . The Pontiacs 
ranged from 1941 to 1950 . There was one 1950, one 1949, 
two 1948, five 1947 , one 1942 and one 1941. The Dodges 
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ranged from 1936 to 1949. There were t wo 1949, one 1948 , 
one 1939 , one 1947 and one 1936. The Mercurys ranged from 
1948 to 1950. There was one 1950, t 1949 and one 1948 . 
The DeSoto's ranged from 1937 to 1947 . There were two 
1947 and one 1937. The Studebakers ranged from 1941 to 
1949. There was one 1949 and one 1941 . There was one 
1942 and one 1936 Oldsmobile, one 1949 Buick, two 1948 and 
one 1948 Kaiser. The total tangible tax for this tmmship 
was $204 , 050 . 00 and o f this twenty-three per- cent or $47 , 
455.00 was car assessment tax. There were more 1948 models 
t han any other single model and the average valuation was 
five hundred dollars . One License tag was bought . in Rush 
County although the owner lived in llis County . 
For the sixty-seven trucks forty-five per-cent were 
Chevrolets, nineteen per-cent ·were Fords, t 1 • ..;relve per-cent 
were Dodges, thirteen per-cent were G. M.C's, f our per-cent 
were Internationals , three per-cent were Studebakers, two 
per-cent were Willys and t wo per-cent were Diamond T's . 
The Chevrolets ranged from 1929 to 1949. There were four 
1949 , one 1948, t wo 191.~7 , five 1946 , t Ho 191.~1, two 1940, 
t wo 1939, three 1938 , t ro 1937, four 1936, one 1932, one 
1931 and one 1929. The Fords ranged from 1933 to 1949 . 
There were two 1949 , one 1946 , one 1944, one 1942 , t wo 1941, 
one 1940 , one 1938, one 1936 , t 1, o 1934 and one 1933. The 
Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949. There was one 1949, two 
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1948, one 1947, one 1946 , one 1941 , one 1938 and one 1936 . 
The G.M.C' s ranged from 1936 to 1949 . There was one 1949, 
three 1947 , one 1946 , one 1941, tv10 1937 and one 1936. The 
Internationals ranged from 1929 to 1948, There was one 
1948, one 1939 and one 1929 . There was one 1948 and one 
1941 Studebaker , one 1947 Wi lys and one 1935 Diamond T. 
The total tangible tax f or this township was '11'228 , 580 .00 
and of this ten per-cent or $22,925.00 was truck assessment 
tax. There were more 1947 models than any other single 
model and the average assessment was five hundred and t wenty 
dollars . 
ELLIS CITY 
There were four hundred and eighty-seven cars and 
forty-nine trucks listed on the records . Of this number 
of cars thirty-five per-cent were Chevrolets, twenty per-
cent were For-ds , fourteen per-cent were Oldsmobiles , ten 
per-cent ·were Plymouths , six per-cent were Dodge·s, - ive 
per-cent were Buicks , t wo per-cent were Studebakers , two 
per-cent we re Pontiacs , two per-cent were Mercury s , one 
per-cent were Chryslers, one per-cent were DeSoto ' s, eight 
tenths per-cent were Packards, eight tenths per-cent ,ere 
Frazers , six tenths per-cent were Nashs, six tenth per-cent 
were Hudsons, f our tenths per-cent were Lincolns, t10 tenths 
per-cent were Kaisers , t wo tenths per-cent were Willys , two 
tenths per-cent were Wippit and t wo tenths per-cent were 
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Marquetts . The Chevrolets ran ed from 1930 to 1950. 
There were t hree 1950, thirty 1949, sixteen 1948, sixteen 
1947, eleven 1946 , t wo 1942, t wenty-six 1941, fourteen 
1940, eighteen 1939 , five 1938, five 1937, sixteen 1936 , 
f our 1935 , three 1934, one 1931 and one 1930 . The Fords 
ranged from 1929 to 1950. There were six 1950, twenty- six 
1949, three 1948, five 1947 , six 1946 , three 1942 , fourteen 
1941, n i ne 1940 , three 1939, three 1938 , s ix 1937 , four 
1936 , t wo 1935 , one 1932, one 1931, three 1930 and three 
1929. The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1930 t o 1950. There was 
one 1950 , t welve 1949, six 1948, seven 1947, five 1946 , two 
1942 , t hirteen 1941 , f our 1940 , t wo 1938 , three 1937 , t·wo 
1936, one 1935 and one 1930. The Plymouths ranged from 
1936 to 1949. There were eighteen 1949, five 1948 , three 
1947, five 1946 , t·wo 1942 , seven 1941 , t wo 1940, five 1939, 
one 1938 , four 1937 and t fo 1936. The Dodges ranged from 
1936 t o 1949 . There were fourteen 1949 , six 1948 , four 
1947 , t hree 1941, t wo 1939, one 1937 and one 1936 . The 
Buicks ranged from 1938 to 1950. There were eight 1950, 
two 1949, t wo 1948 , t wo 1947 , t wo 1942 , six 1941 , tto 1940, 
one 1939 and one 1938. he Studebakers ranged from 1941 
to 1949. There were t wo 1949 , t wo 1948 , one 1947 and two 
1941. The Pontiacs ranged from 1937 to 1949 . There was 
one 1949, one 1948, two 1947 , t,~ 1941 , two 1940, one 1939 , 
one 1938 and one 1937 . The Chryslers ranged from 1940 to 
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1949 . There were t hree 1949 , one 1947, one 1941 and one 
1940 . The DeSoto' s ranged from 1939 to 1949 . There were 
t wo 1949 , one 1948, one 1946 and one 1941. The Mercurys 
ranged from 1938 to 1950 . There was one 1950, t wo 1949, 
one 1948, four 1947 , one 1946, one 1940 , one 1939 and one 
1938. The Hudsons ranged from 1939 to 1949 . There was one 
1949, one 1946 and one 1939. The Nashs ranged from 1937 to 
1947 . There was one 1947 , one 1939 and one 1937 . T!lere 
was one 1949 Cadillac , one 1948 Kaiser , t,-ro 1948 and t wo 
1947 Frazers , one 1941 and t ,o 1949 Packards , t wo 1949 
Lincoln s , one 1928 Whippet, one 1930 Marquett and one 1948 
Willys. The total tangibl e tax for thi s city was $340, 
792 .00 and of this seventy-three per-cent or $252 , 006 . 00 
was car assessment tax. There were more 1949 model s than 
any other single model and the average assessment was five 
hundred and fifty dollars . Ten icense tags were bought 
i n Trego County, five in Rooks County , four in Rush County 
and three in Russell County although the owners lived in 
Ellis County. 
For t he forty-nine trucks , fifty- four per-cent were 
Chevrole t s , t,-1enty-two per- cent we r e Fords , fourteen per-
cent were Dodges , four per-cent were Internationals and 
four per-cent were G. M.C' s . The Chevrolets ranged from 
1936 to 1949. There were six. 1949 , four 1948, t i.·10 1947, 
four 1946, one 1942, t·wo 1941, t wo 1940, t wo 1938, one 
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1937 and two 1936 . The Fords ranged from 1925 to 1949 . 
There were t wo 1949 , t , o 1948 , t vro 1941, one 1937 , one 
1936 , one 1935 , one 1934 and one 1925 . There were ti.o 
1949 , t hree 1948 , one 1945 and one 1939 . There was one 
1948 and one 1940 Internationals, one 1949 and one 1948 
G.M.C. The total tangible tax was $319,282.00 and of 
this seven per-cent or $21 , 510.00 was truck assessment 
tax. There were more 1949 models than any other single 
model and the average assessment was six hundred dollars . 
ELLIS BUSINESS 
There were twenty- five cars and thirty- five trucks 
listed on the r e co rds . Of t his number of cars thirty-two 
per-cent were Chevrolets, t wenty per-cent were Fords , 
fifteen per- cent were Pontiacs , twelve per-cent were Olds-
mobiles , e i ght per-cent were Plymouths , eight per- cent were 
Dodges , four per- cent vere Studebakers and four per-cent 
were Mercurys . The Chevrolets ranged from 1933 to 1949. 
There was one 1949 , one 1948 , one 1942 , one 1941, one 1938, 
t •TO 1936 and one 1933 . The Fords ranged from 1934 to 1949 . 
There were two 1949 , t wo 1948 and one 1934 . The Pontiacs 
ranged from 1947 to 1949 . There were three 1949 and one 
1947 . The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1935 to 1947 . There was 
one 1947, one 1946 and one 1935 . There was one 1948 and 
one 1939 Plymouth , one 1949 and one 19li-8 Dodge , one 1947 
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Studebaker and one 1942 Mercury . The total tangible tax 
for this city was $298 , 415 . 00 and of this seven per-cent 
or $20,800.00 was car asse ssment tax. There were more 
1949 models t han any other single model and the average 
valuation was seven hundred dollars . 
For the thirty-five tru cks , forty-eight per-cent 
were Chevrolet s , twenty- six per- cent were Fords, seventeen 
per-cent were Dodges , six_ per-cent were G.M.C's and three 
per-cent were Internationals. The Chevrolets ranged from 
1936 to 1950. There was one 1950, four 1949 , three 1948 , 
one 1947 , t wo 1946 , three 1942, t wo 1940 and one 1936 . 
The Fords ranged from 1928 to 1942 . There was one 1942 , 
one 1941, one 1935 , one 1934 , t wo 1930 , two 1929 and one 
1928. The Dod es ranged from 1948 to 1950. '11here were 
to 1948, three 1949 and one 1950 . There was one 1949 
and one 1948 G. M.C. and one 1937 International . The total 
t angible tax was $305,375.00 and of this four per-cent or 
$13, 840 .00 was truck assessment tax. There were more 
1949 models than any other single model and the ave r age 
valuation was five hundred and fifty dollars . 
HAYS CITY 
There were one thousand five hundred and forty - six 
cars and eighty-four trucks listed on the records . Of this 
number of cars nineteen per- cent were Chevrolets, fifteen 
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per-cent were Fords, twelve per-cent were Plymouths , nine 
per-cent were Pontiacs, seven per-cent were Dodges , seven 
per-cent were Buicks , four per-cent were Oldsmobiles, three 
per-cent were Mercurys, three per-cent were Studebakers, 
three per-cent were Hudsons, three per- cent were Nashs, two 
per-cent were Chryslers, one per-cent were Kaisers, one per-
cent were Packards, one per-cent were DeSoto's, five tenths 
per-cent were Frazers, four tenths per-cent were Cadillac 's, 
three tenths per-cent were Wil~ys, one tenths per-cent were 
Lincolns and six hundreths per-cent were Crosley and six 
hundreths per-cent were Essex . The Chevrolets ranged from 
1931 to 1950. There were t wo 1950, thirty-seven 1949, 
forty-four 1948, forty-four 1947, t wenty-six 1946 , sixteen 
1942, seventy-seven 1941, forty-four 1940 , t wenty-three 
1939, twenty-seven 1938 , t wenty 1937, t wenty-six 1936, six 
1935, one 1934, one 1933 and. t wo 1931. The Fords ranged 
from 1929 to 1950. There were ten 1950, fifty-three 1949, 
nine 1944, eleven 1944, twenty-six 1946, one 1945, four 
1942, forty-three 1941, twenty-six 1940, thirteen 1939, 
four 1938, fourteen 1937, t en 1936, eight 1935, one 1932, 
one 1931, three 1930 and three 1929. The Plymouths ranged 
from 1934 to 1950. There were four 1950, thirty 1949 , 
twenty-one 1948, t wenty-two 1947, twelve 1946, nine 1942, 
twenty-four 1941, fifteen 1940, eleven 1939, six 1938 , 
eighteen 1937, nine 1936, t wo 1935 and one 1934. The 
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Pontiacs ranged from 1934 to 1950 . There were f ive 1950 , . 
t h irty 1949 , t h irteen 1948 , t went y~three 1947, sixt een 
1946, eight 1942, s i xt een 1941, seven 1940 , five 1939 , five 
1938 , s even 1937, t wo 1936, t wo 1935 and one 1934 . The 
Dodges ranged f rom 1932 to 1950 . Tcere was one 1950 , seven-
t een 1949, t h i r t een 1948 , seventeen 1947 , t en 1946 , five 
1942, nine 1941, t en 1940 , ten 1939 , t wo 1938 , t wo 1937 , 
one 1936 and one 1932. The Buicks ranged from 1936 to 1950 . 
Ther e were six 1950, t wenty- f our 1949 , t hirteen 1948 , six-
t een 1947, eleven 1946 , f our 1942 , f i f teen 1941, six 1940 , 
e i ght 1939, ~wo 1938 , t hree 1937 . and one 1936 ~- The Ol ds-
mobiles ranged f rom 1930 t o 1950 . There were t wo 1950 , 
eleven 1949 , s i xl 948 , s i x 1947 , s i x 1946 , one 1942 , seven 
1941, six 1940, four 1939 , t h r ee 1938 , eig..~t 1937 , one 1936 , 
one 1932 and one 1930. The Me r curys ranged from 1937 to 
1950. There wer e t hree 1950, twenty- two 1949 , three 1948 , 
t wo 1947 , f our 1946 , one 1942 , s i x 1940 , t wo 1939 and one 
1937. The St udebakers r anged from 1937 to 1950 . There were 
s i x 1950 , e i ght 1949 , t en 1948 , t we l ve 1947 , t wo 1946 , six 
1942, t wo 1941, f i ve 1940 , t wo 1939 , one 1938 and t wo 1937 . 
The Hudson s r anged from 1937 t o 1949 . Ther e wer e thirteen 
1949, f our 1948 , f our 1947 , f our 1946 , t wo 1942 , four 1941 , 
e i ght 1940 , one 1938 and one 1937. The Na shs ranged from 
1939 to 1950. There were t hree 1950, n i ne 1949 , six 1948 , 
seven 1947 , seven 1946 , t wo 1942 , f our 1941 and four 1939 . 
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The Chryslers ranged from 1937 to 1950. There was one 
1950, ten 1949, seven 1948, t wo 1947, six 1946, one 1942, 
four 1941, t wo 1940, one 1939 and three 1937. The Kaisers 
ranged from 1947 to 1949. There were six 1949, f our 1948 , 
and six 1947. The Packards ranged from 1937 to 1950. There 
were three 1950, five 1949, one 1948 , three 1946, t wo 1941, 
one 1939 and one 1937. The DeSoto's ranged from 1935 to 
1949. There were seven 1949 , one 1948, one 1947, t h ree 1946 , 
one 1941, three 1940 , t wo 1939 , one 1938 , t wo 1937 and one 
1936. There were four 1948 and four 1947 Frazers , t wo 1950 , 
three 1948 and one 1942 Cadillac, t wo 1949 , one 1948 and 
t wo 1947 Wil1ys, one 1948 Crosely and one 1928 Es se~. The 
total tangible tax for t h is city was $972,297.00 and of t h is 
ninety pe r-cent or $860,622.00 was car asse s sment tax. Ther e 
were mor e 1949 models t han any other s ingl e model and t h e 
average valuation was seven hundred and fi f t y dollars . Seven 
license tag s were bought in Rooks Count y and t wo in Ru s sell 
County although the owners lived in Ellis County . 
For the e i ght y-four trucks, f or t y per-cent were 
Chevrolets, thirty per-cent were Fords , t welve per-cent were 
G. M.C. 1 s, eight per-cent were Dodge s , six pe r -cent were 
Studebakers, six pe r -cent were Inte rnationals and one per-
cent were Willys. The Chevrolets ranged f r om 1934 to 1950. 
There was one 1950, four 1949 , t wo 1948, four 1947, one 
1946, one 1945, t wo 1942, four 1941, t h ree 1940, f our 1938, 
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one 1937, three 1936, three 1935 and one 1934 . The Fords 
ranged from 1933 to 1950 . There was one 1950, seven 1949, 
three 1948 , t wo 1947, one 1945, one 1941, t wo 1940 , one 
1939 , one 1936 , one 1935, t wo 1934 and one 1933 . The G. M. C 's 
ranged from 1940 to 1949 . There were four 1949 , four 1948, 
one 1947 and one 1941. The Dodges ranged from 1936 to 1949 . 
Ther e was one 1949, one 1948, one 1947 , three 1941, t wo 1940 
and one 1936 . There were t wo 1949 and three 1947 Btudebakers , 
one 1947, one 1941, t wo 1939 and one 1938 . Internationals 
and one 1948 Willys . The total t angi bl e tax was $938 , 089 . 00 
and of t his four per-cent or $34,210.00 was truck assessment 
tax. There were more 1949 models than any other single model 
and the average assessment was seven hundred and t en dollars . 
HAYS BUS I NESS 
There were eight y-one cars and one hundred and seventy 
nine· trucks li sted on the r eco rds . Of this number of cars 
thirty per-cent were Chevrolet s , nineteen per-cent were 
Fords, fourteen per-cent were Pontiac s , nine per -cent were 
Buicks , five pe r-cent were Plymouths, fiv e per- cent were 
Studebakers , t wo per-cent were Nashs , t wo per-cent were 
Dodges , t wo per-cent were Mercurys , t wo per-cent were Chry-
slers, t wo per-cent were Hudsons, one per-cent were Olds-
mobiles, one per-cent were DeSoto' s , one pe r -cent were 
Lincolns and one per-cent were Frazers . The Chevrolets 
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ranged from 1938 to 1950. There were t hr ee 1950 , e i ght 
1949, eight 1948, one 1947, one 1946 , one 1941, one 1940 
and one 1938. The Fords ranged from 1929 to 1949. Ther e 
wer e six 1949 , t wo 1948, one 1947 , one 1946 , t wo 1942, t wo 
1937 and one 1929. The Pontiacs ranged from 1938 t o 1950. 
There was one 1950 , three 1949 , one 1948~ one 1947 , t wo 
1946, one 1942, one 1940 and one 1938 . The Buicks ranged 
from 1940 to 1949. There were t hree 1949 , t wo 1947, one 
1946 and one 1940 . The Plymouths ranged from 1935 to 1949 . 
There were four 1949, one 1947, one 1936 and one 1935 . The 
Studebakers ranged from 1947 to 1950. There was one 1950, 
t wo 1948 and one 1947. There was one 1948 and one 1950 
Nash, one 1938 and one 1947 Dodge , t wo 1949 Mercurys , one 
1940 and one 1950 Chrys l er , one 1948 and one 1949 Hudson , 
one 1936 Old smobile , one 1949 Lincoln and one 1949 Frazer. 
The total tangible tax for this city was $1,491,682.00 and 
of this five per-cent or $69 , 955 . 00 was car assessment tax . 
There wer e mo re 1949 models t han any other single model and 
the average valuation was six hundred and fifty dollars . 
For the one hundred and seventy-nine trucks , thirty-
one per-cent wer~ Chevrolets , t wenty-three per-cent wer e 
Fords, eighteen per-cent we r e Dodges , t welve per-cent were 
G. M.C.'s, seven per-cent were Internationals , three pe r -cent 
were Studebakers, one per-cent were Reo, one per-cent were 
Diamond T, one per-cent were Willys , one per-cent were Divco 
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and one per-cent were Rudsons. The Chevrolet s ranged f rom 
1929 to 1950. There was one 1950, t en 1949 , n ine 1948 , 
eleven 1947, ten 1946, one 1945, one 1944, one 1942, one 
1941, one 1940, t wo 1938 , one 1937, f our 1936 , one 1935, 
one 1930 and one 1929. The Fords r anged from 1930 to 1950 . 
Ther e were t wo 1950, seven 1949 , nine 1948 , six 1947, seven 
1946 , one 1945, one 1942, one 1937, t wo 1936 , one 1935 , two 
1934 and t wo 1930. The Dodges ranged from 1937 to 1949 . 
There wer e s i x 1949, n i ne 1948 , f i ve 1947, f ive 1946 , t wo 
1943, thr ee 1941, t wo 1940 and one 1937 . The G. ~. C. 's 
ranged f rom 1936 to 1950 . There wa s one 1950 , t wo 19.l.~9 , 
e i g.~t 1948 , one 1947 , t wo 1946, t hree 1942 , t wo 1939 , t wo 
1937 and one 1936 . The Internat ionals ranged from 1930 to 
1948 . Ther e were t hree 1948 , one 1947 , one 1946 , one 1944 , 
t h r ee 1940 , t wo 1938 and one 1930. The St udebakers r anged 
f r om 1946 to 1950. Ther e was one 1950 , three 1949 , one 
1948 and one 1946 . There was one 1946 and one 1948 Reo , 
one 1943 and one 1947 Di amond T, t wo 1947 Willys , one 1947 
Divco and one 1941 Hudson . The t ota l tang i bl e tax was 
$1,447,532.00 and of thi s seven per- cent or $114 , 145 . 00 
was t ruck as ses sment t ax. There were more 1948 models 
than any othe r single mode l and t he average va l uat ion 
wa s six hundred dollars . 
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SCHOENCHEN CITY 
There were t wenty-six cars and t welve trucks 
listed on the records. Of this number of cars , thirty-
e i ght per -cent were Chevrolets, fifteen per-cent were 
Pontiacs, eleven per-cent were Fords , eleven per- cent were 
Mercurys, seven per-cent wer e Dodges , t hree per-cent were 
Studebakers, three per-cent were Nash s and three per-cent 
were DeSoto' s . The Chevrolets ranged from 1936 to 1948 . 
There was one 1948, t wo 1946 , t wo 1941, t wo 1940 , one 1939 , 
one 1938 and one 1936. The Fords ranged from 1940 to 1942. 
There was one 1942, one 1941 and one 1940. The Pontiacs 
ranged from 1939 to 1948 . There was one 1948 , one 1947, 
one 1946 and one 1939 . The Mercurys ranged from 1946 to 
1949. There were t wo 1949 and one 1946. There was one 
1937 and one 1936 Plymout h , one 1946 and one 1941 Dodge , 
one 1947 Studebaker, one 1949 Nash and one 1941 DeSoto. 
The tota l tangible tax f or this city was $13, 988 .00 and 
of this ninety-six per-cent or $13,435.00 was car assess-
ment tax. There were more 1941 models than any other single 
model and the avera ge valuation was t hree hundred and fifty 
dollars. Three car license tags were bought in Rush County 
and one in Ru ssell County although the owners lived in 
Ellis County. 
For the t welve trucks , thirty-three per-cent were 
Chevrolet s , t wenty-fiv e per-cent were G.M.C. 's, seventeen 
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per-cent were Fords, seventeen per-cent were Dodges and 
eight per-cent were Reo. The Chevrolets ranged from 1937 
to 1948. There was one 1948 , one 1941 , on~ 1940 and one 
1937 . The G.M . C. 's ranged from 1940 to 1949. There were 
t wo 1949 and one 1940. There was one 1948 and one 1937 
Ford, one 1948 and one 1947 Dodge and one 1947 Re o. The 
total tangible tax was $22 ,018 . 00 and of this twenty-four 
per-cent or $5 ,405 . 00 was truck assessment tax. There 
were more 1948 models than any othe r single model and the 
average valuat ion was five hundred and fift y dollars . 
VICTORIA CITY 
There were one huJ1dred and seventy- three cars and 
t wenty-eight trucks listed on the records . Of this number 
of cars t wenty-four per-cent were Chevrolet s , t wenty-three 
per-cent were Fords , ten per-cent were Pontiacs, e i ght per-
cent were Plymouths, seven per-cent were Mercurys , six 
per-cent were Buicks, four per-cent were Dodges , four per-
cent were Oldsmobiles, t wo per-cent were Studebakers , t wo 
per-cent were Hudsons , one per -cent were Chryslers , one 
per-cent were DeSoto' s_, one per -cent were Kaisers , one 
per-cent we r e Nashs and one per- cent were Packards . The 
Chevrolets ranged from 1931 to 1950 . There was one 1950, 
six 1949 , four 1948, six 1947 , one 1946 , ten 1941, three 
1940, three 1939 , four 1938 , t wo 1937 , four 1936 , one 1934 
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and one 1931. The Fords ranged from 1930 to 1950. There 
was one 1950, ten 1949, one 1948, t wo 1947, t wo 1946~ six 
1941, five 1940 , seven 1939, t wo 1937, three 1936 , one 
1935, one 1930 and one 1930. The Pontiacs :ranged from 1928 
to 1949. There were t hree 1949, four 1948, t wo 1947, one 
1942 , three 1941, on·e 1940, one 1938, ·one 1937, one 1936 
and one 1928. The Plymouths ranged f rom 1938 to 1949. There 
were three 1949, t wo 1947, t wo 1946 , one 1941, t wo 1940 , t wo 
1939 and one 1938 . The Mercurys ranged from 1940 to 1949. 
There were five 1949, one 1948, f our 1947, one 1941 and t wo 
1940. The Buicks ranged from 1939 to 1950 . There were 
t hree 1950, t wo 191~9, one 1948, t wo 1947 , t wo 1941 and t wo 
1941 and t wo 1939 . The Dodges ranged f rom 1937 to 1950 . 
There was one 1950, one 1949, t wo 1947 , t wo 1942, one 1940 
and one 1937. The Oldsmobiles ranged from 1936 to 1950 . 
There was one 1950, one 1948, t wo 1946 and one 1940. The 
Studebakers ranged from 1941 to 1948 . The.re was one 1948, 
one 1947 and one 1941. The Hudsons ranged from 1942 to 
1948. The re were t wo 1948 and one 1942. There was one 
19~8 and one 1949 Chrysler, one 1937 and one 1936 DeSoto, 
one 1948 and one 1947 Kaiser, one 1949 Nash and one 1949 
Packard. The total tangible tax for this city was $127, 
102.00 and of this eight per-cent or $96,170.00 was car 
assessment tax. There were more 1949 models t han any 
other single model and the average assessment was six 
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s i x hundred dollars . Two license tags were bought in 
Ru s s ell County and one in Rooks Count y a l though the 
owners lived in Ellis Count y . 
For t he t went y- e i ght t ruck s , t h i rty- nine per - cent 
wer e Chev r ole t s , t hirty-two per-cent were For ds , f ourteen 
per-cent were Studebake r s , t en per - cent were G.M.C. 1 s a nd 
t h r ee per -cent wer e I nt e r nat ionals . The Chevrolets r anged 
f rom 1934 t o 1948 . The re. were t wo 1948 , t wo 1947 , one 
1946, one 1940 , one 1938 , t wo 1936 , one 1935 and one 1934 . 
The Fords r anged from 1932 t o 1949 . There were t h ree 1949 , 
t wo 1941, one 1936 , t wo 1935 and one 1932 . The Studebakers 
ranged f r om 1947 t o 1949 . The r e were three 1949 and one 
1947. There wa s one 1948 and one 1941 G.M. C. and one 1940 
I nt ernational . The tot a l t angibl e tax wa s $211 , 412 . 00 and 
of t h i s s i x per-cent or $11, 860 . 00 wa s truck a s se ssment tax . 
There were rn~re 1949 model s than any other singl e model and 
t he average valuat i on was six hundred dolla r s . 
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Conclusion 
For the cars in the county there were one thousand 
one hundred and thirty-thre~ Chevrolet s , seven hundred and 
thirty-seven Fords, three Hundred and sixty-four Plymouths , 
t wo hundred and sixty-two Pontiacs , t wo hundred and seven-
teen Buicks, t wo hundred and ten Dodges , one hundred and 
fifty-three Oldsmobiles, one hundred and thir t y- three 
Mercurys, eighty-six Studebakers , sixty- six Nashs, fift y-
eight Hudsons, fifty- six Chryslers , forty-two DeSoto's, 
twenty-five Kaisers, t wenty-three Packards . f ourteen Frazers , 
eleven Willys, seven Lincolns , five Cadillac, t wo Crosleys , 
one 'Whippet , one Marquett, one Terraplane and one Essex . 
There were more 1949 models than any other single model 
and the average asse ssment was five hundred and eighty 
dollars. 
For the trucks in the county there were five hundred 
and seventy-one Chevrolets, three hundred and t wenty-two 
Fords, one hundred and ninety-two Dodges , one hundred and 
forty-five G.M.C. 's, one hundred and eighteen Internationals, 
thirty-eight Studebakers, eighteen Willys, nine Diamond T, 
six Reo's, five Whites, t wo Plymouths, one Federal , one 
Divico and one Hudson. There were more 1949 models than 
any other single model and the average assessment was five 
hundred and fifty dollars. 
CHAPTER N 
COMPARISON OF THE REG I STRATION 
AND ASSESSMENT SHEETS 
INTRODUCT I ON 
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In an effort to show the results of the assessing 
procedure in Ellis County, a comparison was made between 
the Automobile Registration Receipts in the license 
division of the County Treasurers office with the actual 
car assessment records in the County Clerks office. 
In this comparison the body style of the cars be-
comes important since each style was assigned a different 
value in the Kansas Personal Property Assessment Schedule 
~- In some cases the body style was not indicated on 
the assessment records maki ng it necessary to compare the 
weight of the car, indicated on the assessment records, 
with the corresponding weight in the United States Auto-
mobile and Truck Guide to find the style. As an added 
check, the author compared the we i ght assigned to all cars 
on the Registration Receipts wi th the United States Auto-
mobile and Truck fluide to see i f t he proper style was in-
dicated on the assessment records. By making this comparison 
the author was able to show how many cars were assessed at 
the right valuation and how many cars were under assessed, 
not assessed and over assessed. 
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For the t r ucks the same procedure was used . Only 
the tonnage was given on t he Registration Receipts instead 
of the type. In a few cases the only difficulty was that 
the owner has the right to declare carrying capacity of 
his truck when he bought h i s truck license , regardless of 
the declared capacity of the manufacturers who made the 
truck. 1 1rvhen t he tons on the assessment record s were 
higher t han t he tons on the Reg istration Receipts it had 
to be assumed t hat is what happened . 
BIG CREEK TOWNSHIP 
Eighty-five per-cent of the cars in this township 
were asse s sed correctly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed Not Asses sed 
1 1949 $45.00 1 1931 
1 1948 60 .00 
1 1948 30.00 
1 1941 10. 00 
FORDS: 
Under -Assessed Not Assessed 
*l 1949 $90.00 1 1949 
1 1949 20.00 1 1946 
1 1946 80.00 1 1930 
1 1941 10.00 
1 1940 30.00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 





$975 . 00 
560 . 00 
PLYMOUTHS: 
Under Assess·ed 
*l 1949 $80 .00 
1 1949 20.00 
1 1948 20.00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
PONTIACS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $200.00 
1 - 1941 20.00 
*l 1941 110.00 
*Assessed as a 1 9L~O car 
BUICKS: 
_ Under Assessed 
*l 1941 $50.00 
2 1939 40.00 
*Assessed as a 1940 car 
MERCURYS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1950 $190 .00 
CHRYSLERS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $220.00 
LINCOLN : 
Under Assessed 
*l 1947 $350.00 









































*l 1947 $230.00 
*Because the Assessor used Lincoln Schedule 
NASHS: 
1 1948 $20.00 
KAISERS: 
l 1950 $ 4.00 
The total assessment valuation iost in t h i s townsh i p 
because the cars were under a sse s sed or not a ssessed was 
$5,775.00. Th e total amount ove r asses sed was $240 .00. 
There is a variation on t he evaluation of ca rs olde r t han 
1938 because the Asse ssor used h is own judgement, f or ex-
ample: in this tmm ship one 1930 and one 1936 Ford were 
both asaessed fifty dollars. 2 There were f or t y-three 
people asse ssed who did no own cars. 
Seventy-eight per-cent of the trucks i n t h i s townsh ip 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS: Asse ssab l e 
Under Asses; ed Not Assessed Vflua tion 1 1949 40.00 1 1948 , 640 . 00 
1 1948 30.00 1 1947 580 . 00 
1 1947 50 .00 1 1938 
DODGES: As sessable 
Under AsseJ sed Not Assessed Vi lua tion 
1 1941 110.00 ' l 1946 480 . 00 
2. County Clerks As sociation, Kan sas Personal Pro-
perty Assessment Schedule 122,Q (Lockwood Company, Atchison, 
Kansas, 1949), p. 1. 
FORDS: 
Under· Assessed 
*l 194-9 $ 50.00 
l 194-9 100.00 
1 194-9 130.00 
*Assessed as a 194-8 truck 
G. M. C.'S: 
Under Assessed 
1 194-9 $60 .• 00 
*l 194-9 60 . 00 
1 194-8 80 . 00 
*Assessed as a 194-8 truck 
I NTERNAT IONALS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $530 . 00 
1 194-1 20.00 
FEDERALS: 
































$620 . 00 
The total asse ssment valuation lost in this township 
because the trucks we r e under assessed or not assessed was 
$4,020.00 . There were f orty-one , one and one-half ton and 
t wo ton trucks whose truck bodies were not assessed ac cord-
ing to the Truck Body Schedule.3 There i s a variation after 
194-0 when the a s sessor uses his own judgement on valuation 
of trucks. For example: the 1936 Chevrolets were asses sed 
from fifty dollars to one hundred and t wenty-five dollars.4-
3 . Appendix, Truck Body Schedule, p . 186. 
4- . County Cle rks Association, Kansas Personal Pro-
perty Assessment Schedule 1950 (Lockwood Company, Atchison, 
Kansas , 1949), p . 18 . 
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There were one hundred and sixty people assessed who did 
not own truck s. 
BUCKEYE TOWNSHIP 
Ei gh t y-one per-cent of the cars in this township 
were assessed co rrectly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Asses sed 
l 1947 $10.00 
1 1941 20.00 
FORDS : 
Unde r Assessed 
1 1949 $140.00 
2 1947 60 . 00 
1 1939 30.00 
1 1938 20.00 
PLYMOUTHS: 
Under Assessed 
2 1949 $60 . 00 
1 1947 30.00 
PONTIAC S: 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 $20.00 
KAISERS : 
Under Assessed 

































Assessor used DeSoto Sch edule 
*1 1947 $210.00 
*Because the Assessor used Lincoln Schedul e 
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The total assessment valuation lost in this township, 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$450 . 00. The total amount over assessed was $160.00. There 
were thirty people assessed who did not own cars. 
Ei ghty-eight per-cent of the trucks i n this town ship 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were : 
CH.t!.-vR0LETS : 
Under Assessed 
*l 1947 $110.00 
*Assessed as a 1946 truck 
FORDS: 
Under Asse ssed 
1 1949 $40.00 
DODGES: 
Under Assessed 
G. M.C. 'S: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $80.00 
Not Assessed 
1 1948 





















1 1948 $80.00 




The total assessment valuat ion lost i n this township 
be cause t he truck s were lli,der assessed or not assessed was 
$2,250 . 00. There were thi rty-two one and one-half ton and 
t wo ton t t ucks whose truck bodies were not assessed accord-
ing to the Truck Body Schedule .5 There were fifty-three 
people a s sessed who did not 01-m trucks. 
CATHERINE TOlflITfSHI P 
Ei ghty-six pe r -cent of the cars in this township 
wer e as sessed correct l y . The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $10 .00 
1 1949 40 . 00 
1 1947 40. 00 
FORDS: 
Under Asse ssed 
1 1950 $170 . 00 
1 1950 20.00 
1 1949 20 . 00 
1 1946 70 .00 
PLY.MOUTHS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1950 $ 10.00 
*l 1948 160 .00 
















,s Appendix , Truck Body Schedule, p . 186 . ' . 
DODGES: 
Under Assessed 
1 1940 $20.00 
PONTIACS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $10.00 
1 1940 . 10.00 
l 1941 20.00 
1 1940 10.00 
BUICKS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 $10.00 
NASHS : 
Under Assessed 
l 1949 $90 . 00 























Not Asse ssed 
1 1936 















The total assessment valuation lost in this to'imship 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$710.00. The total amount over a s sessed was $90.00. There 
were thirty- four people assessed who did not own car~. 
Seventy- four per -cent of t he trucks in t h is township 
were asses sed correctly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVR0LETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $40.00 
1 1947 . 20.00 
l 1947 50 . 00 
1 1946 10 . 00 
FORDS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $30 . 00 
l 1946 . 50 . 00 
l 1942 10.00 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed 
*1 1948 $ 80 . 00 
1 1947 10.00 
1 1945 120 . 00 
1 1941 10 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1947 truck 
INTERNATIONALS: 
Under Asse s sed 






































The total assessment valuation lost in t hi s townsh i p 
because the trucks were under assessed or not assessed, was 
$2,020.00. The total amount over assessed was $70 .00. There 
were twenty-seven one and one-half and t wo ton truck s whose 
truck bodies were not assessed according to the Truck Body 
Schedule. 6 There were ninety-seven people assessed who did 
not own trucks. 
EAST HAM ILTON TOWNSHIP 
Eighty-six per-cent of t he cars in this township 


































*l 1938 $70.00 
*Assessed as a 1949 car 
The total assessment valuation lost in t h i s townsh i p 
because the cars were under assessed or not a s s e s sed was 
$1,170.00. The total amount over as sessed wa s $70.00. Ther e 
were thirteen people a s sessed who did no t own cars. 
Ninety-four pe r -cent of t h e truck s in t h i s tovmsh ip 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
FORDS: 




Th ere were eleven one and one-half ton trucks whose 
truck bodies were not assessed accord ing to t he Truck Body 
Schedule. 7 There were t wenty peopl e asse s sed who d i d not 
O'\>m trucks. 
ELLIS TOWNSH IP 
Sixty-five per-cen t of the cars i n t h i s tov.rn.ship 
were assessed correctly . Th e exceptions were: 
7. Ibid., p. 186 . 
CHEVR0LETS: 
Under Assessed 
2 1949 $ 90.00 
1 1947 10.00 
l 1940 80.00 
1 1940 110.00 
1 1939 60.00 
1 1938 90.00 
1 1938 55.00 
1 1938 115.00 
FORDS: 
Under Assessed 
*l 1948 $ 60.00 
1 1948 30.00 
1 1947 100.00 
1 1946 60 . 00 
1 1943 20.00 
1 1941 40 .00 
1 1941 20.00 
1 1940 10.00 
1 1938 30.00 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
PLYM0UTHS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $ 60.00 
1 1947 80.00 
1 1947 30.00 
1 1947 100.00 
1 1946 200.00 
1 1941 2.20.00 
P0NTIACS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $110.00 
1 1948 80.00 
1 1941 30.00 
BUICKS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1950 $ 10. 00 
1 1948 100.00 

































1 1941 $60.00 
DESOTOS: 
Unde r Assessed 
1 1949 $90.00 
OLDSMOBILES : 
Under Assessed 




1 1947 $150.00 
Not Assessed 











The total assessment valuation lost in t h is town sh i p 
because the cars we r e under asse ssed or not asses sed was 
$5,395.00. Th e total amount over a s se s sed was $150.00. 
There were fort y people a s ses sed who did not own cars. 
Sixty-eight per-cen t of t he trucks in t h i s townsh ip 
were asse ssed cor rectly. Th e exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $ 40.00 
1 1948 eo.oo 
1 1948 70.00 
1 1948 100.00 
1 1945 70.00 
1 1941 60.00 
1 1941 10.00 
1 1941 35.00 
1 1941 20.00 
1 1941 30.00 





· 1 1931 
1 1930 




FORDS: Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation *l 1949 $60. 00 1 1941 $170.00 1 1949 60.00 1 1937 l 1948 70.00 1 1936 
1 1946 80.00 2 1931 
1 1930 
*Assessed as a 1948 truck 
DODGES: Assessable 
Under Assessed No t Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $660.00 
1 1948 . 600.00 
1 1941 310.00 
G. M.C . 1S: Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1946 $30.00 1 1950 $830 . 00 
1 1948 . 600.00 
INTERNAT IONALS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1946 $500.00 
1 1940 
STUDEBAKERS: Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1948 $690.00 
The total a sse ssment valuation lost in this tovmsh i p 
because the trucks were under asses sed or not as sessed was 
$5 ,845.00. There were forty-four one and one-half ton 
trucks whose truck bodies were not assessed according to the 
_Truck Body Schedule. 8 There were fifty - five people assessed 
who did not own trucks. 
8 . Appendix, Truck Body Schedule, p. 186 . 
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FREEDOM TOWNSHIP 
Eighty-six per-cent of the cars in this townshi p 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CFIEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 . 1948 $30.00 
1 1941 . 40.00 





1 1947 $10. 00 






































The total assessment valuation lost in this township 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$1,480.00. The total amount over assessed was $70 . 00 . 
There were t wenty-one people assessed who did not o~m cars. 
Eighty-nine . per- cent of the truck s in t h is township 
were assessed correctly . The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $30.00 
FORDS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $55 .00 





l 1949 $60.00 
I NTERNAT I ONALS : 
Unde r Assessed 
1 1950 $50.00 
FEDERALS,: 
Unde r Assessed 
1 1949 $220.00 
Not Assessed 




















The total assessment valuation l ost in t h is township 
because the trucks were under asse s sed or not assessed was 
$1,085 .00. There were t wenty- five one and one-half ton and 
• 
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two ton trucks whose truck bod ies were not assessed accord-
ing to the Truck Body Schedule.9 There were forty-five 
people assessed who d.id not own trucks. 
HERZOG TOWNSHIP 
Seventy-four per-cent of the cars in this township 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVR0LETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1950 $ 50. 00 
*l 1948 70.00 
1 1941 10.00 
1 1938 130.00 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
FORDS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $ 30.00 
1 1941 110 . 00 




Under Asses sed 
1 1947 $70.00 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed 


























*l 1949 $110.00 
1 1946 100.00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
NASHS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $30.00 
PACKARDS: 
Under Asse ssed 




1 1949 $120.00 
DODGES: 
1 1941 $20. 00 
Not Asse ssed 
Not Assessed 








The total assessment valuation lost in this township 
b ecause the cars were under as se s sed or not as sessed was 
$3,250.00. The total amount over assessed was $140.00. 
There were t wenty-e i ght peopl e assessed who d id not own cars . 
Ei ghty-six per-cent of t he truck s i n t h i s township 
wer e asses s ed co r rectly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Asse s sed 
FORDS: 
Under Asse ssed 










1 1949 $40.00 
G.M.c.•s: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $50.00 
1 1948 80.00 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
Over Assessed 
I NTERL~AT I ONALS : 
l 1949 $10.00 







The total assessment valuation lost i n this township 
because the trucks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$180.00. Th e total amount over asse ssed was $60.00. There 
.were thirteen one and one-half ton trucks whose truck bodies 
were 'not assessed according to the Truck Body Schedule . 10 
There were fifty-five pe ple assessed who did not o"'l'm trucks . 
LOOKOUT TOWNSHIP 
Seventy-nine per-cent of the cars in t h is township 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
OHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1950 $50.00 
1 1949 20.00 
1 1940 20.00 












*l 1947 $40.00 
1 1946 . 10.00 
1 1938 80.00 
*Assessed as a 1946 c·ar 
PLYMOUTHS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $40.00 
1 1946 . 20.00 
1 1942 20.00 
BUICKS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1946 $230.00 
OLDSMOBILES: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $280.00 
STUDEBAKERS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1950 $80.00 
PONTIAC S: 
Under Assessed 
*1 1949 $110.00 




























The total assessment valuation lo st in t his town ship 
because the cars were under assessed or not as sessed was 
$2,700.00. The total amount over assessed was $90.00. 
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There were t wenty-six people assessed who did not own 
cars. 
Seventy-nine per-cent of the trucks in t his township 
were Assessed correctly . The exceptions were : 
CHEVR0LETS: 
Under Asses sed 
2 - 1949 $200. 00 
*l 1948 150 . 00 
1 1948 30.00 
1 1941 20.00 
1 1941 10. 00 





1 1947 $40~00 
G .. C.'S: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $90.00 
1 1948 80 .00 
1 1 942 10. 00 
INTERNATIONALS: 
Under Assessed 
l 1949 $ 20 .00 
1 1948 120 . 00 
l 1948 70 . 00 
1 1946 80.00 
*l 1942 150. 00 






























$550 . 00 
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The tota l assessment va luation lost in this township 
because t he t rucks were unde r assessed or not asse ssed was 
$2,780.00. Th ere wer e t went y-two one and one half ton and 
t wo ton t r ucks whose t ruck bodies were not assessed accord-
i ng to t he Truck Body Schedule¾1 Th ere were fifty people 
ass es sed who di d not own trucks . 
PLEASANT HILL TOWNSH I P 
Sevent y- f our per-cent of the cars in this township 
were a s s essed correctly . The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1950 $41. 00 
2 1949 80 . 00 
l 1948 10 . 00 
1 1948 zo .oo 
2 1941 40 . 00 
l 1938 20 . 00 
FORDS : 
Unde r As sessed 
1 1941 $20 . 00 
PLYMOUTHS : 
Under As sessed 
l 1938 $10 . 00 
CHRYSLERS : 
Under Assessed 














11. Appendix, Truck Body Schedul e , p . 186 . 
DODGES: 
Under Assessed Nd Assessed 
*l 1949 $ 80.00 
*l 1948 . 160.00 
*l 1947 60 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
*Assessor used the De Soto Schedule 
*Assessor used the DeSot o Schedule 
HUDSONS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
l 1948 $20.00 
1 1941 10.00 
MERCURYS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
*l 1948 $100.00 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
STUDEBAKERS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1947 $60 . 00 
FRAZERS: 
Under Asse ssed Not Assessed 
1 1947 $60 . 00 
OLDSMOB ILES: 



















$390 . 00 
The total assessment valuation lost in this tovmship 
because the c ars were under a s s essed or not as sessed was 
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$1,191.00. The total amount over asse ssed was $100 . 00 . ' 
There were thirty-seven peopl e assessed who did not own 
cars. 
Eight y-nine per-cent of the trucks in this townsh ip 
· were assessed correctly . The exceptions were: 
CHEVR0LETS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1946 $30.00 
1 1942 35 . 00 
DODGES: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $ 10 .00 
1 1948 100. 00 
G.M.C. 1S: 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 $40 . 00 






Not Asse ssed 
Not Assessed 
Asse ssable 
Valua t ion 
$850 . 00 
-390 . 00 




The total assessment valuation lo st i n t h i s town sh i p 
be cause t he trucks were under a s s e ssed or not as sessed was 
$1,480.00. There were twenty- nine one and one-ha lf ton 
truck s whose t ruck bodies were not a sse ssed accord i ng to 
the Truck Body Schedule . 12 Th ere were forty-six people 
assessed who d i d not own trucks. 
12. Ibid . , p . 186. 
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RIVERVIEW TOWNSHIP 
Seventy-eight per-cent of the cars in this to,mship 
were assessed corre ctly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $35.00 1 1949 $755.00 
1 1946 .10.00 1 1936 
1 1941 50.00 
1 1941 20.00 
1 1940 60 . 00 
1 1940 80 . 00 
FORDS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1946 $380 . 00 1 1946 $530 . 00 
1 1941 40 . 00 1 1936 
PLYMOUTHS: Assessable 
Und-er Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
*1 1949 $ 70.00 
1 1940 110. 00 
1 1939 10 .00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
BUICKS: Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $80 . 00 
PONTIACS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $60 . 00 1 1948 $820 . 00 
MERCURYS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $30 . 00 
DODGES: Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1948 $50.00 
NASHS: 
Under Assessed 





























The total as sessment valua tion lo st in t h i s township 
because t he car s were under assessed or not assessed was 
$4,590 . 00 . The total amount over asses sed was $180. 00 . 
There were t wenty-one peopl e as sessed who d i d not own cars. 
Ei ght y-one per-cent of the tru cks i n this tovm ship 
were as sessed cor rectly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $ 5.00 
G. M.C. ' S : 
















1 1949 $ 20.00 
1 1945 . 150.00 












Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1947 $20.00 
*l 1941 30.00 












The total assessment v a luation lost in this town ship 
because the trucks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$2,340.00. The total amount over assessed was $220 .00 . 
There wer e t hirt y-three one and one - hal f ton and t wo ton 
truck s whose truck bodies were not assessed accord i n g to 
t he Truck Body Schedul e . 13 There were sixty- eight people 
asse s qed who did not own t r ucks . 
SALINE TOWNSHIP 
Eighty-one pe r -cent of the cars in thi s townshi p 
were assessed correctly . The exceptions were : 
13. Ibid ., p. 186. 
CHEVR0LETS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $20.00 
1 1941 20.00 
FORDS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $40.00 
STUDEBAKERS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1940 $40.00 
1 1947 . 20 .00 
PONTIACS: 
. Under Assessed 




Under Asse ssed 
1 1947 $,;250.00 
HUDSONS : 




1 1947 $100 .00 
STUDEBAKERS: 






Not Asse s sed 
Not Asse ssed 
Not Assessed 
Not Asse ssed 
1 1938 







. 400 . 00 
260.00 
Asse ssabl e 
Va lua tion 








Asse s sable 
Valuation 
$1210 . 00 
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PACKARDS: 
1 1947 $60.00 
The total assessment valuation lo s t in this townsh ip 
because the cars were under assessed or not asse ssed was 
$3,045.00. The total amount over assessed was ' 230 .00. 
There were fourteen people asse ssed who did not own cars~ 
Eighty-nine per-cent of the trucks in this township 
were assessed correctly . The exception s were : 
CHEVR0L.ETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $90 .00 
G.M.C. 'S: 
Under Assessed 













The total a s s e ssment valuation lo s t in t h i s tovmshi p 
because the trucks were under assessed or not as sessed wa s 
$1,680.00. There were t wenty one and one- half and t wo ton 
trucks whose truck bodies were not asse ssed according to 
the Truck Body Schedule . 14 There were sevent y people a s sess-
ed who did not own trucks. 
SMOKY HILL TOWNSH IP 
Ninety-two per-cent of the cars in t h is town ship 
were assessed correctly. Th~ exceptions wer e : 
14. Ibid., p. 186. 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 $130 .00 





*1 1950 $170.00 

















The total assessment valuation lost in thi s tovn1shi p 
because the cars were under as s essed or not asse ssed was 
$680.00. There were s eventeen peopl e assessed who did not 
own cars . 
Ninety-three per-cent of t he trucks in this township 
were assessed correctly. Th e exceptions were : 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed 
l 1948 $90.00 
G .M .C. 'S: 
Under Assessed 
I NTERNATIONALS : 
Under Assessed 
*1 1949 $130.00 
*Assessed as a 1947 truck 













Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1941 $40 . 00 
1 1941 20 . 00 
BUICKS : 
Unde r Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1941 $190 . 00 1 1949 
MERCURYS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
*l 1949 ~90 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1949 
NASHS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1946 $10 . 00 
HUDSONS: 
Unde r Assessed Not Assessed 
l 1939 $40 . 00 
KAISERS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 




* l 1948 $130 . 00 
*Because the Assessor used Lincoln Schedule 
DODGES : 
*l 1947 $30 . 00 


















$930 . 00 
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The total assessment valuation lost in this township 
because the cars were under asse ssed or not assessed was 
$5,430.00. The total amount over asse ssed was $160.00. 
There were eleven people assessed who d i d not own cars. 
Eight y- nine per-cent of t he trucks in this town sh i p 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Asse ssed 
1 1949 1 50 . 00 
1 1941 . 50 . 00 




*l 1949 $510 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1946 truck 
G.M.C. ' S : 
Under Asses sed 
I NTERNATIONALS: 
Under Assessed 
Not Asse ssed 
Not Asse s sed 
1 1939 













As s e ssable 
Valuation 
The total assessment valuation lost in t h i s tormsh i p 
because the trucks were under asse ssed or not asse ssed was 
$610.00. There were seventeen one and one-hal f ton trucks . 
whose truck bodies were not asse ssed according to t he Truck 
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Body Schedul e . 16 There were forty people assessed who did 
not own t rucks . 
WALKER TOWNSHI P 
Eight y - nine per-cent of the cars in thi s township 
were a ssess ed correctly . The exceptions were: 
CHEVR0LETS : 
Unde r Assessed 
1 1946 $30 . 00 
2 1940 40 . 00 
1 1940 10 . 00 
FORDS : 
Unde r Assessed 
1 1946 $ 5 . 00 
2 1946 60 . 00 
1 1941 120 . 00 
PONTIACS : 
Under Assessed 
*l 1950 $220 . 00 
1 1941 20 . 00 
*As s ess ed as a 1948 car 
PLYNOUTHS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $ 30 . 00 
1 1942 130 . 00 
1 1941 20 . 00 
1 1937 70 . 00 
FRAZERS : 
Unde r Assessed 
* l 1949 $10 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 














$550 . 00 











$1010 . 00 
HUDSONS : 
Under Assessed 
















The total assessment valuation lost in this township 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed. was 
$3 , 995 . 00 . The total amount over assessed was $20 . 00 . 
There were forty-nine people assessed who did not mm cars. 
Ninety-one per-cent of the trucks in this tm•mship 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
*l 1949 $390 . 00 
*1 1949 100.00 
1 1949 30 . 00 
1 1947 30 . 00 
1 1946 60 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1948 truck 
*Assessed as a 1948 truck 
STUDEBAKERS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
*l 1949 $150 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1948 truck 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 













$790 . 00 
The total as ses s ment valuat ion lost in this township 
because the tru cks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$1,660.00. There were t wenty- five one and on e -half ton 
tru cks whose truck bodies were no t assessed acco r ding to 
the Truck Body Schedule . 17 There were t wenty - nine people 
assessed who d i d not own t ruc ks . 
WEST HAM ILTON TOWNSHIP 
Eighty-four per-cent of the cars in this to ~'!lship 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Asse ssed 
1 1949 $100 .00 
1 1941 20. 00 
1 1 941 30 . 00 




Ove r Assessed 
CHEVROLETS: 
1 1947 $40.00 
17. Ibid., p. 186. 
Not Assessed 
1 1950 







$620 . 00 
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The total assessment valuation lo s t in t his 
township because the cars were under assessed or not assess-
ed was $1,670.00. The total amount over assessed was $40.00. 
There were twelve people assessed who did not own cars. 
Eighty-five per-cent o f the trucks in this township 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $90 .00 
1 1941 90 . 00 
1 1941 10 . 00 
FORDS: 
Unde r Assessed 
2 1948 $40 . 00 
I NTERNAT IONALS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $210 . 00 
l 1946 280 .00 










The total assessment valuation lo s t in this to wnship 
because the t rucks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$770.00. There were eight een one and one-half ton trucks 
whose truck bodies wer e not assessed according to the Truck 
Body Schedule . 18 There were fifteen people assessed who 
did not o--wn trucks . 
i'ffiEATLAND TOWNSH IP 
Eighty- seven per-cent of the cars in this to1mship 
18. Ibid. , p. 186. 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $ 35. 00 
1 1949 60 . 00 
1 1942 220.00 





1 1949 $80 . 00 
1 1948 10.00 
PLYMOUTHS : 
Under Assessed 




























$980 . 00 
Assessable 
Valuation 
$910 . 00 
t he total assessment valuat ion lost in this township 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$3,205.00. There were twenty-four people assessed who did 
not own cars . 
Eighty- nine per-cent of the trucks in t h ts to ,mship 
were assessed corre ctly . The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed 







1 1947 $290.00 
Not Assessed 















$650 . 00 
580 . 00 
Assessable 
Valuation 
The total assessment valuation lost in this to,mship 
because the trucks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$2 ,320 . 00 . There were thirty- two one and one-half ton 
trucks whose truck bodies were not assessed according to the 
Truck Body Schedule . 1 9 There were fifty-one people assessed 
who did not own trucks. 
ELLIS CITY 
Eighty-nine per-cent of the cars in this city were 
asse ssed correctly. The exc eptions were: 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed 





$920 . 00 
1 9 . Appendix, Truck Body Schedul e , p . 186 . 
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2 1949 $180 . 00 1 1947 $590 . 00 1 1949 160 . 00 1 1941 330 . 00 
2 1949 40 . 00 
1 1949 35 . 00 
1 1948 170.00 
*l 1948 70 . 00 
1 1941 40 . 00 
4 1941 80.00 
1 1941 10 . 00 
7 1940 140 . 00 
2 1939 10 . 00 
*Asses sea as a 1947 car 
FORDS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
2 1949 $100 . 00 1 1950 , 910 . 00 
1 1947 155 . 00 1 1947 600 . 00 
1 1941 165.00 
1 1941 70 . 00 
1 1940 30 . 00 
PLYMOUTHS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1948 ~40 . 00 1 1947 $690 . 00 
*1 1939 ·60 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1937 car 
OLDSMOBI S : Assessable 
Under Assessed No t Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $70 . 00 1 1949 $1120 .00 
1 1948 90 . 00 
1 1940 60 . 00 
DODGES : Assessable 
Under Assessed. Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1947 $30 . 00 1 1950 $1010.00 
*l 1939 70 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1937 car 
MERCURYS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1947 $180 . 00 
1 1947 50 . 00 
STUDEBAKERS: 
Under Asses sed 
2 1949 $160 . 00 
1 1948 80.00 
CHRYSLERS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $310 . 00 
DES0T0S: 
Under Asses§ed 
1 1948 6.00 
KAISERS : 
Under Assessed 
*l 1949 $100 .00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
P0NTIA0 S : 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 ' 20.00 
PACKARDS: 
Und e r Assessed 












































i soo .oo 
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OLDSMOB ILES : 
1 1949 $110.00 
HUDSONS : 
1 1949 $100.00 
The total assessernent valuation lost in this city 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$13,611.00. The total amount over assessed was ~240.00. 
There were e i ghty- six people assessed who did not own cars . 
Ninety per-cent of the trucks in this city were 
assessed correctly . The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 $10.00 
FORDS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 $30 . 00 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed 
1 1945 $30 . 00 


















The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the trucks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$670 . 00 . There were nine one and one- half ton trucks 
whose truck bodies were not assessed according to the Truck 
-
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Body Schedule .20 There were five hundred and t h irty- t wo 
peop:i.e assessed who did not own t rucks . 
ELLIS BUSINESS 
Eighty-five per-cent of the cars i n t h i s city we r e 
assessed correctly . The except i ons were : 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 ~210 . 00 
DODGES: 
Under Assessed 







As se ssable 
Valuation 
$840.00 
The total assessment valuation lo s t in t h i s city 
because the cars were under assessed or not asse s sed wa s 
1 , 160 . 00 . There were eighty- one peopl e assessed ~ho d id 
not ow··.a cars . 
Eighty-eight per-cent of the trucks i n t h i s c i t y 
were assessed correct ly . The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1942 $40 . 00 
~1 1942 50 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1941 truck 
DODGES: 
Under As s essed Not As s e s sed 
1 1950 $120 . 00 





20 . Appendix, Truck Body Schedule , p . 186. 
G.M.C. 1S: 
Under Assessed 





The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the trucks were under assessed or over assessed 
was $69-0.00. There were seven one and one-half ton trucks 
whose truck bodies were not assessed according to the 
21 Truck Body Schedule. There were seventy-eight people 
assessed who did not own trucks. 
HAYS CITY 
Eighty per-cent of the cars in this city were 
assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVR0LETS: 
Under Assessed 
l 1950 $ 30 . 00 
1 1949 70 . 00 
2 1949 40 . 00 
1 1949 35 . 00 
l 1949 30 . 00 
1 1949 25 . 00 
2 1949 20 . 00 
1 1948 30 . 00 
l 1948 70 . 00 
*l 1948 90 . 00 
1 1947 130 . 00 
*l 1947 60 . 00 
1 1946 30 . 00 
1 1946 10.00 
1 1942 20 . 00 
*l 194~ 60 . 00 
4 1941 40 . 00 
13 1941 260 . 00 
1 1941 70.00 
l 1941 120.00 
1 1941 60 .00 
1 1941 40.00 
l 1940 80.00 














790 . 00 
660 . 00 
560 . 00 
350.00 
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l 1940 90 . 00 
3 1940 90 . 00 6 1940 120 . 00 
*l 1940 160 . 00 
2 1939 20 . 00 
*1 1938 70 . 00 
1 1938 10 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
*Assessed as a 1946 car 
*Assessed as a 1941 car 
*Assessed as a 1936 car 
~Assessed as a 1936 car 
FORDS: 
Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation l 1949 $ 80 . 00 l 1949 $ 810.00 l 1949 70.00 l 1948 770 . 00 1 1949 60 . 00 2 1949 1460. 00 1 1949 50.00 1 1948 620.00 4 1949 160 . 00 1 1946 580.00 2 1949 80.00 1 1942 400.00 l 1948 80 . 00 1 1940 290 . 00 1 1948 40.00 2 1936 2 1948 60 . 00 1 1935 *2 1947 140 . 00 2 1934 l 1947 30 . 00 2 1929 
1 1946 20.00 
1 1942 30 . 00 
1 1941 120 . 00 
2 1941 30 . 00 
4 1941 80.00 
1 1940 10.00 
1 1940 80 . 00 
1 1938 50.00 
1 1938 40 . 00 
1 1938 30.00 
*Assessed as a 1946 car 
PLYMOUTHS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 19L~9 70 . 00 1 1949 $ 790 .00 
1 1949 40 . 00 2 1949 1460.00 
*l 1949 80 . 00 1 19Li-8 730 . 00 
*l 1949 150 . 00 1 1941 320.00 
1 1948 50 . 00 
1 1942 20.00 
2 1947 30 . 00 
1 1946 50 . 00 
1 1946 $ 20 . 00 
1 1946 10.00 
1 1941 60 .00 
1941 100 . 00 
2 1941 40 . 00 
2 1941 20 . 00 
1 1939 20 . 00 
1 1938 40 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
*Assessed as a 1~40 car 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $ 80.00 
1 1948 20 . 00 
1 1947 140 . 00 
1 1947 50 . 00 
*l 1942 30 . 00 
1 1942 20 . 00 
2 1941 120 . 00 
*l 1941 60 . 00 
1 1940 50 . 00 
1 1940 10.00 
*Assessor used the DeSoto 
Assessed as a 1940 car 
PONTIACS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $330 . 00 
2 1949 80 .00 
1 1949 20 . 00 
1948 90 . 00 
* l 1947 70 . 00 
1 1946 90 . 00 
2 1942 40 .00 
*l 1942 140. 00 
1 1941 90 . 00 
3 1941 60 . 00 
1 1941 30.00 
*l 1941 80 . 00 
*l 1940 70 . 00 
1 1940 10.00 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
*Assessed as a 1946 car 
Assessed as a 1940 car 
">'Assessed as a 1938 car 
















~1000 . 00 
320 . 00 




800 . 00 
670 . 00 
280.00 
290 . 00 
210 . 00 
BUICKS : 
Under Assessed Jot Assessed 
1 1949 ~110.00 1 1949 
1 1949 20 . 00 1 1949 
*l 1948 150.00 1 1948 
1 1947 120.00 1 1947 
1 1946 70 . 00 1 1947 
1 1946 20 . 00 1 1940 
1 1942 90 . 00 
*l 1941 190 . 00 
1 1941 70 . 00 
1 1941 50 . 00 
1 1941 30 . 00 
l 1940 280 . 00 
*l 1939 40 . 00 
1 1939 20 . 00 
• ~1 1938 140 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1946 car 
*Assessed as a 1939 car 
*Assessed as a 1937 car 
*Assessed as a 1936 car 
MERCURYS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1950 $130 . 00 
l 1949 390 . 00 
*l 1949 90 . 00 
1 1949 340 ~00 
l 1949 30 . 00 
1 1948 30 . 00 
*l 1938 160.00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
*Assessed as a 1937 car 
OLDSMOBILES: 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $ 80 . 00 
1 1948 140.00 
CHRYSLERS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $100.00 
1 1949 20 . 00 
1 1948 100.00 
1 1948 90 . 00 













~1610 . 00 
1050 . 00 
1000 . 00 
1050.00 
900 . 00 











1320 . 00 
470.00 
*1 1947 $300 . 00 
1 1946 200. 00 
*1 1938 90 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
*Assessed as a 1937 car 
STUDEBAKERS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed *1 1950 $170.00 1 1947 *l 1949 170 . 00 1 1940 l 1949 70 . 00 
3 1949 120 . 00 
1 1948 60 . 00 
1 1948 40.00 
l 1947 60.00 
1 1947 30.00 
1 1947 10.00 
*l 1947 250.00 
*Assessed as a 1950 car 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
*Assessed as a 1946 car 
HUDS0NS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1949 $ 10.00 1 1949 
*1 1947 440.00 1 1948 
1 1946 40 . 00 1 1939 
l 1942 60 . 00 
1 1941 10.00 
*Assessed as a 1946 car 
NASHS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
*1 1949 $80 . 00 
1 1947 30 . 0-0 
1 1941 30.00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
DES0T0S: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1949 $510 . 00 
1 1947 80 . 00 
~1 1947 230 . 00 
1 1946 40 . 00 
l 1940 120 . 00 
















Under Assessed Not Assessed 
*l 1949 $310 . 00 1 1947 
1 1948 470 . 00 
1 1947 300.00 
1 1947 170.00 
*Assessed as a 1948 car 
KAISERS : 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
*l 1950 $180 . 00 
1 1949 130.00 
*Assessed as a 1949 car 
WILLYS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1947 $220 . 00 1 1931 
PACKARDS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1949 $90 .00 
CADILLACS: 
Under Assessed Not Assessed 
1 1949 $240 .00 
























30 . 00 





































50 . 00 
10 . 00 
*l 1948 $150.00 
1 1946 10.00 



















$ 60 . 00 
280.00 
260 . 00 
Assessor used the Lincoln Schedule 
$10 .00 
90.00 




The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$49 ,670.00. The total amount over assessed was $1 ,800 .00 . 
There were t wo hundred and fifty-one people assessed who 
did not own cars . 
Seventy-six per-cent of the trucks in this city 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1947 $120 .00 
1 1942 70 .00 
1 1941 70.00 
FORDS: 
Under Assessed 
l 1950 $150.00 
1 1949 100.00 
1 1948 20.00 
1 1941 45.00 
G.M. c .. Is: 
Under Assessed 
*l 1949 $50.00 
*Assessed as a 1949 truck 
DODGES: 
Under Assessed 
*l 1950 $170.00 
1 1941 50.00 
l 1941 10.00 
*Assessed as a 1949 truck 
WILLYS: 
Under Assessed 





























STUDEBAKERS : Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1945 $620 . 00 
DIAMOND T ' S: Assessable 
Under Asse ssed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1945 $650 . 00 
REOS: Assessabl e 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1948 $900.00 
The total assessment valuation lost in thi s township 
because the trucks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$7,745.00 . There were t wenty-seven one and one-half ton 
trucks whose truck bodies were not assessed according to 
the Truck Body Schedule .22 There were one thousand six 
hundred and ninety-five people assessed who did not own 
trucks . 
HAYS BUS LrESS 
Sixt y- six per-cent of the cars in this city were 
assessed correctly . The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $10.00 
1 1948 30 . 00 








$ 770 . 00 
1460.00 
755.00 
400 . 00 
22. Appendix, Truck Bodv Schedule . p . 186 . 
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FORDS: 
Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 1 1946 30 . 00 1 1950 , 800.00 1 1938 130.00 1 1931 
PLYMOUTHS: 
Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 1 1949 $250.00 1 1949 $710.00 
PONTIACS: 
Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 1 1950 $140.00 
1 1949 80.00 
1 1949 50.00 
1 1947 80.00 
1 1946 130.00 
BUICKS: Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 1 1947 $80.00 
1 1940 30.00 
STUDEBAKER.S: Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 1 1948 $170.00 
1 1948 20 . 00 
1 1947 150 . 00 
OLDS OBILES: Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1950 $2020.00 
1 1948 1170.00 
1 1947 820.00 
NASHS: Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 1 1950 $50 . 00 
1 1948 40.00 
DODGES: 
Assessable Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 















$145 . 00 
30 . 00 










*940 . 00 




The total assessment valuation lost in this to,mship 
because the cars were under ~3sessed or not assessed was 
$12 ,735 . 00 . The total amount over assessed vas $205.00. 
There were two hundred and eight people assessed who did 
not own cars . 
Seventy-seven per-cent of the trucks in this city 
were assesseQ correctly . The exceptio ns were: 
CHEVR0LETS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $120.00 
*2 1948 120 . 00 
1 1948 200 . 00 
1 1947 80 . 00 
2 1946 120 . 00 






$170 . 00 
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FORDS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1948 $ 30 .00 
1 1947 80 .00 
1 1947 150.00 
1 1947 20.00 
3 1946 180.00 
G . :M . C. ' S : Assessable 
Under Assessed .rot Assessed Valuation 
1 1950 $190.00 
1 1949 50.00 
*l 1947 50 . 00 
1 1942 90. 00 
*Assessed as a 1946 truck 
DODGES : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $120. 00 
1 1949 40 . 00 
1 1948 80 . 00 
1 1948 10. 00 
1 1947 390 . 00 
1 1947 20 . 00 
1 1946 10 . 00 
1 1943 10.00 
1 1941 30 .00 
INTERNATIOr~ALS: Assessable 
Under Asses sed Not Assessed Valuation 
*1 1949 $440 . 00 1 1949 $ 800.00 
1 1948 90 .00 2 1946 1760 .00 
1 1946 1200.00 
1 1941 250.00 
1 1941 220.00 
1 1941 330.00 
*Assessed as a 1948 truck 1 1936 
STUDEBAKERS : Assessable 
Under Assessed Not Assessed Valuation 
1 1949 $10.00 1 1946 $730.00 
1 1949 30 .00 
DIAMOND T : Assessable 









The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the trucks rere under assessed or not assessed was 
$8,320 . 00 . There were sixty- one and one-half ton trucks 
whose truck bodies were not assessed according to the 
Truck Body Schedule . 23 There were two hundred and fifty-
five people assessed who did not o vn trucks. 
SCHOENCHEN CITY 
Seventy-four per-cent of the cars in this city were 
assessed correctly . The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed 
l 1941 $10 . 00 
1 1941 30 . 00 
1 1941 60 . 00 
FORDS : 
Under Assessed 
l 1941 $10 . 00 
PONTIACS ; 
Under Assessed 
1 1941 $ 20 . 00 
1 1939 100 . 00 
MISCELLANEOUS: 
Over Assessed 















1 1948 $1 60 . 00 
MERCURYS : 
*l 1949 $280 . 00 
*Because the Assessor used Lincoln Schedule 
DODGES : 
*l 1940 $40 . 00 
*Because the Assessor used DeSoto Schedule 
The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$580 . 00 . The total amount over assessed was $480 . 00. 
There were ten people assessed who did not own cars. 
Sixty- seven per- cent of the trucks in this city 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1948 $140 . 00 
l 1941 10 . 00 
DODGES : 
Under Assessed 
l 1948 $60 . 00 







The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the trucks were under assessed or not assessed was 
$300 . 00 . There were twenty one and one-half ton trucks 
whose truck bodies were not assessed according to the 
Truck Body Schedule . 24 
24 . I bid ., p . 186 . 
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VICTORIA CITY 
Eighty-nine per-cent of the cars in this city 
were assessed correctly. The exceptions were: 
CHEVROLETS: 
Under Assessed 
3 1941 $ 60 . 00 
1 1939 20.00 
FORDS: 
Under Assessed 
*1 1942 $70 . 00 
1 1939 10.00 
*Assessed as a 1941 car 
PLYMOUTHS : 
Under Assessed 
2 1947 $60 . 00 
PONTIACS : 
Under Assessed 
*l 1939 $100.00 
~Assessed as a 1938 car 
ffiERCU YS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $20 . 00 
DODGES: 
Under Assessed 
*1 1948 $ 60 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1947 car 
DESOTOS: 
Under Assessed 
*l 1938 $80 .00 







Not Asse ssed 
Not Assessed 
Not Assessed 

















1 1950 $100.00 
1 1941 40 . 00 
MI SCELLANEOUS : 
Over Assessed 
PLTI OUTHS : 





The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the cars were under assessed or not assessed was 
$970 . 00. The total amount over assessed was $10 . 00 . There 
were f or ty- four people assessed who d i d not own cars . 
Eighty-three per-cent of the trucks in this city 
were assessed co rrectly . The exceptions were : 
CHEVROLETS : 
Under Assessed 
*1 1949 $60 . 00 
1 1947 40 . 00 
*Assessed as a 1948 truck 
FORDS : 
Under Assessed 
1 1949 $10.00 








The total assessment valuation lost in this city 
because the t.rucks were under assessed or not assessed 1,,,ras 
$160 . 00 . There were eighteen one and one- half ton trucks 
whose truck bodies were not assessed according to the Truck 
Body Schedule . 25 There were fifty-three people assessed 
who d i d not own trucks . 
25 . Ibid . , p . 186 . 
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CHAPTER. V 
coNcLusro~Ts AND REcm -1.ENDAT IONS 
There were 4,728 motor v ehicles licensed in Ellis 
County as of the first of March 1950 . Of this number 
3,592 wer e assessed and 1,136 not assessed. However, the 
number of vehicles not assessed was reduce somewhat by 
the fact t hat 149 of the Ellis County license tags were 
purchased by owners whose legal addresses were in another 
l county and 21 vere purchases by out-of-state r esidents . 
In the final analysis twenty per- cent or 966 licensed cars 
of county res i dents did not appear in t he assessment rolls . 
Of t he 1,865 truck license tags sold as of the first of 
March only 1,606 were assessed . This left nineteen per-cent 
or 358 licensed trucks of county residents that did not 
appear in the assessment rolls. There were $169 , 427 . 00 in 
assessment valuation lost because some of the cars and 
trucks were under assessed and not assessed. 
To show a comparison on ho r money was lost to the 
county because these cars and trucks wer e under assessed 
and not assessed, the author will assume that all of these 
cars and trucks were in Big Creek To~mship and then in 
1. Hays Daily News , March 6, 1951. After 1951 there 
will be a stop in people buying li~ense tags in other counties 
t hat in which t hey live. 
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Hays City. If all of the cars and trucks were in Big 
Creek Township and the average levy in mills was 21.13 
mills per thousand; then $3,579.99 was lost. If all these 
cars and trucks had been located in Hays City and the levy 
was 51.29 mills per thousand, then $9 ,189 . 91 was lost. An 
improvement in assessing procedure would bring in more 
revenue and also bring about a more equitable distribution 
of taxes and the tax burden. 
In comparing the total tangible tax and the total 
Jl, 2 car assessments, the total tangible tax was ~54,110,903.00 
and four per-cent or $2 ,095,269 . 00 of it was car assessment 
valuation. For the trucks one per-cent or $675,208.70 of 
the total tangible valuation was from trucks. Cars were 
more important in the four cities than in the townships as 
sources of revenue. 
In checking with the Deputy Assessors, I found they 
did not have a list of license tags for 1950, although it 
was recommended by the State Commission of Revenue and 
Taxation.3 The Deputy Assessors did have access to a list 
in the County Treasurer's office. The Deputy Assessors 
for 1951 have been furnished with a list of car owners. 
2. Abstract of Agriculture Horticulture Population 
and Other Statistics for Ellis County. (Ellis County Clerk 
office, March 1, 1950). 
3. Assessor's Manual, (Kansas State Printing) 
Topeka, Kansas, 1950. Pp. 61-62. 
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They were not furnished in 1950 with the Assessors !anual 
that is published by the State Commission. Another change 
for 1951 is that the tax-payers will not be allowed to fill 
out t heir own personal assessment record . The Assessors 
must fill out the blanks . This decision was made by the 
County Clerk . 4 
The Studebaker and Reo trucks were not listed in 
the Kansas Property Assessment Schedule for 1.25.Q so the 
Deputy Assessors substituted the Chevrolet schedule . In 
checking the Kansas Personal Prouerty Assessment Sched 1le 
for 1951, the Studebakers were listed but not the Reo . 
There were 63 license tags bought by residents of 
Ellis County in the four counties surrounding Elli s County 
and of this number twenty-one bought in Rooks County,5 
eighteen in Russell County, 6 thirteen in Trego County,7 
and eleven in Rush County . 8 These people lived on the edge 
of Ellis County and were closer to these county seats. 
4. Hays Daily News , March 1, 1951. 
5. Re cords from Rooks County Court House , (Stockton, 
Kansas , ] arch 8 , 1951). 
6 . Records from Russell County Court House, (Russell, 
Kansas , March 8 , 1951). 
7. Records from Trego County Court House , (Wakeeney , 
Kansas , February 20 , 1951). 
8 . Re cords from Rush County Court House , (Lacrosse, 
Kansas, ~arch 7, 1951). 
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While checking at these different places, I found that 
Russell County has a better filing system for their regis -
tra tion receipts than Ellis County be cause they had t hem 
alphabeti zed and sub- alphabetized while Ellis County only 
had t hem alphabetized . This made it easier to go through 
the Registration Receipts and one could find what he wanted 
in a short time . There were twenty- nine people listed on 
the assessment rolls in the County Cl~rk ' s office that 
could not be found in the Registration Receipts in the 
County Treasurer ' s office. 
Preceding 1938 for the cars and 1941 for the trucks, 
there was a great var iation in the judgement of t he Deputy 
Assessors. It would be better for t he Deputy Assessors and 
for the owners if a uniform assessment schedule would be 
set up for these older cars and trucks . This would make it 
easier on the assessors and fairer for each owner . 
There was confusion in the assessing of Hercurys , 
because the Lincoln s chedule was shown just above it on the 
same page . The assessors were assessing the Mercurys by 
using the Lincoln schedule and t his ·would cause the Mercury 
to be over asses sed . This was also true in the case of the 
Dodges because the DeSoto schedule was also shown just above 
it. 
The truck bodies ,vere not assessed for one and one-
half tons and over as they are supposed to be according to 
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the Truck Body Schedule . 9 The main reason for this is that 
there is no place on the assessment sheet for it. Also the 
place to describe the type of car on the assessment records 
and Registrat ion Receipts were not filled in the majority of 
cases. 
In trying to avoid the number of cars under assessed 
and not assessed and to improve the. assessment system it 
would be better if all of the Deputy Assessors were appointed 
by the County Assessor instead of just the Deputy Assessors 
in the cities. AlthouGh, accordine to law, the County Asses-
sor appoints the Deputy Assessor in the townships, this is 
not true in actual experience because the To,mship Trustees 
are ex-officio Deputy Assessor and the County Assessor only 
goes through a formality. By actually appointing them all 
he would have them responsible to him. 
The Deputy Assessors should be required to attend a 
week of assessment school set up in the County instead of 
ju.st one day. It is impossible to go over all the assess-
ment procedures thoroughly in this one day period. This 
school of instruction should be conducted by the County 
Assessor . 
There should be certain qualifications set up for 
the Deputy Assessor and the salary raised so it will 
9 . Appendix, Truck Body Schedule , p. 186. 
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encourage better qualified men and women for the job . 
In trying to eliminate the number of cars that are 
not assessed there were various alternatives that can be 
used. One a l ternative, used in Colorado, requires an owner 
to present his tax receipt showing that he paid his last 
years taxes on his car before he can purchase his license 
tags. 10 The State of Nebraska has this same policy. 11 
Another alternative, used in Oklahoma, provides that a 
car owner pays the tax on a car when the license tag is 
purchased . 12 The State of Mi ssouri has the same system 
as Kansas . 13 
Between the policies first mentioned the one where 
you pay your car taxes as you purchase the license tag is 
better because this shows on one record that you have paid 
both. To pass a law requiring the showing of your tax 
receipt, when you purchase your license tag, should not be 
difficult , but the policy where one pays his car taxes as 
he purchases his license tags ivould require an amendment 
in the Constitution. The Constitution of Kansas states 
10 . Colorado Statutes A..~notated, 1935, Chapter 16, 
section 18 . 
11 . Revised Statutes of Nebraska, 1943, Chapter 60, 
p . 1783 . 
12 . Statutes of Oklahoma, 1943, Chapter 47, p . 119 . 
13 . Statut es of Missouri, Chapter 301, section 60. 
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that the legislature shall provide a uniform and equal 
rate of assessment and taxation on all tangible property . 14 
If the legislature would pass a special law on assessing 
tangible property such as cars and trucks, then that would 
be discriminating against the other tangible property and 
would be unconst itutional. The advantages of this system 
would be greater revenue from this type of property, re-
duce administrative costs and the assessor would be relieved 
from the assessment of cars and trucks. 




General St atutes of Kansas , 1949 . Topeka : State Printing 
Plant, 1950 . Pp . 1 - 2757 . 
Contains the La·s of Kansas . 
Ellis County Clerk ffi ce , Abstract of Agriculture Hort-
icu l ture Population and other Statistics for Ellis 
County. Hays : 1950 . 
Gave the population for each Tovmshin and City 
and t he total population for the County . -
Part Of Set 
Colorado St a t utes Annotated . Denver : State Printing Plant , 
1935 . Chapter 16 , Section 18 . 
Contains laws on taxation . 
Revised Statutes of Nebraska . Lincoln: State Printing Plant, 
1943 . Chapter 60 , p . 17d3 . 
Contains laws on taxation . 
Statutes of Oklahoma . Okl ahoma City : State Printing Plant , 
1943 . Chapter 47 , p . 119 . 
Cont ains laws on taxation . 
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Statutes of Missouri . Jefferson City : State Printing Plant, 
1935 , Chapter 301, Section 60 . 
Contains laws on taxation . 
Books 
State Commission of Revenue and Taxation, Assessor Manual. 
Topeka: State Printing Plant , 1949 . Pp . 1-126 . 
Contains the procedure on assessing . 
County Cl erk Association , Kansas Personal Property Assess-
ment Schedule d:22Q. Atchison : Lockwood Company , 1949 . 
Pp . 1-34 . 
Contains the assessment valuation for cars and 
trucks . 
Garr ison , w. P., The~-~ · Automobile and Truck Guide . 
Prov idence : Garrison P,1blishers Inc ., 1950. 
Contains the weight for each car and truck . 
Newspapers 
Hays Daily News , March 1- 26 , 1951 . 
Case 
Ottawa University ll• Stralton . 95 Kan . 246 , 248 , 166 p . 892 . 
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Records 
Ellis County Clerk Office , 11 Assessment Records ." Hays: 1950 . 
Used t hese records to find out how many people 
had been assessed for their car and truck . 
Ellis County Treasurer Office , "Registration Receipts . " 
Hays : 1950. 
Used these records to find out how many people 
license tags were sold for cars and trucks . 
Rooks County Treasurer Office, 11 Registration Receipts ._ 11 
Stockton : 1950 . 
Used these records to check on cars who were 
assessed but didn 't purchase t heir license ta sin 
Ellis County. 
Trego County Treasurer Office , "Registration Receipts ." 
Wakeeney : 1950 . 
Used these records .,_o che ck on cars who were 
assessed but didn't purchase their license tags in 
Elli s County. 
Rush County Treasurer Office , "Registration Receipts . " 
Lacrosse: 1950 . 
Used these records to check on cars who were 
assesse~ but didn 't purchase their license tags in 
Ellis County. 
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Russell County Treasurer Office , "Registration Receipts . " 
Russell : 1950 . 
Used these records to check on cars who i·rnre 
assessed but didn ' t purchase their license tag s in 
Ellis County . 
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AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION RECEI PT 
This is the registra tion receipt t ha t is used in the 
County Treasurer Office . 














1951 AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION RECEIPT 1951 
Regis tro tlon 38- 707 E ngine 1 8 - 599-3763 Nun1ber Nurnber 
Name Jobn Doe I 
Address 412 E. 8th st. 
. Kans. I 
Make 
Postoffice Havs . 
TITLE NO. 
Date 7L28 1951. Tudor 1941 
Serial No. Style Year 
New __ Used __ Model ___ Date Purchase..:! H.P-
Gross wt 3095 
!• 
0 :z: 






= The above described vehicle has been duly regi stered in PENALTIES [J@ the slate of Kansas under the above number for the year AND BACK ending December 31, 19 51 . FEES @ e.J/c, Supt., Ji/ . t:.- DIRECTOR 
Vehicle Department STATE HIGHWAY coM. = RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FOR TRA:SSFEB TOTAL 






Occupation of Owner __ .,,_F_:a:::.=rm:.=c::ec...:r=-· ------------------
Type of Busines"------~----------~----------
Last License No_-'3,c_::_8_-_7'-0.c.......c.6 ___ Year Issued 1949 State Kansas 
I hereby certify that the above named applicant has produced satisfactory evi-
dence to me that the sales tax or compensating tax on the above described vehicle 
has been duly paid to the State of Kansas (or that said vehicle is exempt from pay-
ment of such taxes or that Section 8-153, G. S. 1939 Supp. does not apply). 
Kansas Certificate of Title has been exhibited or application for new certificate 
of title has been approved by me, and above fees for this application have been 
collected this, __ -'16.,__ _ day OLf __ __,~.__,.e'-'b"-'ru"'-"',..,,a""r~y'-____ 1951. 
EJJ1s 
County Treasurer County 
INSTRUCTIONS: Th is application must be signed by the owner of the vehicle. 
The last re~istration receipt issued in the name of the applicant must be attached to this applica-
tion. or fee paid for duplicate. 
This application must be approved and registration receipt issued by the Vehicle Department be-
fore this veh icle is lawfully registered. 
NOTICE TO TREASURER: Original to Vehicle Depanment, Duplicate retained by County Treasurer, 
Triplicate to applican •. 
A.PPLICATION FOR AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION 
V. D. FonM No. i15A 23-3818-0-72 5-50 - sooM 
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RESEARCH CARD 
This was the type of research card used in comparing 




$790. 00 $3 , 680 
Doe, John ·------
Doe, John $550.00 $550.00 ---
TRUCK BODY SCHEDULE 
TRUCK BODY SCHEDULE 
For 1 ½ Ton Trucks 
Platform - -------------- -------------
Express ----------------------------Canopy ___________________________ _ 
Panel -----------------------------
Stoke - - - --------------------------
Groin -----------------------------
Stock ------- -----------------------
Screen Side - ------- -------------------
Von Panel --------------- ------------Comb., Grain and Stock _____________________ _ 
Advertising Car -------------------------Refrigerator _________ ________________ _ 
Mechanical Refrigerator _____________________ _ 
For Heavy Duty Trucks 
Platform - ------------------ ---------
Stock and Stoke -------------------------
Panel -----------------------------Von _ _________________ __________ _ 
Dump Bodies 
1 ½ Yard Gravity -------------------------
11/:i. Yard Power -------------------------
2 Yard Power Hyd. ------------------------
21/:i. Yard Power Hyd. -----------------------
3 Yard P-ower Hyd. ------------------------
5 Yard Power Hyd. ------------------------




60 to $ 75 
85 to 110 
140 to 185 
175 to 250 
85 to 115 
100 to 125 
100 to 140 
125 to 200 
200 to 250 
125 to 170 
300 to 400 
750 to 1000 
1000 to 1450 
75 to 125 
100 to 220 
200 to 300 






360 t o 600 
TAX LEVIES, ELLIS COUNTY, KANSAS , 1950 
(Rote Expressed in Dollars per thousand valuat ion) 
STATE LEVY 
State General Fund - ------------ --------------
State Bonus Fund ------------------------------State Bldg. & Ed. Fund _________ _ 
TOTAL 
General Fund 
Soc. Welfare Fund 
Form Bureau Fund 
COUNTY LEVIES 
Nox. Weed Fund -~---------------------------
Rood & Bridge Fund --------------------------
No Fund Wts. Fund ----------------··--·-·--------·------·--····-----
Bond & Int. Fund 
Gen . Co. H igh School Fund 
Gen. Co. Elem. School Fund -------------------------
TOTAL 






Special Sewer ___________________ _ 
Fire Equip. _____________ ·-----------·--------__________ _ 
Nox . Weed -------------------------------






















===J,:__O~T~A;,:_L~=========== = ================== ===========-·24 .55 
ELLIS CITY 
Gen . Operating -----------------------------
Li b rary Mun. Bond ___________ _ 
No Fund Wts. 
Fire Equip. Reserve --------------·-------------
Noxious Weed 
Bond & Int. - - ----------------------------
7 .02 
.61 







Mun. Bond __ 
VICTORIA CITY 
Noxious Weed -----------------·····-····--·--_____ _ 
Bond & Int. -------------------------------
TOTAL 
Gen . Operat ing 
TOTAL 
Township Gen . Light Pr. Dog 
SCHOENCHEN C!TY 
TOWNSHIP LEVIES 1950 











------ - ---- --- ----- Lookout ________ _____ _ 
Pleasant H ill ---··-· 
3. 00* ____ .03 (Twp.) Riverview __ __ _ 
Ellis _ ____ , 
.03 
. 14 
3.00 r~own Lots' 
. 14 
Saline ___ _ _ 
Smoky Hill ···- ---
----·--
. 13 . 13 
Freedom ____ _ 
East Hamilton_ 
West Hamilton. 




* Catherine Town Lots On ly 
V1ctor1a. ____ _ 
.50 Walker ____ _ 
.2 7 Wheatland __ _ 
.03 
SCHOOL DISTRICT LEVIES 1950 
507~t°1 Gen . f1~~- Bldg . Tronsp. Total - --- -,-- - --- - -- ------
1 ·---------·-U- 1 ________ _ 
2 ------
Jt. U-2 ----·· 
U-3 -···------· 
4 ----Jt. U-4 _____ _ 
5 -- -----------· 












24 . ----------25 __________ _ 
26 ---------
27 -------------
Jt. 28 ·-- _ . 
Ellis & R's!. 
30 ----·-------· 
3 1 
1 i .43 l.34 1.79 ------ 14.56 
















7 .07 --- -------- ------·· 
1.57 
2 .88 
7.09 8.02 --------- --------
6 .32 -------- ------- -------
7.04 
.26 --------- ---------- -----------· 

















































Jt. 53 R's!. . 
J t. 28 Rush __ 
Jt. 68 R'sl. 
Jt. 91 Rooks 
Jt. 1 f17 R'ks. 
Jt. 61 _ 
was l 08 Rks. 
Jt. 29 Rush __ 














5 . 11 
-·--------- ·---------· 1.5 5 
1.16 
7 .07 ---------- ---------- ------ ---N~ -- ----- 2 .00 





























RURAL HIGH SCHOOL LEVIES 1950 
School District 
H. R.H. # 1 Elli s Co. -----------
j\~R. ff 2 # 1 Roo -ks ___ -::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::-::= I 
Jt. R.H. #4 Roo ks ------------ 1 

















FORM 2-APPROVED AND ADOPTED BY STATE COMMISSION OF REVENUE AND TAXATION FOR 1950. PAGE 1 
( __________________ ) ------------------
(Fint Name and Initial of Husba nd or Wife) (Name of T4"payer) 
Post Office Addres,,_ _______________________ _ R. F. D. No ____ _ 
(Street and N umber if in City) 
Common School District No _________ fownshi P----------City __________ _ 
High School District No ___________ Cemetery District _ __ _ Draindge Distric.._ _ ___ _ 
lrrigdtion District _______ _ 
Taxable Value $ ________ _,_,ogJ----- --
Bushels of Grai,,_ _______ mount of Tax $ ________ _ 
STATE OF KANSAS, COUNTY OF 
PERSONAL PROPERTY ST A TEMENT 
1950 
LOT BLOCK ADD 
SECTION TOWNSHIP RANGE -
N E 
S E 
NW 
'-cl 
Ui 
0 
t-l 
1-tJ 
?5 
1-tJ 
t:xj 
::0 
f-3 
K 
Ui 
f-3 
t:xj 
f-3 
1--' 
\D 
\J1 
0 
